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Defects are inevitable in molecular junctions and therefore to improve the quality 
of such junctions, it is important to minimize the density of defects, and to understand 
how they affect the electrical characteristics. However, the “quality” of molecular 
junctions is poorly defined – usual indicators such as the yield of junctions, stability, 
and reproducibility, are often poorly defined – and the density of defects, or how  
defects affect the performance, are essentially unknowns in most systems. This thesis 
describes new methods to determine and to improve the quality of SAM-based 
junctions. We optimized the fabrication of the bottom and top-electrodes, and 
investigated the effect of the supramolecular structure of the self-assembled 
monolayers (SAMs) the electrical characteristics of the junctions. We found that 
conventional factors are sometimes poor indicators of junction quality. For instance, 
junctions that are dominated by the defects in the SAMs, or bottom-electrodes, still 
can have high yield in non-shorting junctions. However, the quality of these junctions 
was still possible to be assessed by examining their charge transport characteristics, 
such as apparent injection current, tunneling decay coefficient, Joule heating 
(curvature of the dJ/dV) or rectification ratio. We also identified methods to minimize 
defects and found that liquid-like SAMs compensate for defects because of their 
inherent self-healing properties. Based on these improvements, we were able to 
investigate weak phenomenon in molecular junctions, such as odd-even effects, in 
more detail.  
xi 
 
Chapter 1 is a general introduction to this work and Chapter 2 gives a literature 
overview to establish definitions of the “quality” of SAM based junctions. One of the 
major issues in molecular electronics is that direct measurement of the 
metal—SAM—metal structure are not possible, but each fabrication step, e.g., the 
fabrication of the top-electrode, bottom-electrode, or the organic component, will 
introduce unknowns and defects. First a summary is given of the different fabrication 
techniques followed by a brief summary of the strengths and the weaknesses of each 
technique. Based on this literature overview, we determine factors that affect the 
quality of the electrodes and the SAM structure and the each fabrication step could be 
optimized.                                        
In Chapters 3-6 we study the role of defects in our SAM-based junctions and in 
Chapters 7-9 we use this knowledge in subtle physical-organic studies of charge 
transport. Chapter 3 optimizes the fabrication procedures of ultra-smooth 
template-stripped Ag surfaces by studying the effect of deposition rate, deposition 
temperature, and annealing temperature and time prior to template-stripping. Chapter 
4 describes our efforts in minimizing leakage currents in molecular diodes by 
investigating how the supramolecular structure of SAMs is affected by the type, and 
purity of the SAM precursor, and the topography of the bottom-electrode. In Chapter 
5, we fabricated PDMS confined EGaIn top-electrodes, which are compatible with 
template-stripped surfaces; these bottom-electrodes do not need to be patterned and 
do not have electrode edges at which SAMs cannot pack well. By precisely 
controlling the size of top-electrodes, we studied in Chapter 6 the scaling of the 
xii 
 
current with junction area. Junctions with small contact area showed that J scales with 
the area, but large junctions are dominated by defects resulting in a sharp increase of J. 
These large junctions suffered from Joule heating which indicates current 
concentrated at defect site. With good understanding of the junction quality, we 
investigated subtle phenomenon in SAM based junctions.  
Chapter 7 describes the self-healing behaviors of liquid-like SAMs on defective 
bottom-electrodes. The liquid-like SAMs give significantly better performance of the 
SAM based junctions on rough electrodes, because their energy penalty for falling 
over is low – weak intermolecular alkyl-alkyl chain interactions – and compensate – 
fill-up – defects without the need for forming energetically unfavorable Gauche 
defects. Thus, thin SAMs capable of self-repair compensate for defects at the 
molecular level and yield high quality tunneling barriers. Chapter 8 discusses the 
origins of odd-even effect by the means of DC and AC measurements. We found that 
the odd-even effect manifest itself in both the SAM and the SAM-electrode interfaces, 
but is dominated by the SAM resistance and SAM capacitance. Chapter 9 compares 
the charge transports properties across template-stripped bottom-electrodes made of 
different metals. In this Chapter, we enlarge the family of bottom-electrodes in EGaIn 
based junctions and investigate the effect of work function, surface morphologies on 
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with respect to the line of the mold. The thin layer of PDMS was cured. 
(D) More uncured PDMS was added to stabilize the thin layer of 
PDMS and cured. (E) The microfluidic device was peeled off from the 
mold and a hole was punched at the end of the small channel. (F) We 
placed the microfluidic device on an ITO substrate and injected 
GaOx/EGaIn into the PDMS channel. (G) The through-hole was filled 
with GaOx/EGaIn by applying vacuum to channel 2. (H) Separation of 
the micro-fluidic device from the ITO yielded a complete top-electrode.  
  
Figure 5.5  (A) A SEM image of the mold recorded from an angle with respect to 
the surface normal of 25
o
. (B) Optical micrographs of the cross section 
of the PDMS micro-channel, and (C) of the PDMS micro-channel with 
GaOx/EGaIn in the through-hole. (D) Photograph of a complete device. 
  
Figure 5.6 The procedure of forming reversible contacts to the SAMs. (A) 
Placement of the top-electrode on the SAM-Ag
TS
 substrate allows the 
GaOx/EGaIn in the through-hole to form contacts with the SAM. (B) 
After completing the J(V) measurements of one junction, we separated 
the top-electrode from the SAM-Ag
TS
 substrate and (C) placed it on a 
different area of the SAM-Ag
TS
 substrate, or on a different substrate, to 
form a new junction. 
  
Figure 5.7 (A) Plots of <|J|> vs V and (B) histograms of log(|J|) at -0.50 V with 
Gaussian fits. The log-mean |J| as a function of the number of carbons 
measured at -0.50 V (black symbols) with a fit to Eq. 5.1 (black line) 
using method 1; (C). Plots of all data of log|J| at -0.50 V versus chain 
length and (D) the trend line fitted by using the least-absolute-errors 
algorithm using method 2. The red lines and symbols in panel c and d 
represent the reference values as explained in the text.  
  
Figure 5.8 Plots of |J| versus chain length of the n-alkanethiolates at -0.50 V 
obtained by three different users using five different top-electrodes. The 
data are offset by 0.1 carbon number for clarity. The inset shows the 
values of β and J0 and the solid lines are fits to the Simmons equation. 
  
Figure 5.9 Histograms of log|J| at -0.50 V for SC9CH3 SAMs on Ag
TS
. Gaussian fit 
for the histogram of all data is shown in (A).  
  
Figure 5.10 Histograms of log|J| at -0.50 V for SC11CH3 SAMs on Ag
TS
. Gaussian 




Figure 5.11 Histograms of log|J| at -0.50 V for SC13CH3 SAMs on Ag
TS
. Gaussian 
fit for the histogram of all data is shown in (A). 
  
Figure 5.12 Histograms of the values of log|J| measured at -0.50 V for junctions 
with SAMs of SC15CH3 SAM determined by three users using five 
different top-electrodes. (A) The histograms of log|J| for all data. 
(B)-(F) The histograms of log|J| for each user superimposed on the 
histogram of all data. 
  
Figure 5.13 Histograms of log|J| at -0.50 V for SC17CH3 SAMs on Ag
TS
. Gaussian 
fit for the histogram of all data is shown in (A). 
  
Figure 5.14  (A) AFM image of the template-stripped Ag surface. The rms 
roughness was determined to be 0.9 nm. (B)AFM image of the 
as-deposited Ag surface. The rms roughness was determined to be 3.3 
nm. 
  
Figure 5.15 Histograms of |J| determined at -0.50 V for junctions with SC17CH3 
SAMs supported by as-deposited Ag substrates and that for junctions 
with Ag
TS
 substrates. The red vertical line indicates the reference value 
of log|J| for these junctions. 
  
Figure 5.16 Histograms of the values of log|J| measured at -0.50 V for junctions 
with SAMs of SC17CH3 obtained by three different users using the 
same top-electrode (A-C) or using conical tips of GaOx/EGaIn (D-F). 





Figure 5.17 Stability of the junctions with SAMs of SC9CH3, SC13CH3 and 
SC17CH3. (A) 2500 J(V) curves measured by continuously sweeping 
the bias between -0.50 and 0.50 V. (B) Retention characteristics at a 
constant bias of -0.50 V for 27 hours (bias was applied at t = 0 s and the 
current was measured at t = 15 s and onward at an interval of 15 s for 
10
5
 s). (B) The J(V) curves of the devices with SAMs of SC9CH3 right 
after the devices were prepared and after aging up to ten days after 
which we stopped the experiment. (D) The J(V)curves at different 
temperatures in the range of  (160-297 K) for a junction with a SAM 
of SC9CH3. 
  
Figure 5.18 The J(V) curves of the devices incorporated with SAMs of (A) 
SC13CH3, and (B) SC17CH3 right after the devices were prepared and 




Figure 5.19 GC-MS spectra of SCn-1CH3 (n = 10, 12, 14, 16, 18). (A), (C), (E), (G) 
and (I) are the GC spectra of SC9CH3, SC11CH3, SC13CH3, SC15CH3, 
and SC17CH3, respectively. (B), (D), (F), (H) and (J) are the 
corresponding MS spectra of SC9CH3, SC11CH3, SC13CH3, SC15CH3, 
and SC17CH3, respectively. 
  
Figure 6.1 Schematic illustration of a thin-area defect in a SAM-based junction. 
The current is large at the defect site because of the small d and 
exponential dependence on d (Eqs. 6.1-6.3). The arrows indicate the 
direction of current flow (here shown for the case the current flows 
from the top to the bottom-electrode). The red ellipses indicate the area 
where Joule heating in the electrodes could be important.  
  
Figure 6.2 (A) Schematic illustration of the junctions (not drawn to scale). (B) 
Photograph of a complete device. Optical micrographs of the 




 (D), or 1.1×10
4
 μm2 (E) 
in contact with ITO (see Figure 6.13 for the optical micrographs for the 
other values of Ageo). 
  
Figure 6.3 Plots of the Gaussian mean of the values of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias 
and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to these 
histograms, respectively, for junctions with n = 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18 





























(M and N) respectively. 
  
Figure 6.4 Linear plots of the J vs. applied bias for junctions with n = 10 (A), 12 




 and junctions 






Figure 6.5 The values of < log10|J|>G as a function of nC for junctions with 
different values of Ageo. 
  
Figure 6.6 Least absolute deviation fitting of Eq.6. 2 to all values of <log10|J|> 
































Figure 6.7 The values of log10|J0| (A), β (B), the yield in working devices (C), and 
the log-standard deviation σlog (D), as a function of Ageo. The red dashed 
lines are guides to the eye. 
  
Figure 6.8 (A) The J(V) characteristics of the Ag
TS
-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn junctions 
as a function of Ageo. The solid line fits to the Simmons equation (Eq. 
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5.3). (B) Plots of the log10|J| values for junctions of 
Ag
TS
-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn as a function of Ageo. (C) The J(V) 
characteristics of the Ag
DE
-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn junctions as a function of 
Ageo. The solid line fits to the Simmons equation (Eq. 5.3). (D) Plots of 
the log10|J| values for junctions on rough Ag surface as a function of 
Ageo on as deposited Ag. 
  
Figure 6.9 The normalized differential conductance curves as a function of Ageo for 
junctions with Ag
TS
 (A) and Ag
DE 
electrodes (B). The solid lines are 
guides to the eye. 
  
Figure 6.10  (A) J(V) characteristics of SC18 for various top-electrode area. The 
solid line fits to the Simmons equation (Eq. 6.3). (B) Estimated 
effective thickness deff as a function of Ageo. 
  
Figure 6.11  (A) Plots of J vs. n for applied bias of 0.025 to 0.500 V in steps of 
0.025V. The solid lines represent fits to Eq. 6.2. (B) the values of J0 as a 
function of applied bias (in black); the same but corrected for the 
effective electrical contact area (in red). 
  
Figure 6.12 Schematic illustration of preparation of PDMS mold. 
  
Figure 6.13 Optical micrographs of the top-electrodes of different sizes of 1.8×10
2
 
μm2 (A), 9.6 × 102 μm2 (B), 6.4×103 μm2 (C), or 1.8×104 μm2 (D). 
  
Figure 6.14 (A) The atomic force microscopy image of Ag
TS
 with a rout mean 
square roughness of 0.52 nm measured over an area of 2.0 × 2.0 µm
2
. 
(B) The atomic force microscopy image of Ag
DE
 with a rout mean 




Figure 7.1 (A) Schematic illustration of a SAM defect inside the junctions induced 
by a metal grain boundary. Sketched are the variations in barrier height 
for SAMs made using short (nc = 4) and long (nc = 16) n-alkanethiolate 
molecules. (B) The 2D AFM images of a smooth Ag
A-TS
 surface with 
large grains (left) and a rough Ag
DE
 surface with small grains (right). 
(C) The schematic of the equivalent circuit for n-alkanethiolate 
SAM-based junctions. 
  
Figure 7.2 Plots of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of <log10|J|>G at 
-0.50 V on rough Ag substrates (with Gaussian fits to the histograms) 
for junctions with n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18. 
 
  
Figure 7.3 Plots of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of <log10|J|>G at 
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-0.50 V on smooth Ag substrates (with Gaussian fits to the histograms) 
for junctions with n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18. 
  





 bottom-electrodes for junctions with even-numbered nC 
in the range of 2 to 18; the error bars represent log-standard deviations. 
(C) The plots of <log10|J|>G at -0.50 V as a function of nC for junctions 
incorporating SAMs on Ag
A-TS
 (red) and Ag
DE
 substrates (black); the 
error bars represent the 95% confidence levels. The very small 
probability p-values correspond to strong evidence of the biphasic 









 (nc = 2-10) and 8.3×10
-3 
(nc = 
10-18). The solid lines represent fits to equation 1. (D) The yield of 
non-shorting junctions as a function of nC. 
  
Figure 7.5 Plots of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of <log10|J|>G at 
-0.50 V on rough Au substrates (with Gaussian fits to the histograms) 
for junctions with n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18. 
  
Figure 7.6 Plots of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of <log10|J|>G at 
-0.50 V on smooth Au substrates (with Gaussian fits to the histograms) 
for junctions with n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18. 
 
  
Figure 7.7 Plots of <log10|J|>G at -0.50 V as a function of nC for junctions with 
SAMs on Au
TS
 (red) and Au
DE
 substrates (black); the error bars 
represent the 95% confidence levels. 
  
Figure 7.8 The Bode (A) and phase (B) plots for junctions on Ag
A-TS 
substrates and 
the Bode (C) and phase (D) plots for junctions on Ag
DE
 substrates. The 
transition frequency increases while the RSAM decreases, and it becomes 
too large for accurate measurement for junctions with n < 6. 
  





.  The solid lines represent fits to the equivalent 
circuit shown in Figure 7.1C. 
  
Figure 7.10 Plots of RSAM and RC from impedance measurements as a function of 
the number of carbons, together with CSAM plotted against the inverse 
of the SAM height 1/d, for junctions on smooth Ag
A-TS 
(A, B and C) 
and rough Ag
DE 
(D, E and F) substrates. Note the SAM heights 
computed from MD agree well with the d-values measured by AR XPS 
(Table 7.4), with a coefficient of determination R
2
 = 0.95 (extrapolated 











Figure 7.12 Peak fitting of S2p spectra labelled as S1 and S0 for n-alkanethiolate 
SAMs and residual plots with n = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18 on Ag
DE




Figure 7.13 The intensity fraction of S0 peaks as a function of carbon number.  
 
Figure 7.14 Representative SAM structures at boundaries for (A) nC = 4, (B) nC = 
10 and (C) nC = 18, calculated using molecular dynamics simulations 
(subpanels i) together with calculated height profiles (subpanels ii). 
Hydrogen atoms are coloured white, carbons are blue, sulphur atoms 
are orange and gold atoms are coloured yellow. Height profiles are 
coloured red for boundary regions and coloured blue for non-defect 
close-packed regions. Panel D shows the resulting changes in (i) barrier 
height d as chain length nC increases, and (ii) the root mean square 
fluctuations (RMSF) in carbon atom positions at the boundary. Panel E 
shows boundary healing energies (i) calculated by comparing boundary 
and close-packed regions, together with (ii) the corresponding SAM 
penalties at the boundary (both intermolecular packing and 
intramolecular conformational energies) and (iii) dihedral angle 
penalties and corresponding gauche defects (iv) that give the sharp 
transition in boundary energies at nC = 10. 
 
Figure 7.15 The histogram of the grain sizes boundaries widths of Ag
A-TS 
(A and B) 
and Ag
DE
 surfaces (C and D). 
 
Figure 8.1 Schematic illustrations of odd-numbered and even-numbered 
n-alkanethiolate SAM based junction (A) and the equivalent circuit for 
these junctions (B). The arrows indicate the odd-even effect in the 
orientation of the terminal CH3 moiety. The SAM-top contact resistance 
(Rc,t) is roughly 2 orders of magnitude larger than the SAM-bottom 
contact resistance (Rc,b), so the contact resistance (Rc) is dominated by 
the SAM-top contact resistance (Rc,t). 
  
Figure 8.2 Schematic illustrations of the top (A) and side views (B) of the 
junctions. Channel 2 in the PDMS mold is filled with the EGaIn and is 
forced into the through-hole by applying a vacuum to channel 1. 
Channel 1 is small enough so that the EGaIn cannot fill it because of its 
high surface tension. The top-electrode can be placed in contact with 
the SAM and removed again once the measurements are completed, 
and re-used again for typically 20-25 times. (C) Photograph of a 
complete device. Inset shows an optical micrograph of the footprint of 
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the GaOx/EGaIn stabilized in the through-hole in contact with a 
transparent electrode (ITO) viewed through the ITO. (D) Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) image of the template-stripped Ag surface (Ag
A-TS
) 
that was annealed prior to template-stripping. 
 
  
Figure 8.3 Plots of the Gaussian mean of the values of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias 
and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits for junctions of 
SAMs incorporating n-alkanethiolates on template-stripped silver. 
 
  
Figure 8.4 (A) The values of <log10|J|>G (determined at -0.5 V) plotted against n 
with fits (solid lines) to Eq. 1 obtained using method 1 (as explained in 
the text) along with the 99% confidence levels. (B) All values of log10|J| 
at -0.5 V with a fit to Eq. 8.1 obtained by method 2 (solid lines). Insets 
show the extrapolation to n = 0 in more detail. 
  
Figure 8.5 The Bode (A, C) and phase (B, D) plots for the 
Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions with n = 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 or 18 
(A, B), and n = 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, or 17 (C, D), respectively. 
  
Figure 8.6 The Nyquist plots for the Ag
A-TS
 -SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions with n = 
6 to 18 (A: n = 6 and 8, B: n = 10 and 12, C = 14, 16 and 18, D = 7 and 
9, E = 11 and 13, and F = 15 and 17).  The solid lines represent fits 
(eq. 2) to the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 8.1. 
  
Figure 8.7 The KK-plots of Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions with n = 6 to 18. 
  
Figure 8.8 The residual plots for non-linear least square fitting of the impedance 
data to the equivalent circuit (Eq. 8.2) shown in Figure 8.1B. 
  
Figure 8.9 (A) Semi-log plots of the SAM resistance (RSAM; the solid lines are fits 
to Eqs. 3 and 4) and SAM—top contact resistance (Rc,t) against n (inset: 
Rc as a function of n with linear scales). (B) The SAM capacitance 
(CSAM; the solid lines are fits to Eqs. 4 and 5) as a function of n. The 
dashed lines are guides to eye. 
  
Figure 8.10 Plots of capacitance (CSAM) fitted of the effective thickness of SAMs 
and experimentally obtained εr values. 
  
Figure 9.1 The atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of template-stripped Pt (A), 
Pd (B), Au (C), Cu (D), Ag (E) and Ni (F) bottom-electrodes 
  
Figure 9.2 Plots |J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with 
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Gaussian fits to these histograms for junctions with n = 10, 12, 14, 16, 




Figure 9.3 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V 
with Gaussian fits to these histograms for junctions with n = 10, 12, 14, 




Figure 9.4 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V 
with Gaussian fits to these histograms, respectively, for junctions with n 




Figure 9.5 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V 
with Gaussian fits to these histograms for junctions with n = 10, 12, 14, 




Figure 9.6 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V 
with Gaussian fits to these histograms for junctions with n = 10, 12, 14, 




Figure 9.7 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V 
with Gaussian fits to these histograms for junctions with n = 10, 12, 14, 





































(A) The values of β as a function of work function of SAM modified 
electrode metals. (B) The values of β as a function of work function of 
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FTIR Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
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Agb Area of grain boundaries 
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dgb Grain boundaries 
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Molecular electronics, which spans chemistry, physics, and materials science, is a 
discipline that studies devices wherein molecules are utilized as essential elements 
and serve as conduits of electrical currents, influence the mechanism of charge 
transport, and provide electronic function.
1-4
 Such devices have been proposed more 
than 40 years ago and a potentially useful platforms to generate molecular size 
transistors, diodes, sensors, and so on,
5
 or in devices with new electronic function that 
are difficult to obtain by conventional methods. The understanding of the molecular 
behavior in electronic systems is a main goal in molecular electronics and essential to 
realize the integration of molecules into conventional microelectronic devices.   
Despite these bold promises, one of the main challenges is to fabricate junctions 
reliably and to prove molecular effects because an ideal platform is still lacking.
6
 
Generally, there are at least five critical components of molecular electronics: at least 
two electrodes, the molecule layer, and two interfaces.
7
 So far, various fabrication 
methods have been employed to generate and investigate the electrical properties of 
molecular devices including break junctions, conductive probe junctions, and planar 
sandwich geometry.
8,9
 But none of these methods yield defect free junctions; these 
defects complicate the interpretation of the data that generated in physical-organic 
studies of charge transport. All of these methods have their own advantages and 
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disadvantages and contain defects inherent in the electrode materials and SAMs, or in 
the fabrication methods.  
Since there is no defect free platform for molecular electronics, establishing 
methods for “quality control” is essential to identify and minimize artifacts and the 
leakage currents (the current that flows through defects), and, eventually, to enhance 
the electronic functionalities, e.g., the rectification ratio of molecular diodes. But the 
“quality” of SAM-based junctions has not been defined and the systematic protocols 
for quality control have not been established. To improve the understanding of the 
SAM-based junction quality, proper indicators are required. Conventional factors 
(such as yield, stability and durability etc.) are still important, but not comprehensive 
to determine the quality of SAM-based junctions. For example, Rabson et al.
10
 found 
that pinholes present in tunneling barriers can mimic tunneling, and in this thesis we 
show that yields in non-shorting junctions correlate only weakly with the number of 
defects inside SAM-based junctions. Ideally, SAM-based junctions of good quality 
should have high yields with good stabilities, make it possible to obtain statistically 
large number of data, generate data with high precision (width of distribution) and 
accuracy (closeness to a reference value or standard value), have minimal leakage 
currents, and show molecule-induced electronic functionalities, such as molecular 
diodes, switchers, or memorizers etc. Chapter 2 gives a literature overview about 
determine the quality of SAM-based junctions across different test beds that have 
been utilized to investigate the electronic transport through the SAM-based junctions. 
To achieve junctions with good quality, Chapters 3-6 describe the systematic 
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optimizations of the fabrication of both the bottom and top-electrodes, and the 
supramolecular structures of SAMs, and we propose new methods to identify defects, 
and how they affect the junction properties. Here, we use the method that has a planar 
sandwich geometry and incorporates self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) supported 
by template-stripped (TS)
11
 bottom-electrodes and a non-destructive liquid-metal 
top-electrode of an eutectic alloy gallium and indium (EGaIn).
12
  
Based on this platform, we firstly optimized the fabrication procedure of the 
bottom-electrodes to achieve ultra-smooth Ag surfaces with sub micro-scale grains in 
Chapter 3. We used the bearing volume (BV) to determine the quality of the 
bottom-electrodes, which contains all the relevant information regarding the 
topography of the surfaces (roughness, grain size, and grain boundary area). These 
surfaces with low BVs minimize defects, which, in turn, minimize leakage currents 
through the junctions. Using these optimized bottom-electrodes, we investigated the 
effect of supramolecular structure of SAMs on the performance of molecular diodes 
as a function of the type of anchoring group, and purity, of the SAM-precursor. 
Chapter 4 describes the results and we found that small changes in the purity, or the 
types of anchoring group, both play a crucial role in the performance of molecular 
diodes. In Chapter 5, we used the concepts of microfluidics to confine EGaIn in 
micro-scale polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) channels which were used as 
top-electrodes to form soft, yet stable, electrical contacts to SAMs. This method does 
not require patterning of the bottom-electrodes and is compatible with 
template-stripping surfaces and therefore minimizes possible defects (generated 
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during lithography) and contaminations (from the ambient). These benefits results in 
SAM-based junctions whose electrical characteristics are independent of users or 
top-electrodes with highly reproducible electrical characteristics in terms of precision 
and replicability. Moreover, the junctions have good electrical stabilities and high 
yields in working junctions. In defect-free molecular junctions, the electronic 
characteristics are supposed to be independent of the geometrical contact area. To 
demonstrate current-scaling with area, we precisely controlled the junction sizes in 
Chapter 6. We found that the currents scale with area below a junction size of about 
9.6  102 μm2, but the leakage currents are important when larger junctions are used.  
Based on the optimized fabrication methods, and improved the understanding of 
the role of defects and methods to identify them. We were able to observe self-healing 
properties of liquid-like SAMs toward rough metal surfaces (Chapter 7) and the 
odd-even effects (Chapter 8) in tunnel junctions in both DC and AC measurements. 
Now the supramolecular structure of the SAM-based junctions is well understood and 
the effect of defects is minimized, it is important to study the electronic structure of 
junctions in more details. Chapter 9 gives preliminary data of a study of charge 
transfer through SAM-based junctions with different bottom-electrode materials 
including Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, Ni, and Cu.    
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 CHAPTER 2 
Determination of the Quality of Self-Assembled Monolayer 






Categorized by the dimension of the active component, molecular electronic 
devices can be divided into single molecule electronics, which incorporate a single 
or a few (< 10) molecules, and large area molecular electronics (for example, 
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), mixed monolayers, Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) 
films, and self-organized monolayers), which incorporate a single layer of molecules 
with the thickness of one molecule, as active component.
1,2
 In principle, molecular 
electronics could be a platform to study the mechanism of charge transport across 
molecules at the fundamental level and to overcome the scaling limitation of 
polymer based electronic devices, even conventional semiconductors. A few 
examples exist of molecular electronic devices with electronic functionalities that is 
otherwise difficult, or yet impossible to realize, such as molecular quantum 
plasmonics controlled by tunneling charge transfer,
3
 molecular electronic giant 
magneto resistance,
4





 (Figure 2.1). Furthermore, McCreery et al. successfully 
commercializes a molecular junction based clipped amplifier that is utilized in the 
guitar pedal. The performance of the clipped amplifier can be tuned by changing the 
molecular structure, layer thickness, and the contacts by tuning the distribution of 
frequency components in the output waveform. Despite these successes, the 
interpretation of data generated by molecular electronic devices is still difficult 
because of the lack of reliable test beds, and the roles of the electrodes, the molecular 





not fully understood.  
Although now a variety of methods are available to generate metal-SAM-metal 
junctions mostly they have focused in optimizing the fabrication step of the 
top-electrode, but any practical device will suffer from defects that are inherent in 
the bottom-electrode materials (such as grain boundaries and step edges) and the 
molecular component (such a finite purity of the molecular component, the presence 
of several conformations, or phase domains in SAMs). Since defects are always 
present in SAM-based junctions, it is important how they affect the “quality” of 
SAM-based junctions.
1,9
 So far it seems that the role of defects in the performance of 
molecular electronic junctions is not well studied and consequently their role in the 
observed electrical characteristics is not well-understood because general methods to 
establish the quality of molecular junctions have not been defined. 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of some recent accomplishments in molecular electronics. (A) 
Molecular controlled quantum plasmon resonances; (B) Ultrahigh molecular magneto resistance; (C) 
Ferrocene based molecular diodes; (D) SAM induced giant enhancement in vertical conductivity of 
graphene. Reprinted with permission: (A) from ref. 3, 2014, American Association for the 





Science. (C) from ref. 6, 2013, Nature Publishing Group. (D) from ref. 5, 2014, Nature Publishing 
Group. 
 
To determine the quality of SAM-based junction, proper indicators are required 
to identify defects and to understand how defects alter the measured electrical 
characteristics of the junctions. Figure 2.2a shows a schematic illustration of an ideal 
electrode—SAM—electrode junction but as stated above defects are always present 
and Figure 2.2b illustrates how a grain boundary may affect the supramolecular 
structure of the SAMs. In principle, a high quality junction is defect minimized with 
a well-defined supramolecular structure to which the charge transport characteristics 
can be directly correlated to the molecules, while a poor quality junction is 
dominated by defects with ill-defined supramolecular structures making it 
impossible to derive any conclusions regarding the mechanisms of charge transport. 
To distinguish good from poor quality junctions is not straightforward in SAM-based 
junctions as the electrical properties of the junctions depend on each component of 
the junctions (e.g., the molecule-electrode interfaces, the chemical and 
supramolecular structure of the junctions, or the nature of defects), which, in turn, 
affect one and another. Compared to “single” molecular junctions, SAM-based 
junctions have a SAM supported by a bottom-electrode as a starting point. These 
SAMs can be characterized with a variety of characterization methods including 
FTIR, XPS, electrochemistry, NEXAFS etc.
10
 But once the top-electrode has been 
introduced to the supramolecular structure of the SAMs, it is essentially an unknown 





top-electrode, alters the SAM.  
 
Figure 2.2. Schematic of ideal junction that defect free and the junction in reality. The five 
components within the junctions are indicated: top and bottom-electrodes, two SAM-electrode 
interfaces and the SAMs. 
 
Figure 2.3 shows a summary of the fabrication methods that have been proposed. 
Generally, we classify these methods into two categories: junctions without 
protection layer (Figure 2.3A-3F) and junctions with protection layer (Figure 
2.3G-2.3L). Among all these methods or platforms, it is necessary to understand 
their differences in junction quality for further improvements and rational design of 
SAM based electronics. The assessment of the performance of the junctions mostly 
includes the yield in working junctions and the mechanical or electrical stability, and 
it also includes the electrical properties of junctions, such as, the tunneling decay 
coefficient (β), the apparent injection current (J0). If present, the assessment is 
extended to an electronic function, such as rectification ratio of diodes and the on-off 
ratio of switches. In a varying degree of rigor, the reproducibility, in terms of 
precision (widths of data distributions) and replicability (within a laboratory or 
across laboratory, or accuracy (closeness to reference value or standard value) have 
to been determined. The best way to compare these factors across test beds is to use 





widely studied are aliphatic SAMs of the form S(CH2)nCH3 (SCn). Therefore, we 
review only junctions with SAMs with an aliphatic backbone to compare their 
performance of different platforms and try to determine the quality of SAM-based 
junctions.    
 
Figure 2.3. Platforms of SAM-based junctions. (A) Micro-scale holes with directly evaporated top 
electrodes.
11
 (B) Nanopore junctions with directly evaporated top electrodes.
12
 (C) Junctions formed 
by indirectly evaporated top electrodes.
13
 (D) Junctions fabricated by nanoskiving.
14
 (E) Junctions 
formed by wedging transfer technique.
15
 (F) Bare Hg drop top electrode.
16
 (G) SAM protected Hg 
drop electrode.
17
 (H) Reduce graphene oxide (rGO) protected top electrode.
18
 (I) Graphene protected 
top electrode.
19
 (J) Cone shape EGaIn/GaOx tip as top electrode.
20
 (K) Cross bar EGaIn/GaOx array 
devices.
21
 (L) Conductive polymer protected devices.
22
 Reprinted with permission: (A) from ref. 11, 
2007, IOP Publishing. (B) from ref. 12, 2005, IOP Publishing. (C) from ref. 13, 2010, Nature 
Publishing Group. (D) from ref. 14, 2012, American Chemical Society. (E) from ref. 15, 2012, 
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (F) from ref. 16, 2012, The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
(G) from ref. 17, 2002, Elsevier Science B.V. (H) from ref. 18, 2012, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & 
Co. KGaA. (I) from ref. 19, 2011, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (J) from ref. 20, 2014, 
American Chemical Society. (K) from ref. 21, 2010, American Chemical Society. (L) from ref. 22, 






2.2 Factors that Can Determine the Quality of Junctions  
In molecular electronics, there are several default factors that are used to 
estimate the “quality” of junctions, such as the yields, stability and reproducibility 
etc. However, these factors have not been properly defined and therefore in most 
studies cannot be compared easily. Other diagnostic tools to judge the performance 
may include current density, rectification ratio, and apparent injection currents, etc. 
For simple alkanethiolate (SCn) junctions, charge transport through SAMs with 
different length of molecules is usually studied to investigate the electrical properties. 
Here, a general tunneling equation (Eq. 2.1) is usually used to interpret the charge 
transport characteristics of these junctions because of its simplicity. This simple 





). The β is the tunneling decay coefficient and J0 is the so-called 
apparent injection current, which is often determined by measuring the value of the 
current density J (in A/cm
2
) at a predefined applied bias, as a function of the length 
of the molecules, d (in nC) (the width of tunneling barrier), followed by fitting the 
data to Eq. 2.1. 
J = J0,V e
-βd
            (2.1)
 
However, large discrepancies in the values of β and J0 generated from different 
experimental platforms have been reported and remain largely unexplained. The 
values of β vary from 0.4 to 1.34 nC
-1
, while the values of J0 vary twelve orders of 
magnitude.
1,23-27
 The standard value of β is believed to close to 1.0 nC
-1
 (Table 2.1) 





controversial and its physical meaning, or usefulness, is debated. We note that the 
physical meaning of β is also disputed and therefore we propose to use both J0 and β 
as “fingerprints” as a starting point to discuss the difference between test beds and to 
obtain empirical “standard values”. With such a “standard value”, we then can try to 





Table 2.1. Summary of different platforms and their electrical characteristics. 





















-SAM//Au SiO2 micro-pole 33-63 0.23-0.527 1.2-1.75 NA 1.04-1.08 ~8 80-280  28 
Au
DE




Hg-SAM//Hg Hg drop 5-10 ~0.11-0.60 NA 10 1.06 ± 0.04 ~6.1 NA 30 
Si-SAM//Hg Hg drop >7 ~0.37-0.70 NA NA 1.0 1.25 NA 31,32 




Al/Al2O3-SAM//Hg Hg drop 12-18 0.25-0.75 25-75 18 
1.34 ±0.004 (n<12) 
0.77 ± 0.05 (n>12) 
NA NA 35 
Au-SAM//Au crossed-wires NA ~0.22 NA NA NA NA NA 36 










NA NA NA NA NA 37 
Si-SAM//Au flip chip lamination >30 ~0.06-0.1 90 NA NA NA NA 38 
Si-SAM//SAM-Au flip chip lamination >180 ~0.8-1.3 100 >3 
~0.6 geometric mean 
∼0.8 arithmetic mean 
~1.9 NA 39 
GaAs-SAM-Au nano transfer printing 88 NA 98 NA NA NA NA 40 
Hg-SAM//SAM-Hg SAM-Hg drop 10 NA NA NA 0.89 ~6 NA 41 
Hg-SAM//SAM-Hg SAM-Hg drop 5-10 ~0.11-0.43 NA 10 1.02 ± 0.07 ~6.3 NA 30 
Au-SAM//POLYMER/Hg polyphenylenevinylene NA NA 75 N 1.10 ± 0.04 ~2 NA 42 
Au-SAM//polymer/Au PEDOT:PSS >17 ~0.11-0.15
 
>95 100 0.71 ± 0.06 ~5 199-29  22 
Au
DE
-SAM//polymer/Au PEDOT:PSS 74 ~0.23
 
58 74 1.33 ± 0.05 NA NA 43 
Au
DE







-SAM//graphene/Au graphene/micro-pore 258 ~0.27-0.67 90 2000 1.02 ± 0.14 ~8.3 290-380  19 
graphene-SAM//graphene graphene//micro-pore >50 ~0.17-0.35 >80 NA 0.68 ± 0.01 ~5.9 NA 45 
Au
DE
-SAM//rGO/Au rGO//micro-pore >50 <0.3 >99 NA 0.98 ± 0.14 ~6 NA 18 
Ag
TS
-SAM//GaOx/EGaIn cone-shaped tip 376-3892 0.23-1.1 82-100 NA 1.04 ± 0.06
 
2.73 NA 46 
Ag
A-TS
-SAM//GaOx/EGan cone-shaped tip 2367 0.15-0.30 93 NA 1.00 ± 0.017 2.52 NA 47 
Au
TS















Flattened conical tip 4553 0.30-0.50 80-100 NA 0.93±0.02 3.6±0.3 NA 48 
Ag
TS
-SAM//GaOx/EGaIn cross-bars 400-756 0.21-0.85 70-85 NA 0.98 ± 0.2 ~2.5 110-29  21 
Ag
TS
-SAM//GaOx/EGaIn through-hole 600 0.12-0.25 78 2500 1.00 ± 0.03 2.4 160-29  49 
a
Number of traces of each SAMs 
b
The maximum number of continuous scans without shorting or becoming open circuit for a single junctions. 
c
The range of temperature dependent measurements. 
Note:  
1The symbol “-” indicates the chemisorbed contact, “//” indicates the non-covalent interface, and “/” indicates the interface between protection layer and the electrode. 
2
The numbers are shown in the literatures or extracted from the figures by rough estimation.
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2.2.1 Statistical Analysis---Yields and Data Set Size 
2.2.1.1 Yield  
Usually, the yield is determined by the number of working junctions divided by 
the total number of junctions, which usually only excludes easily recognizable shorts 
and open circuits. This definition has several limitations, especially when the data sets 
are small, as “working” junctions include the outliers, instable junctions, and the 
junctions that are dominated by artifacts such as defects. In Ag-SCn//EGaIn junctions 
it was shown that the topography of the bottom-electrodes affected the value of . 
Figure 2.4 shows that as the topography of the bottom-electrode increased over 
several orders magnitude in terms of the bearing volume (BV), the values of  
decreased from 1.0 to as low as 0.41 nC
-1
. As mentioned in the introduction, a value of 
 close to 1.0 nC
-1
 is associated with good tunneling barriers while low values of  are 
associated with defective junctions that are not good barriers against tunneling, but 
Figure 2.4 shows that the yield in non-shorting junctions only decreased marginally 
with increasing BV value. 
47
 Thus, the yield only gives qualitative impression of the 
junction quality at best, but, of course, a high yield of working junctions is always 
important and necessary for practical applications.  
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Figure 2.4. Plot of β and yield against BV. The dashed lines (in red and black) are guides to the eye. 
Reprint permission from ref. 47, 2014, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
 
2.2.1.2 Size of Data Sets 
The size of the data sets is important for a proper statistical treatment of the 
junctions. The size of J(V) data sets is determined by the number of junctions and the 
number of scans of each junction. The number of junctions reflects the reproducibility 
and the number of scans reflects the stability of junctions. As mentioned above, 
junctions with good yield (>50%) of working junctions and repeatable measurements 
could be easily obtain large size of data for statistical analysis, such as EGaIn 
techniques,
50
 polymer based top electrodes,
51
 and graphene protected top electrodes.
19
 
For junctions with lower yields it may be challenging to obtain sufficiently large data 
sets for proper statistics. 
Proper statistical assessment is essential in discriminating artifacts from real data, 
or to establish precise values of parameters including the value of . For instance, 
odd-even effects have been observed in Ag-SCn/EGaIn junctions, but it is still not 
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exactly known where these odd-even effects originate from. Comparison of constants 
such a , is only meaningful if this can be done with sufficient statistical confidence.  
 
2.2.2 Stability of Junctions 
Many platforms have stability issues, such as STM/CP-AFM, nano/micro pores, 
cross wire, Hg drops and EGaIn cone shape tips. Usually a good vibration table is 
required during the measurement and current fluctuations have been observed. 
However, big improvement in stability was achieved in graphene protected flexible 
devices, polymer based top electrode and EGaIn based micro-fluidic devices. Lee et 
al.
52
 reported flexible molecular devices protected by PEDOT:PSS top electrodes. It 
showed great stability as a function of scan number and time and good durability over 
2.8 hours (Figure 2.5).  
 
Figure 2.5. Stability and retention characteristics of PEDOT:PSS protected flexible device. (a) |J| in 
log-scale as a function of bias for SC7CH3, SC9CH3 and SC11CH3 SAMs at 300 K. (black arrows 
indicate the current density at 0.8 V) (b) |J| in log-scale vs time for SC7CH3, SC9CH3 and SC11CH3 
SAMs at 0.8 V. (c) |J| in log-scale vs time for SC11CH3 SAMs measured every 10 s at ± 0.8 V. Inset: 
J-V curve measured before the retention test. Reprint permission from ref. 52, 2012, Nature Publishing 
Group. 
 
2.2.3 Tunneling Decay Coefficient (β) 
As mentioned above, the tunneling decay coefficient β reflects the charge 
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transport efficiency through the junctions. The β values have been reported across 
many test beds and the value close to 1.0 nC
-1
 has been believed to be the empirical 
consensus value. There is large discrepancies in the values of β (Table 1), which may 
due to i) SAM deformation caused by electrostriction or applied force ii) the different 
charge transport mechanisms (chain-to chain tunneling versus through-bonding 
tunneling), or iii) the defects, caused by SAM packing or surface morphologies of the 
electrodes. Figure 2.6 shows the reported β values for different platforms. There are 
large discrepancies across different methods, and even within a given method. The so 
called “PALO” (polymer-assisted lift-off) and flip chip lamination method have not 
reported any β value yet and it is difficult to conclude if the length-depend transport 
could be measured in both systems. In figure 2.6, the values of β reported by the Hg 
and PEDOT:PSS techniques span a large range of values of 0.7 to 1.3 nC
-1
, while the 
value reported by EGaIn techniques are more concentrated around 0.9 to 1 nC
-1
. The 
capability to carry out the length-dependent measurements and reported consist values 
of β is important to determine the junction quality.    
 
Figure 2.6. The reported values of β cross different platforms. The dash lines are guides to eyes, which 
show the empirical consensus value of β.  
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Nijhuis et al. carried out a systematic study about the dependency of the β values 
on the topography of the bottom-electrodes (Figure 2.7). Their results showed that the 
values of β varied from 0.4 to 1.0 nC
-1
 by changing the topography of the bottom 
electrodes.
47
 The quality of surface is determined by BV, which contains all the 
relevant information regarding the topography of the surfaces (see below). The 
importance of understanding the role of defects in SAM based junctions are 
emphasized and their results clearly showed that the value of β could be one of the 
indicators of the junction quality.  
    
Figure 2.7. Plots of log10|J| at – 0.5 V vs nC for junctions incorporating SAMs on different Ag and Au 
substrates with different surface morphologies. (A-TS: annealed template-stripped surface, TS: 
template-stripped surface, SD: seed deposition surface, DE: direct deposited surface) Reprint 
permission from ref. 47, 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
                     
2.2.4 Apparent Injection Current 
The apparent injection current, J0 (A/cm
2
), derived from the simplified tunneling 
equation, presents the current density through tunneling junctions while the effective 
distance between the two electrode is zero. In practice, it often determined by 
measuring the value of |J| (A/cm
2
) at predefined bias as a function of length of 
molecules followed fitting of equation 2.1 (see Fig. 2.7 for an example). 
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The values of J0 reported varied with 12 orders of magnitude cross test beds. 
The large distribution has been noticed, but the origins of this large distribution have 
not been well understood or explained. There are six factors could contribute to the 
value of J0: 
i. The contact resistance of interfaces. The contact resistance between the 
molecules and the top/bottom-electrodes are unknown. Frisbie et al.
53
 showed 
that the resistance of chemisorbed contact is 2-3 orders of magnitude lower 




Figure 2.8. Resistance vs. molecular length for alkanethiolate (A) and alkanedithiolate (B) junctions. 
Reprinted with permission: from ref. 53, 2004 American Chemical Society. 
 
ii. The unknown resistance of the protective layer (especially for the top 
electrodes). The protective layer can improve the yield and stability of 
junctions, however, the unknown resistance makes the physical structure 
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more complicated. The EGaIn technique is questioned about the role of GaOx 
protective layer ever since it was invented. The nature of the 
SAM/GaOx/EGaIn structure was unclear, while the junctions incorporated 
with polymer protected top-electrodes has the similar issue of the 
polymer/SAM interface. Whitesides and Nijhuis et al. made great effort to 
understand the nature of the GaOx, such as the thickness, resistance, as well 
as the effect of applied bias and humidity
25,54-57
 and they reported that i) the 
native GaOx layer contributes to the mechanical stability of the top electrodes 
without significantly contributing to the charge transport characteristics, ii) in 
low bias region (± 1 V), the GaOx resistance is bias independent (in high bias 
region (> ± 1 V) the GaOx layer grows with the existence of chemisorbed 
water and ions), iii) the GaOx layer forms in the atmosphere of air/O2 and 
only extreme conditions affect the J(V) measurements, such as NH3, 
HOAc/air atmosphere.
55
     
iii. The effective electrical contact area. Felice et al. reported a correct factor of 104 






iv. The under/overestimation of the width of effective tunneling barrier d because 
of the thin/thick area defects. The width of tunneling barrier is usually 
assumed to be the thickness of SAMs or the length of molecules. However, 
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v. The methods used to calculate the values of J0, which includes the number of 
molecules, the methods of data analysis, and the bias chosen to determine the 
J. Reus et al. compared five commonly used statistical methods by analyzing 
the same batch of data. The values of log10|J0| obtained from the five methods 





vi. The leakage current caused by the defects of the electrodes and SAMs. 
 
 
Although it will challenge to establish a standard value of J0 for all platforms, at 
least, for now, there should be one for a given platform within a single or 
across-laboratories. Figure 2.9 shows the values of log10|J0| for a given technique and 
for most techniques these values are present in a narrow interval. We note that a 
given technique often has only been used in a single laboratory, or cross-laboratory 
experiments simply involved different molecules. The large spread in J0 values 
between techniques illustrates that it is important for the field to establish the reasons 
why this is.  
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2.2.5 Temperature Dependent Measurement 
  The ability of perform the temperature dependent measurements is another 
indicator to exam the stability of the junctions. It requires junctions with good 
stability against changes in pressure and temperature. Metal evaporation junctions 
exhibit their advantages for the temperature dependent measurement and the quality is 
revealed as junctions with SCn should have J(V) characteristics that are independent 
of temperature as expected from coherent tunneling. However, the electrical stability 
and low yield of working junctions obstruct their wide applications. The PEDOT:PSS 
protected junctions show good performance in temperature dependent 
measurements.
22,44,51,52,58-60
 The first temperature dependent measurement was carried 
out on decanedithiolate SAMs over a window of 100 K (Figure 2.10),
22
 and later this 
range of temperatures was pushed to 80 K – 300 K.58 However, the physical-organic 
studies are still difficult because the structure of the SAM/polymer interfaces have not 
been well understood.   
 
Figure 2.10. I-V measurements of decanedithiolate SAMs as a function of temperature from 293 K to 
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199 K. Inset shows the linear I-V curves at low bias region. Both confirm the tunneling mechanism of 
charge transport through the junctions. Reprinted with permission: from ref. 22, 2006, Nature 
Publishing Group. 
 
For liquid metal systems, Cahen et al. carried out temperature dependent 
measurements over a range of 10 to 300 K on Hg/alkyl chain monolayer/Si junctions 
due to the chemically highly robust Si-C bond.
16
 Whitesides and Nijhuis et al. injected 





 The EGaIn-based cross bar junctions made it possible 
to carry out the temperature dependent measurement over a range of 100 to 293 K on 
both n-alkanethiolate SAMs and ferrocene-terminated SAMs (Figure 2.11). However, 
the arrays of bottom-electrodes, suffer from edge defects and potential contamination 
by the photoresist (Figure 2.12A and 2.12B). These problems are generic and also 
apply to other types of junctions such as micro- or nano-pore devices.
49,56
   
 
Figure 2.11. The temperature dependent measurement of ferrocene based SAMs in EGaIn array 
devices. The current density changed as a function of temperature indicated a thermal active charge 
transport mechanism in the Fc based molecular diodes. Reprinted with permission: from ref. 21, 2010 
American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 2.12. Schematic illustrations of the top- and side views of junctions of a) cross-bar 
configuration, b) micro- or nanopore configuration . The configurations of a) and b) need patterned 
bottom electrodes, which may introduce the edge defects and contaminations of photoresist. 
Reprinted with permission: from ref. 49, 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
 
2.2.6 SAM Dominated Electrical Function 
The ability to control the electrical functionalities at the molecular level is one of 
the major goals of molecular electronics. In SAM-based junctions, reliable – 
statistically relevant – electrical functionalities are rarely reported. For example, SAM 













), Hg system (R = 27.5
65





). However, the Hg system has stability issues to and LB film junctions 
with indirectly evaporated top electrodes give statistically low numbers of data. 
Molecular switches have been reported by PEDOT:PSS systems,
59,68,69
 the clear 





 and molecular diode
72
 are reported by nanopore junctions 
incorporated with directly evaporated top electrodes. But the easily formation of metal 
filaments and low reproducibility of this platform, it is difficult to distinguish 
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molecular effects from artifacts.    
 
2.3 Components that Can Affect the Quality of Junctions 
Each component of the junctions (two electrodes, two electrode-SAM interfaces, 
and the molecule component) plays a role in the observed electrical response. 
Distinguishing the roles one from another is difficult due to unknowns in the 
supramolecular structures (ie, defects), contact resistances, tunneling barrier heights 
and width, etc. The proper selection of each component is important to consider in the 
rational design of SAM-based junctions. 
 
2.3.1 Bottom Electrode 
So far, most of the efforts of junction fabrication focus on the top electrode. Little 
attention has been paid to the bottom-electrodes. However, Whitesides et al. and we 
found that the quality of bottom-electrodes will not only affect the yield of junctions, 
but also greatly affect the electrical characteristics of the junctions (see below the 
discussion in J0, β and R).
47,73,74
 Yuan et al. used bearing volume (BV) to determine 
the quality of metal surfaces. The BV is a more comprehensive parameter than the 
simple rms roughness and contains the information of grain size, grain boundary, and 
the root mean square roughness (rms) as shown in Eq. 2.1.
47
  
BV= Ngr Agb rms                          (2.1) 
where Ngr is the relative number of grains, Agb is the grain boundary area, and rms is 
the root mean square roughness. Surfaces with low BV generate values (ie, smooth 
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surfaces) of β close to 1.0 nC
-1
, while surfaces with high BV values (ie, rough surfaces) 






2.3.1.1 As Deposited Surfaces 
Defects in the electrode materials, especially grain boundaries can easily exceed 
the length of the molecules. Direct deposition methods yield mostly granular surfaces. 
Therefore, the post annealing or seed layers are used. These methods have advantages 
and disadvantages as high temperature annealing may increase the grain boundaries 
and rms surface roughness
75,76
 and is limited to substrates that can withstand high 
temperatures, such as mica and wafer with thick SiO2 layers.
77
 This method is suitable 
for single molecule junctions measured by STM or CP-AFM, which only need a small 
super-smooth area, i.e., a single terrace. Also, the contaminations are a common 
problem for the types of substrates which require fabrication processes before the 
formation of SAMs. The seed layer also helps to obtain small roughness, while the 
sizes of grain are typically small (several nanometers) and the total metal thickness is 




2.3.1.2 Template-Stripped Surfaces 
Template-stripping method utilizes curable glue to peel off the thin films from the 
substrates where the metals were deposited on initially. It produces high quality 
surfaces with small BV values and large grains.
47
 It can be applied to many types of 
metals, such as Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, Pd and Ni.
79
 The sandwich structure avoids 
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contaminations and slows down the oxidation process during the storage. An adhesion 
layer is not required, which can avoid the diffusion problems and further guarantee 
the purity of the metal surfaces. 
75
  
Figure 2.13 shows the key fabrication procedures of bottom-electrodes by 
template-stripping method. Based on this method, the detailed parameters, such as 
deposition rate, deposition temperature, annealing time and temperature still are 
important to affect the surface morphologies. We optimized the fabrication procedures 
of template-stripped Ag surfaces, combined with post-annealing to minimize the 
defects (grain boundary area and pinholes) and achieve sub-micro scale of grain size 
as described in Chapter 3. 
 
Figure 2.13. Fabrication procedures of the template-stripped surfaces.  
 
A key consideration of this method is the choice of glue. Most of the glues that 
have been used are polymer based (optical adhesive for instance), which determine 
the choice of solvents that are used to dissolve the SAM precursor. The glue may have 
a certain resistance against specific solvents, but it may swell and result in changes of 
the morphologies of the surfaces. Good solvent-resistant glues are important for the 
wide application of this technique, therefore, the solder could be a possible solution of 
 
 






2.3.1.3 Non-Metal Surfaces 
Besides the metal based bottom electrodes, semiconductors (Si,
80










) also have been used as bottom-electrodes. According to the 
molecule/substrate bonding, these monolayers can be classified into two categories, 
reversible and irreversible bonded monolayers. The irreversible bonded monolayers 
formed on Si, or pyrolyzed photoresist films showed good stability due to the robust 
C-substrate bond. Junctions formed by these monolayers usually exhibit good yield in 
working junctions and large temperature range during the temperature dependent 
measurement.
13,16
 For the reversible SAM formation process, SAMs on GaAs can 
form GaAs-thiolate bond, which is similar to the metal-thiolate bonds, while the 
SAMs on graphene are formed by weak cohesive van der waals and electrostatic 
interactions.
84
 The characterizations of the monolayers o by AR-XPS, IR, and Raman 
spectroscopy show that the molecules can form densely packed monolayers on these 
non-metal substrates and they are good alternative choices for molecular junctions.   
 
2.3.2 Top Electrode 
The top-electrode is usually introduced in the final step of junction fabrication 
and is directly applied to the SAMs. Therefore, this step is considered to be the most 
critical part as it risks the damage to the SAM, or the penetration through the SAM 
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which results in shorts. Figure 2.2 shows a series approaches to fabricate the 
top-electrode. Here, we classified these fabrication methods into two categories: top 
electrode without a protection layer and top electrode with a protection layer.     
  
2.3.2.1 Top Electrode Without Protection Layer 
It seems that the physical structure of the SAM-based junctions can be kept 
simple without additional protection layers. However, the penetration or instability of 
top electrodes, which results in metal filaments or artifacts, will make the system 
more complicate to interpret than expected and the yields of non-short can be very 
low (<1%).  
 
2.3.2.1.1 Evaporated Solid Metal 
Generally, many types of metals have been evaporated onto SAMs, such as Au, 
Ag, Pt, Ti, Cu and Pd. However, the vapor-phased atoms of these metals have high 
temperatures and kinetic energies, which easily penetrate the nano-meter scale SAMs 
and cause filaments or shorts.
85,86
 Furthermore, the hot atoms may chemically react 
with the molecules during the fabrication of junctions, or the evaporation procedures 
(Figure 2.14).
87
 The typical yield of this method usually is smaller than 1%, while the 
junction area is in micro scale.
11,88
 The top-electrode / SAMs interfaces are difficult to 
be well controlled or understood, which may cause the instability (which have been 
interpreted as “switching” for instance), low reproducibility and large distributions of 
the data.
28,29,88
 By now, great effort has been contributed to increase the yield of 
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non-shorting devices by i) reducing the junction area to nano-scale,
71,88,89
 ii) using 
indirect evaporation method,
13,67,86





 For example, Metzger et al. use cold Au deposition method to fabricate 
top electrodes on LB monolayers.
91
 The high temperature and kinetic energies were 
minimized by scattering the hot Au atoms with inert gas atoms (Ar). This cold 
evaporation method improves the yield from 1% to ~20% in working junctions. 
McCreery et al. investigated soft deposition method – surface diffusion mediated 
deposition (SDMD) method to fabricate top electrodes on modified carbon substrates 
with monolayers that are covalently bound.
13
 This method is applicable for different 
metal top electrodes (Pt, Au and Cu) with high yield (>90%) and good reproducibility. 
 
Figure 2.14. Scheme of the molecular junctions partially or fully penetrated by the evaporated top 
electrodes. Reprinted with permission: (A) from ref. 87, 2008, American Chemical Society. 
 
 
2.3.2.1.2 Liquid Metal Top Electrodes 
Mercury was the first liquid metal that was used as a soft contact top electrode. 
The high surface tension and the ease of formation of amalgam make it difficult to 
form stable junctions.
30,92
 Slowinski et al.
30,41,93,94
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a second layer of SAMs to protect the Hg top electrodes to improve the stability of the 







 surfaces. Cahen and Vilan et al. fabricated 
Hg/alkyl-Si junctions with good yield of >50% with direct bare Hg top electrodes.
16
 
The junctions have a good stability and reproducibility and allow for temperature 
dependent measurements (10 - 300 K).    
 
2.3.2.1.3 Transferred Top Electrodes 
 To avoid direct metal deposition, first the electrodes are fabricated using 
lithography, and in a separated step transferred onto the SAMs. In one group of 
method, water is used as a soft medium to transfer thin top electrodes onto pattern 
bottom-electrodes with SAMs. Wedging transfer,
15
 polymer-assisted lift-off (PALO),
37
 
and flip chip lamination
38,39
 are the methods that directly transfer the top electrode 
onto the SAMs. Other methods use polymer to transfer the electrode material in 
so-called nano transfer printing (nTP).
40
 The bottom and top-electrodes fabricated by 
the classic photolithography process combined with template-stripping method were 
smooth enough to perform high quality junction measurement. The top electrodes 
were then transferred onto the bottom-electrode general with the assistance of flexible 
support (PDMS or PET) solvent (H2O or acetonitrile). The platform can generate 
statistically large numbers of data (> 200 for each molecule) and yield around 45% 
with a large junction area of 100-400 μm2.15 However, there are two issues that need 
to be resolved. First, the trapped water within the junctions is difficult to remove and 
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the role of water within nano-scale junctions is unclear so far. The edge defects along 
the bottom and top electrodes result in disordered packing of the SAMs, which may 
also lower the yield in working junctions.
15
       
 
2.3.2.1.4 Nanoskiving 
Chiechi et al. reported a bottom up method to fabricate SAM-based junctions by 
nanoskiving,
14,97
 Here, the bottom-electrode is a thin layer of template-stripped Au 
(100 nm), and the top electrode is directly evaporated onto the SAMs modified 
bottom-electrodes. Subsequently, the thin sandwich films are embedded in a polymer 
matrix and then cut vertically from the edge by microtome. As mentioned above, the 
yield of directly evaporated top electrodes is typically low (<1%). Here, the large 
junction area was cut to small slides with a width of 50-100 nm, which largely 
reduced the probability of metal filaments or shorts. Therefore, this method achieves 
an average yield of around 50% of working devices.
14
        
 
2.3.2.2 Top Electrode with Protection Layer 
To overcome the disadvantages of direct deposition methods mentioned above, 
top electrodes with protection layers are investigated. The main issue of the junctions 
formed by top electrode with protection layer is that the protective layer itself may 
affect the junctions in unintended ways. 
 
2.3.2.2.1 Polymer Based Top Electrodes 
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Conductive polymers are used as protection layers of the top 
electrodes,
42,44,51,52,58-60,69,98-101
 which can form soft contacts with SAMs and prevent 
the penetration of the top electrodes during fabrication. For example, the PEDOT:PSS 
(20 ~ 30 S/cm) is spin coated onto the SAMs followed by  drying  under vacuum to 
remove the solvents from the.
22
 Subsequently, the metal contacts are deposited onto 
the polymers.   
The yield of working junctions are more than 90% and therefore, statistically 
large number of data can be obtained.
43
 The junctions are stable, and can be up-scaled; 
the devices are stable enough to perform temperature dependent measurements.
52,58,59
 
It seems the replicability of this method is complicated by the solvents within the 
top electrodes and the batch-to-batch varying of the polymer resulting in a large 
spread of values of J0 and β (Table 1). The super long aging studies (2 years) were 
astonishing and difficult to understand, since the Au-S bonding is weak and could be 
oxidized over time since these polymers are O2 penetrable.
60
 Even though the 
polymers form soft contacts and seem to protect the SAMs well, the SAM/polymer 
interfaces are much more complicated than the SAM/metal interfaces. The resistances 
of these junctions are reported to be 2 to 3 order of magnitudes smaller than the 
metal/SAM/metal systems and the value of the resistance of the SAM/polymer 
interface has not been defined yet.
1,43
 And the performance of the devices largely is 
affected by the wettability of the SAMs.
43,99
 Physical-chemistry studies were carried 
out, but only small molecular effects were observed for functional molecules so it 
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2.3.2.2.2 Liquid Metal Protected by SAMs  
As mentioned above, Hg is easily to form amalgam with other metals. Therefore, 
the Hg top electrodes are usually protect with SAMs first and then brought to contact 
to the SAM modified bottom-electrodes (Hg, Ag, Au, and Si etc) to form stable 
junctions.
30,41,92
 Generally, these junctions are abbreviated as Hg-SAM//SAM-Metal. 
The SAM-Hg top electrode is suspended from a micro-syringe and then brought into 
contact with the bottom-electrode precisely controlled by micromanipulator. The 
fabrication procedures are easier compared to lithography patterned top electrodes and 
the soft contact of Hg can minimize the damage of the SAMs. Even with the 
protection layer of SAMs, the yield of the Hg-SAM//SAM-Metal is not satisfied 
(~25%).
64
 The problem of alloying has not been solved, which impacts the junction 
performance in stability and aging test. 
 
2.3.2.2.3 Graphene Protected Top Electrode  
Graphene is a 2D conductive material with good mechanical and chemical 
stability. It can prevent unwanted penetration or diffusion of other materials during 
harsh fabrication processes (hot atoms during metal deposition).
102
 Lee et al. 
fabricated solid state molecular devices using graphene as a protection layer to form 
junctions with excellent durability, thermal and operational stability.
19
 In this 
approach, multilayer graphene (~10 nm) is transferred onto the SAMs and a followed 
Au layer is deposited on the graphene at a slow rate of 0.1 Å/s. And the redundant 
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graphene films are removed by reactive ion etching. The graphene successfully 
protects the SAMs resulting in a significant improvement in the yield (~90%) 
compared against that of directly evaporated top-electrodes (<2%).
19
 Their results 
show that the graphene protected top-electrode formed better contacts than the 
PEDOT:PSS with the SAMs, and the resistance per molecule is two order of 
magnitude smaller than the PEDOT:PSS junctions.
19
 This approach is also used to 




2.3.2.2.4 Eutectic Gallium Indium (EGaIn/GaOx) 
Eutectic gallium indium (75% Ga, 25% In by weight, m.p. = 15.5 
°
C) is a 
non-Newtonian fluid covered by ~0.7 nm GaOx layer. Therefore, it can form 
non-destructive conical shape tips with small diameters (micrometer-scale). The GaOx 
layer is conductive with a resistance of ~10
-4
 Ω·cm2.  
   
Figure 2.15. Sequential photographs showing the formation of the conical EGaIn/GaOx top electrode 
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Figure 2.15 shows the formation of conical EGaIn/GaOx top electrode and a 
tunneling junction. Similar to the Hg drop top electrode, the EGaIn is filled within a 
micro-syringe incorporated with a needle of 300 -500 μm2 in diameter. Usually, a 
clean surface is used to form a fresh tip. A drop of EGaIn is squeezed out and forms 
contact with the clean sacrificial Ag surface and then slowly lifted up to form a 
conical tip till the tip broke with the bulk EGaIn. Replacing the sacrificial surface with 
the SAM modified substrate followed by lowering down the tip slowly by a 
micromanipulator forms a SAM-based junction. This technique forms junctions with 
good stability, high yields and statistically large number of data. The electrical 
properties of junctions are comparable with other techniques, consistent values of J0 
and β are reported and molecular diodes with large rectification ratio are able to be 
found in this platform.
6,25,46,48,61-64,103
  
Limited by the drift of the tip, it is difficult to carry out temperature dependent 
measurement, which is important to have better understanding of the mechanism of 
charge transport at nano scale. Nijhuis et al. fabricated EGaIn/GaOx top electrodes 
within microfluidic channels and integrated with micro-arrays as bottom electrodes to 
form on-chip molecular diodes.
21
 It produces comparable data with the cone-shape tip 
systems and is able to carry out temperature dependent measurement over the range of 
110 -293 K. 
The GaOx layer is always the focus of controversy of the EGaIn techniques, 
including the intrinsic physical and chemical properties of GaOx, and the interface 
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between SAMs and GaOx, which may introduce non-molecular effects and complicate 
the interpretation of the data. The issues of GaOx layer are addressed and explained 
step by step with solid experiments.
54,56,104
 Different groups and various techniques 
show that the spontaneously formed GaOx layer is conductive and forms an Ohmic 
contact with SAMs rather than a Schotty barrier. Suchand et al. showed that in EGaIn 
based molecular junctions, the contact resist (~10
-2
 Ω·cm2) is dominated by the 
resistance of the noncovalent contact between the GaOx and SAMs, not the GaOx 
layer.
56
 The resistance of GaOx contributes only ~2% to the total contact resistance. 
The studies of the impact of bias on the GaOx layer showed that the EGaIn technique 
is very reliable to study the SAMs dominated charge transport properties across 
junctions in the bias regime of ± 1V.
57
 Other issues regarding the EGaIn techniques, 
such as the effective electrical contact area
25
 and the effect of environments
55
, were 
addressed by Whitesides and co-workers.       
The EGaIn system is still an evolving technique with several uncertainties that 
need to be clarified. The “soft” contact force between the SAMs and EGaIn top 
electrodes has not been quantified and the flow of EGaIn at micro-meter scale is still 
unclear. As a practical method, the top electrodes sometimes show user-to-user 
difference, which mainly determined by the shape of the EGaIn tips, size of junctions 
and the pressure applied. Experiments that are carried out at high bias (>±1 V) should 
be aware of the growth of GaOx layer and the role of the GaOx layer should be 
addressed with proper control experiments. A standard procedure of the formation of 
the cone shape tip of EGaIn is required to address these questions.     
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2.3.3 Interfaces 
Generally, the SAM-bottom electrode interfaces depend on the methods of SAM 
formation, while the SAM-top electrode interfaces depends on the head groups of 
SAMs (Figure 2.2) (In practice interfaces are affected substantially by the fabrication 
methods of bottom and top-electrodes which are discussed in Section 2.3). Formation 




The contact resistance is usually used to distinguish the effects of interfaces on 
the junction performance. Judged from the interactions between the molecules and the 
electrodes, they are two types of interfaces, chemisorbed contact and van der Waals 
contact. Lee et al. reported that the resistance of a van der Waals contact is around five 
times higher than the value of chemisorbed contact.
105,106
 Besides the type of contact, 
the contact resistance also depends on the work function electrodes, which due to the 
close alignment of the Fermi level and the HOMO of the junctions.
107
 As mentioned 
above, the junctions with protection layers have complicated interfaces and the 
contact resistance of these interfaces is important to know. Whiteside et al. 
investigated the electrical resistance of EGaIn based tunneling junctions and showed 
that the contact resistance of GaOx layer is more than 4 orders of magnitude smaller 
than the resistance of the junctions.
54
 Their results confirmed that the charge transport 
through EGaIn based junction is dominated by the SAMs, not the interfaces. 
Therefore, proper contacts need to be taken into account while the electrical 
performance is evaluated. 
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2.3.4 Supramolecular Structure 
Despite of the effects from top and bottom-electrodes (mentioned above), the 
natural of SAM packing is usually dominated by the intra and inter molecular 
interactions, which include the anchoring groups, backbones and head groups of 
molecules. These effects even cannot be avoided with STM/CP-AFM junctions, while 
the measured molecules are surrounded a closed packing molecular environment.  
Inter molecular interactions (also presented as chain-chain interactions) of 
alkanethiolate SAMs have been currently discussed theoretically and experimentally.  
Lee et al. investigated the effect of chain-chain tunneling by tuning the title angles of 
alkanetiolate molecules through applying different loading forces of AFM tips.
108
 
Nijhuis et al. emphasized the importance of the quality of SAM packing, and how it 
contributed to the performance of ferrocene (Fc) based molecular diodes.
6,20,74
 In the 
ferrocence-terminated diode system, the calculated interaction energies between Fc-Fc, 




Intramolecular interactions are studied and utilized within molecular switching 
devices recently. Boer and Guo et al. reported similar switching diarylethenes 
junctions on SAMs based junctions
59
 and single-molecule junctions.
109
        
Since the molecular junctions should dominate the electrical properties and the 
performance of SAM based molecular junctions, the characterizations of the natural 
of SAM packing are essential to achieve detailed understanding of the quality of 
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junctions. There is a long list of techniques that could be used for the SAM 
characterization and all the detailed information of SAM could be possibly provided, 
such as surface coverage, SAM thickness, title angle of molecules/head groups, and 
ratio of different molecular phases etc.
10
 However, all these information could only be 
obtained before the formation of the junctions. The in-situ characterization of SAMs 
within the junctions is still a challenge in this field. McCreery et al. carried out in-situ 
Raman spectroscopy through transparent carbon electrodes, which investigated the 




2.4 Conclusions and Outlook 
High quality of SAM-based junctions is essential in physical-organic studies 
where one wishes to relate the charge transport properties to the chemical and 
supramolecular structure of the SAMs. However, determining the quality of junctions 
is challenging because of a lack of methods that can probe the supramolecular 
structure of junctions directly and therefore it is best to judge the quality of junctions 
by multitude of methods and to minimize the potential of defect formation by 
optimizing the fabrication of each component of the junctions.  
Beside optimization of the fabrication methods, the collection and analysis of the 
data has to be performed carefully. For practical reasons, the good operability of the 
junctions is important to minimize user-to-user differences and produce large data sets 
with good reproducibility. The yield is important for practical reasons, but it is a poor 
indicator to determine the quality of junctions. The working junctions should be 
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statistically defined and separated from non-shorting junctions, ie, three times the 
sigma-log constitutes 99.7% of the data. Statistical analysis is necessary since the 
molecular junctions to account for defects: large data sets with small deviations (ie, 
good precision) and replicability are important. To determine the accuracy, standard or 
references values are needed. A broad range of parameters should be compared, 
including the values of J0, β and electrical functionalities (such as molecular diodes, 
transistors, and switches etc.) are good indicators to examine the quality of junctions. 
The capability to carry out temperature dependent measurements is important and 
only the devices with good stability could be possible to carry out these 
measurements.         
This thesis aims to optimize the fabrication of the EGaIn-based junctions and to 
address the following question “How do defects affect the electrical characteristics of 
EGaIn junctions and how can they be minimized?” Understanding the role of defects 
in junctions will help in designing and in interpreting data generated by future, 
physical-organic studies of charge transport across SAM-based junctions. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Fabrication of Ultra-flat Silver Surfaces with Sub 





Abstract: Most fabrication methods for obtaining metal films rely on direct deposition 
techniques and usually yield surfaces with small grains and a significant surface 
roughness. Methods based on template-stripping (TS) yield surfaces with large grains 
that are separated by small ones. We report a fabrication method that combines TS 
with annealing to produce high quality Ag surfaces with low root-mean-square 
surface roughness (rms of 0.5 ± 0.1 nm), large grains of 0.84 ± 0.23 μm2, and a low 
surface fraction of pinholes of 0.01%, by optimizing the deposition rate, deposition 
temperature, and the annealing temperature and time, before TS. The deposition rate 
and temperature prior to TS determines the grain size and the fraction of the surface 
area of exposed grain boundaries. We found that a deposition rate of 0.5 Å/s at room 
temperature (RT) gave the best results. Posting annealing (prior to TS) changes the 
topography of Ag
TS
 surfaces significantly. We observed that annealing at 200 °C for 
30 min yielded surfaces with large grains which were nearly pinhole-free. The XRD 
and XPS data show that the annealed Ag
TS
 surfaces are polycrystalline consisting of 
FCC Ag, do not contain silver oxides, and can be stored for several months. 
Ellipsometry shows that these Ag
TS
 surfaces have good optical properties and are 
promising for applications in plasmonics. 
                           
*This work has been submitted. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Flat surfaces with large grains and low densities of defects are important for 









, or self-assembly of monolayers (SAMs)
10
., the morphology of the metal 
surface affects the quality of an interface between an organic layer and an electrode 
(e.g., defects can form charge trapping sites
11,12
), and the supramolecular structure of 
the organic component which, consequently, affect the performance on molecular
2-4
, 
or organic electronic devices
13,14
. The quality of dielectrics (of both organic
15,16
 and 
inorganic dielectrics such as SiO2, HfO2, Y2O3, MgF2, nitride derivatives
14,17,18
,) is 
related to the topography of the metal surface on which the dielectric is grown and is 




, or magnetic 
tunnel junctions
23
. Defects in the surface induced by, for instance, grain boundaries or 
pinholes (deep holes in the metal layer that form due to differences in surface energies 
between the metal and the support; see below)
24
, scatter the electrons
25
 and cause 
Joule heating
26,27
, increase of resistance
28
, or dampen propagating surface 
plasmons
5,29-31
. The flatness of a metal surface affects the adhesion of the photoresist 
to the metal which is a common fabrication step in nano/micro fabrication
32
. We 
showed that for applications in molecular electronics it is important to minimize the 
surface fraction of exposed grain boundaries because they cause defects in the 
topography of the surface that exceed the dimensions of the molecules they support
2,3
.  
Metal surfaces contain a large number of defects induced by grain boundaries, 
step-edges, and dislocations, and mostly they consist of polycrystalline surfaces 
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exposing a variety of crystal planes
25
. The fabrication of flat surfaces with large grains, 
and consequently small areas of exposed grain boundaries, without pinholes has been 
challenging because of the large number of process parameters that one needs to 
control
33
. Control over the evaporation parameters and metal film growth kinetics (in 
plane growth, island formation, or layer-by-layer growth) depend on a fine balance 
between diffusion rates of the atoms along the surface, deposition rate, and 
temperature
33
. In specialized techniques, such as pulsed layer deposition (PLD)
34
, or 
atomic layer deposition (ALD)
35
, high quality surfaces can be obtained for particular 
combinations of materials, but such methods are not broadly accessible. In addition, 
these surfaces cannot be stored in ordinary laboratory conditions and readily adsorb 
contaminants from the ambient and/or are not stable in ambient conditions and 
therefore have to be used immediately after fabrication, or have to be cleaned 
(cleaning steps may cause surface defects)
36-38
. 
Here we describe a procedure that yields flat Ag surfaces with average grain sizes 
of 0.84 ± 0.23 μm2 that are in the same plane (the bearing volume BV (see below) is 
0.7 ± 0.1  105 nm3) with a minimal amount of pinholes covering only a fraction of 
0.01% of the surface area. We obtained these surfaces by introducing an annealing 
step before template-stripping (TS; see below) and optimizing four parameters: i) the 
Ag deposition rate, ii) the temperature of the substrate during the metal deposition 
step, iii) the annealing temperature before TS, and iv) the annealing time before TS. 
We found that by optimizing the annealing temperature (200 °C) and time (30 min) 
before TS we minimized the formation of pinholes (defined as hole into the metal 
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surface with a depth of > 10 nm) while maximizing the average grain size. This 
annealing step effectively removed the small grains that are usually present in TS 
surfaces (the grain size increased by a factor of 20 relative to TS surfaces prepared 
without this annealing step; see reference 29 for instance). The annealing step did not 
result in the formation of silver oxides. These surfaces could be stored (under ordinary 
laboratory conditions) over a period of time of three months without the formation of 
AgOx, or contamination from the ambient. These clean surfaces are available 
on-demand as they simply can be stripped from the template (here a Si wafer with the 
native layer of SiO2; Si/SiO2) prior to use. Despite of these benefits the stability of the 
TS surfaces is limited to type of glue which may, for instance, swell in certain solvent 
or decompose at too high temperature. We showed before that these surfaces are 
useful for applications in molecular electronics
2,3
, and here we show that these 
surfaces have good optical properties resulting in large plasmon propagation lengths. 
Mostly, the topography of metal surfaces described in terms of rms (root mean 
square roughness determined by atomic force microscope (AFM) unless stated 
otherwise) values (in nm), but the bearing volume BV (in nm
3
) given by eq. 1 
incorporates the relative number of grains Ngr, grain boundary area Agb (in nm
2
), and 
the root mean square roughness (rms)
3
. Small BV values indicate surfaces that are 
smooth and dominated by large grains rather than by the grain boundaries with the 
grains located in the same plane. Surfaces with small grains have a large fraction of 
surface area of exposed grain boundaries resulting in large BV values. In general 
grain boundaries are mostly likely the largest source of defects and therefore we 
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aimed to develop a procedure that yields surfaces with low BV values by minimizing 
the Agb by increasing the area of the grains, Agr in μm
2
, with grains that are in the same 
plane with respect to each other. 
BV = Ngr Agb rms                          (3.1) 
It is well-known that the topography and structure of the metal surface is the 
result of a fine balance between the deposition rate of the metal onto the surface (the 
influx of material), diffusion of the metal atom over the surface (which depends on the 
temperature), and surface energies of the metal and the substrate (wetting)
33
. Thin Ag 
and Au films of approx. < 10 nm on Si/SiO2 are not stable resulting in island 
formation because of de-wetting of the metal from the surface
39
. High deposition rates 
can result in out of plane growth and island formation while slow deposition rates can 
promote in plane growth of islands but with large grain boundaries. For example, Al 
films deposited at high deposition rates of 1-2 nm/s tend to form out of plane 
outgrowths which increase the surface roughness
40
. 
Seed-layers (e.g., Ti and Ge for form Au and Ag films, respectively) promote the 
growth of smooth metal films and yield surfaces with low rms roughness of ~0.2 nm 
measured over an area of 1 μm2 41,42. This method is limited to applications that are 
compatible with thin metals film (< 20 nm), yields surfaces with very small grains 
(and thus a large fraction of the surface consists of exposed grain boundaries). In 
addition, often it is not known to which degree nucleation layers diffuse into the metal 
films and how they affect, for instance, the optical properties of the films 
6
 or the 
quality of the SAMs they support
10,42
. Thus methods that yield ultra-smooth surfaces 
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without nucleation layers are desirable. Williams et al.
41
 showed that Ge layer of 1-2 
nm thickness form Ag films with very small grains and grain boundaries low 
peak-to-valley distance of 0.6 nm. This method works well for Ag films up to 20 nm 
thick, but for optical applications, thick (> 50 nm) Ag films are required. Carmichael 
et al. 
43
 reported a chemical mechanical polishing method that can produce 
adhesive-free ultra-smooth good surface (3.8 ± 0.5 Å) of Au on a Ti adhesion layer 
which makes it possible to obtain thick and smooth gold films.      
Annealing of the metal surfaces during/after the metal deposition step result in 
surfaces with large grains and terraces (and are therefore often used in STM studies 
for instance), but the rms values are large because of the presence of large grain 
boundaries that are wide and deep, and pinholes. Post annealing works well for noble 
metals, but not in the case of silver surfaces, and other air-sensitive metals, because of 
the formation of metal oxides. The choice of substrates is crucial to obtain metal 
surfaces with large gains and fewer defects.
44
 Riel et al.
45
 achieved pinhole-free 
Au(111) surfaces on CaF2(111) substrates with good rms value of 0.38 nm by high 
temperature vacuum deposition. In addition, surfaces with adhesion layers (e.g., Ti or 
Cr) cannot be annealed, because the adhesion layer may diffuse into the metal films. 
Norris et al.
29
 controlled the substrate temperature (25 to 80
 o
C) during deposition 
of 200 nm Ag on Si followed by TS. The authors found that these Ag
TS
 surfaces are 
smooth (rms = 0.35 ± 0.02 nm) with average grain size of ~0.04 μm2 (estimated from 
the AFM images). They found that smooth Ag surfaces have better optical properties 
than rough Ag surfaces. Pokroy et al.
46
 reported gold films with a rms roughness of < 
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1 nm and grain sizes up to 1 μm2 by using post deposition annealing combined with 
TS. Here we show that post deposition annealing of Ag prior to TS yields 
ultra-smooth Ag surfaces. 
Template-stripping usually generates surfaces with all the (large) grains in one 
plane. In these surfaces, however, the large grains are still separated by small grains. 
Typically, TS uses optical-adhesive (OA) and a glass-support to strip off the Ag from 
the Si/SiO2 template. The wafer/metal/OA/glass structure protects the metal surface of 
interest (the metal in contact with the wafer) from. This method gives surfaces that are 
flat (rms roughness less of < 1 nm) with large grains and is compatible with a variety 
of metals including Ag, Au, Pt, Pd and Ti/TiO2
36,47,48
. We found that these surfaces 
contain large grains (~0.4 μm), these grains are separated by small grains (25-100 nm 
in diameter)
3,36
. We showed that that these small grains lower the performance of 
molecular diodes
2
, and below we show they also affect the optical properties of the 
metal surfaces. As mentioned above, for other applications it would be desirable to 
have access to Ag surfaces that consist of large grains (and thus small fractions of 
exposed grain boundaries) without pinholes. 
 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 Fabrication of the Surfaces.  
Figure 3.1 shows the fabrication process of the surfaces schematically. 
Throughout this work, we used new 6 inch Si wafers which contained their native 
layer of SiO2 onto which the Ag was deposited using a thermal evaporator. After 
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evacuating the evaporation system to a base pressure of 5  10-7 mbar, we increased 
the temperature at a rate of 15
 o
C per min to the pre-determined deposition 
temperature (except for depositions that were carried out at RT; see Table 3.1) which 
we could control within ± 2
 o
C. Before starting the metal deposition, we waited 2-4 
min to stabilize the current through the electric filament that heats the crucible. This 
step ensures that the deposition rate could be controlled well and removes potential 
contaminations from the Ag. In all of our experiments, we deposited the first 50 nm at 
different deposition rates (Table 1), r (in Å/s) followed by the remaining 250 nm at a 
rate of 1 Å/s (step 1). The surfaces were annealed at the desired annealing temperature, 
T
an
 (in C), and time tan (in min; step 2). We applied a drop of optical adhesive to the 
surface onto which we placed a clean glass support of typically 1  1 cm2 (step 3). 
The optical adhesive was cured and, finally, the surfaces were stripped off the Si/SiO2 
template (step 4). 
 
Figure 3.1. Fabrication of the Ag
TS
 surfaces. Step 1: metal deposition using pre-defined values of 
deposition rates (0.05 – 4 Å) and temperatures (RT – 200 °C) (Table 1). Step 2: annealing using 
pre-defined values of annealing temperature (100 – 250 °C) and time (15 – 60 min) (Table 1). Step 3: 
apply optical adhesive (OA) with glass support followed by curing of the OA. Step 4: strip the 
glass/AO/Ag stack from the Si/SiO2 template. 
 
We characterized the topography of the template-stripped Ag surfaces by AFM. 
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Fractions of the surface area that exposes pinholes, χph, only formed at elevated 
temperatures (see below). We define a pinhole as a hole in the metal surface with a 
depth of more than 10 nm and determined χph by estimating the area of the pinhole 
divided by the total surface area multiplied by 100% (see supplemental information). 
We introduce this arbitrary chosen definition to distinguish pinholes from grain 
boundaries but we note that pinholes formed at the grain boundaries and, consequently, 
that deep grain boundaries are here, by definition, the same as pinholes. 
 
3.2.2 The Effect of Deposition Rate (r).  
Figures 3.2 shows the height profiles, 2D AFM images, and the inverted 3D AFM 
images, of the Ag
TS
 surfaces as a function of r of the Ag
TS
 surfaces prepared with a 
metal deposition rate of r = 0.05, 0.5, and 2 Å/s (see experimental section for the data 
obtained for the other values of r). Table 3.1 summarizes the rms roughness (in nm), 
average width of the grain boundaries dgb (in nm), the average grain size Agr (in μm
2
), 
the relative number of grains N, the average surface area of exposed grain boundaries 
Agb (in nm
2
), and the BV values. All these parameters were measured over an area of 5 
× 5 μm2; these surfaces did not contain pinholes. 
Figure 3.3 shows the BV as a function of r and that the BV value is the lowest for 
r = 0.5 Å/s. Table 1 shows that the values of dgb are independent of r, while Agr and 
Agb decrease as a function of r when r > 0.5 Å/s. Based on our experimental results, 
we believe an optimal balance was obtained between surface diffusion of Ag over the 
Si/SiO2 surface and the influx of Ag (this balance is important in the rate of nucleation 
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and coalescence of Ag islands at the initial stages of the Ag film growth)
49
. Apparently, 
for r = 0.5 Å/s at RT gave better balance between in-plane vs out-of-plane island 
growth of Ag on a Si/SiO2 surface, here we used r = 0.5 Å/s as our optimized 
parameter. The histograms of the value of Agr show two peaks one centered at an 



























Table 3.1. Summary of the properties of the Ag
TS
 prepared at different evaporation and annealing conditions.  




4nm2) Ngr BV (×10
5nm3) 
r 
0.05 RT   1.3±0.1 NA 47±9 0.31±0.13 10±2.7 2.7 3.5±0.4 
0.1 RT   0.9±0.5 NA 46±8 0.30±0.08 9.5±2.3 2.8 2.4±1.2 
0.5 RT   0.8±0.3 NA 44±8 0.37±0.17 10±2.7 2.3 1.8±0.6 
1 RT   1.3±0.4 NA 44±9 0.25±0.08 8.4±2.3 3.4 3.4±1.0 
2 RT   1.3±0.3 NA 43±5 0.09±0.04 5.1±1.0 9.3 6.2±1.5 
4 RT   1.6±0.2 NA 45±6 0.10±0.08 5.7±1.2 8.4 7.2±1.0 
Tdep 
0.5 60   1.0±0.4 NA 42±6 0.36±0.08 9.7±1.8 2.2 2.1±0.9 
0.5 80   1.6±0.1 NA 38±5 0.37±0.09 8.8±1.6 2.3 3.2±0.2 
0.5 100   1.5±0.2 NA 39±7 0.41±0.10 9.2±2.3 2.0 2.8±0.4 
0.5 150   0.9±0.1 NA 41±7 0.49±0.08 11±2.3 1.7 1.7±0.2 
 0.5 200   1.6±0.3 NA 54±10 0.42±0.20 13±3.6 2.0 3.6±0.8 
Tan 
0.5 RT 100 60 1.5±0.2 0.19±0.16 50±9 0.54±0.18 14±3.4 1.6 3.2±0.3 
0.5 RT 150 60 3.4±1.5 0.71±0.39 46±4 0.73±0.17 15±2.2 1.2 5.8±2.5 
0.5 RT 200 60 2.8±0.3 1.30±0.30 69±11 0.96±0.42 26±5.9 0.9 6.2±0.8 
0.5 RT 250 60 6.3±2.0 3.65±0.52 98±6 0.98±0.25 37±4.2 0.8 20±6.4 
tan 
 
0.5 RT 200 15 0.5±0.1 NA 40±6 0.34±0.11 8.8±1.9 2.5 1.1±0.1 
0.5 RT 200 30 0.5±0.1 0.01±0.01 40±7 0.84±0.23 13±3.2 1.0 0.7±0.1 
0.5 RT 200 45 2.5±1.6 0.30±0.24 45±4 0.71±0.10 14±1.9 1.2 4.2±2.7 








: annealing temperature after deposition. 
c
rms: root mean square roughness. 
d
The errors present the standard deviation derived from the Gaussian fitting. 
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Note: the parameters were measured over an area of 5×5 μm2.  
 
 
Figure 3.2. The 2D AFM images, height profiles, and inverted 3D AFM images of Ag
TS
 surfaces 
fabricated with a value of r of 0.05 Å/s (A, D, G), 0.1 (B, E, H), 0.5 Å/s (C, F, I), 1 Å/s (J, M, P), 2 Å/s 
(K, N, Q) and 4 Å/s (L, O, R).. The white dashed lines in the 2D AFM images indicate where the height 
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Figure 3.3. BV as a function of r. The dashed line is guide to the eye. 
 
3.2.3 The Effect of Deposition Temperature.  
To investigate the effect of deposition temperature on the surface topography, we 




C) in the range of 
temperatures of 60 to 200 °C at the optimized value of r of 0.5 Å/s. Figure 3.4 shows 
the AFM results and Table 3.1 summarizes the properties of the surfaces. These 
results show that the BV values increase and then decrease as a function of T
dep
. The 
AFM images reveal no holes deeper than 10 nm, indicating that the surface is free of 
pinholes. The values of Agr increased with increasing T
dep





C. This increase in the value of Agr was primarily caused at the expense of the 
small grains. The histograms of Agr indeed show that the number of small grains 
decreases relative to the number of large grains (Figure 3.16 and 3.6). Figure 3.5 
shows the BV as a function of deposition temperature and there is no significant 
variation in BV for the temperatures below 150 °C. Figure 3.6 shows that when the 
T
dep
 is increased, the number of small grains decreased and that of large grains 
increased. Figure 3.7 shows the dgb and Agb as a function of T
dep
, from which we 
conclude that these surfaces were defective because of large grain boundaries. Figure 
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A.8 show the ratio of small grains and large grains as a function of T
an
, a more clear 
decreasing trend was observed. The annealing temperature can help with the planar 
growth of grains. 
Although increasing T
dep
 seems to be an attractive method to obtain Ag surfaces 
primary consisting of large grains, we found that this method is difficult to control for 
two reasons. i) Deposition at elevated deposition temperature result in in situ 
annealing of the metal film during deposition. Below we show that annealing has a 
large influence on the surface topography but annealing for too long, or at too high 
temperature, result in pinholes and large Agb (Figure 3.8 and 3.10). ii) Deposition of 
metal films that are thinner or thicker alters the in situ annealing time at a given 
combination of r and T
dep
. Therefore, the values of r and T
dep
 have to be optimized for 
a given thickness of the metal film. In this work, we aimed to develop a procedure 
that is more generally applicable and independent of the desired metal thickness. 
 
Figure 3.4. The 2D AFM images, height profiles, and inverted 3D AFM images of Ag
TS
 surfaces 
fabricated by metal deposition at temperatures of 60 
o
C (A, F, K), 80 
o
C (B, G, L), 100 
o
C (C, H, M), 
150 
o
C (D, I, N), and 200 
o
C (E, J, O). The white dashed lines indicate the position where the height 
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Figure 3.5. BV as a function of deposition temperature. The dashed line is guide to the eye. 
 
 





Figure 3.7. Grain boundaries (dgb) and the grain sizes (Agb) of Ag
TS
 surfaces as a function of deposition 
temperature. The dashed line is guide to the eye. 
 
3.2.4 The Effect of Annealing Temperature.  
Post-annealing of metal films has been widely used to reduce surface defects but 
the formation of the oxide layer (e.g. the formation AgOx on Ag) should be aware 
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while using this method. To study how annealing influences the topography of the 
surfaces and to avoid oxidation of the metal surface, we annealed the surfaces after 
the metal deposition step, but prior to TS, for 60 min (below we discuss the effect of 
annealing time). After metal deposition, we then slowly increase the temperature of 
the substrate holder at a rate of 15 °C/min till the temperature of interest was obtained. 
This temperature was maintained for 1 hour and then the substrates were cooled down 
to RT in the vacuum chamber overnight, i.e., we did not actively cool the substrates.  
Figure 3.8 shows the AFM results, Figure 3.9 shows the BV and χph vs the annealing 
temperature T
an
 (in °C) for 60 min, and Table 1 lists the surface properties. The BV 
value increases sharply for T
an
 > 200 °C. With T
an
, we observe that the Agr, the rms, 
and the χph, increase and the main contribution of the high value of rms comes from 
the large and deep pinholes. 
The histograms of Agr show that the number of small grains decreases sharply as 
function of T
an
 and are virtually absent for T
an
 ≥ 150 °C (Figure 3.10). Figure 3.9 also 
shows that χph increases when the annealing temperature is increased. Thus post 
annealing at temperatures well below the melting point of silver of 962 °C has a large 
effect on the surface topography and effectively removes the small grains that are 
otherwise present between the large grains, but de-wetting of the Ag from the Si/SiO2 
is important and causes pinholes. 
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Figure 3.8. The 2D AFM images, height profiles, and inverted 3D AFM images of Ag
TS
 surfaces  
annealed at a temperature of 100 
o
C (A, E, I), 150 
o
C (B, F, J), 200 
o
C (C, G, K) and 250 
o
C (D, H, L) 
for 60 min. The white line dashed lines indicates the location where the height profiles were recorded.  
 
 
Figure 3.9. BV (black) and χph (red) as a function of annealing temperature. The dashed lines are 
guides to the eye. 
 
 
Figure 3.10. Ratio of small grains and the large grains as function of T
an
. The dashed line is guide to 
 
 




3.2.5 The Effect of Annealing Time.  
As mentioned above, samples annealed at 200
 oC have lower values of χph than 
surfaces annealed at 250 
o
C but they contain a minimal amount of small grains. So we 
chose 200
 o
C as an optimized T
an
 and optimized the annealing time t
an
 (in min) to 
minimize de-wetting. Figure 3.11 shows the AFM results, Figure 3.12 shows the BV 
and χph as a function of t
an
, and the surface characteristics are summarized in Table 3.1. 
The values of Agr increases with t
an
 and small grains are not present. Even relatively 
small t
an
 values of 15 min effectively remove the small grains that are otherwise 
usually present between the large grains. The value of χph increases sharply when t
an
 > 





but that ultra-smooth Ag
TS 
surfaces that contain mostly large grains (with an averages 
size of 0.84 ± 0.23 μm2) were obtained when both values have been optimized (Table 
3.1 and Figure 3.11B, 3.11F and 3.11J). 
 
 




Figure 3.11. AFM images (2D, cross section and inverted 3D) of Ag
TS
 surface with annealed at 200 
o
C 
for of 15 min (A), 30 min (B), 45 min (C) and 60 min (C). 
 
 
Figure 3.12. BV (black) and χph (red) as a function of annealing time at 200 
o
C. The dashed lines are 
guides to the eye. 
 
 
3.2.6 Structure and Stability Against Aging.  
To characterize the Ag surfaces in more detail, we performed X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Figure 3.13A shows the XRD 
data of a freshly template-stripped Ag
TS
 surface deposited at room temperature with r 
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= 0.5 Å and that of the same but with T
an




 = 30 min. The XRD results 
show that both Ag surfaces have face-centered cubic crystal structures and the 
annealing step did not change the crystallinity of the surface. 
Figure 3.13B shows the Ag 3d XPS data of a newly prepared Ag
TS
 surface 
deposited at RT with r = 0.5 Å and that of the same but with T
an




 = 30 
min after 3 months of aging. These samples were stored in a dry box (45% humidity, 
20
 o
C). The data show that the Ag 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 peaks are centered 374.3 and 368.2 
eV, respectively. These values are typical for Ag
0
 and indicate that no significant 
oxidation took place over this period of time
50
. The XPS survey scans are provided in 
Figure 3.14 and show small quantities of O and C contaminations which we attribute 
to adventitious materials that were deposited on the surfaces during the handling of 
the samples. 
 




 (annealed at 200 
o
C for 30 min). (B) The high 
resolution Ag 3d XPS data of fresh Ag
TS
 and 3 months old annealed Ag
TS
. The value of 1 (C) and 2 (D) 













Figure 3.14. The XPS survey scan for Ag
TS 
(A) and old Ag
A-TS 
that was stored for three months (B) 
prior to template-stripping (in a dry box at RT with a relative humidity of 45%). 
 
3.2.7 The Optical Properties.  
Silver is one of the most commonly used plasmonic materials owing to its 
relatively high optical conductivity and low losses in the visible and near-infrared 
frequencies
 5,51
. To minimize plasmonic losses of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), it 
is essential to optimize the dielectric properties of the Ag surface by improving the 
surface morphologies. The complex dielectric function is given 
by Ag ( ) '( ) i "( )       where '  is the real part of the permittivity and relates to 
the optical conductivity, and "  is the imaginary part of the permittivity and relates to 
the dissipation or loss of energy. We measured the complex dielectric function Ag of 
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 and annealed TS Ag (Ag
A-TS
) surfaces, by 
multi-angle (45 – 55) ellipsometry using polarized light in the range of 400 to 750 
nm. Figure 3.13C-D shows the dielectric constants by fitting the experimental data of 





are 1.34 ± 0.02 times and 1.35 ± 0.02 times lower than that of the Ag
DE
 surface 
respectively, or, in other words, the optical conductivity increases with decreasing 




 decreases 2.05 ± 
0.05 times and 2.25 ± 0.05 times relative to that of Ag
DE
. This decrease of "  implies 
that ohmic losses due to the electron-electron or electron-phonon interactions, and 





The quality of surface plasmon polaritons depends on their dispersion properties. 
The dispersion relation of SPPs at the air/Ag interface is defined as: 
Ag air' "
SPP SPP SPP 0
Ag air
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
k k k k
   
   
   
  

                (3.2) 
where SPPk is the wave vector of SPPs and the k0 is the wave vector of the light in 
free space. The real part of SPPk , 
'
SPPk , represents the spatial confinement of SPPs and 
the imaginary part 
"
SPPk  gives the information of SPP losses and the SPP propagation 
length. And the is the wavelength. In Figure 11, we show the calculated surface 
plasmon propagation length SPPL that defined by SPP SPP1/ 2Im[ ]L k  (see 
experimental section for details). The surface plasmon propagation length for the 
Ag
A-TS 
surface is roughly a factor 3 larger than (Figure 3.15A), and similar in value to 
that reported in reference 29, than that of the Ag
DE
 surface. Another parameter to 
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                             (3.3) 
SPPQ  considers both the real and imaginary parts of SPPk  and presents the ability 





surface is about 3-4 times higher as compared to the Ag
DE 
surface and reaches 
to the theoretical values
51
. The increased propagation length and quality factor SPPQ  
indicate that the Ag
A-TS 
surface is a good plasmonic materials for applications such as 
SPP resonators and plasmonic waveguides. 
 
 






 surfaces and 
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In summary, we report a fabrication process that yields ultra-smooth Ag
A-TS
 
surfaces (rms = 0.5 ± 0.1 nm) that only consist of large grains (0.84 ± 0.23 μm2), that 
can be stored for three months without significant formation of AgOx or surface 
contamination (we did not investigate longer periods of time), and that are available 
on-demand in ordinary laboratory conditions. We optimized the fabrication procedure 
in four steps prior to template-stripping: i) the metal deposition rate (0.5 Å/s), ii) the 
metal deposition temperature (RT), iii) the annealing temperature (200 °C), and iv) the 
annealing time (30 min). These fabrication parameters ensured that the small grains 
that are normally present between the large grains are effectively removed while the 
formation of pinholes (as a result of de-wetting of the Ag from the Si/SiO2) was kept 
at a minimum and only covered 0.01% of the surface.  
This method of fabricating smooth metal surfaces also has disadvantages. It relies 
on weak interactions of the metal surface with the template and is therefore limited to 
certain metal-template combinations. In the present study, we used a polymer based 
glue; this glue is resistant to certain types of solvent (for instance water, ethanol, 
toluene, hexane, methyl ethyl ketone, trichloroethylene) but not to other types of 
solvents (dichloromethane, dimethyl formamide, acetone), which may complicate post 
processing of the metal surfaces
53
.  
By combining the advantages of template-stripping with annealing, it is possible 
to generate an ultra-smooth Ag surface that would otherwise oxidize in air in case ex 
situ methods were used as mentioned in the background section (and even in a 
vacuum of 10
-6
 mbar enough O2 is present to oxidize a metal surface
54
). Here we 
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showed that these surfaces have long plasmon propagation length and are therefore 
promising in applications related plasmonics
55
. We showed elsewhere that these 
surfaces produce molecular tunnel junctions of good quality and here we showed they 
have good optical properties
2,3
. Therefore we believe that this method of annealing 
prior template-stripping may also be useful to prepare other types of surfaces for a 
variety of applications where it is important to obtain ultra-smooth surfaces. 
 
3.4 Experimental Section 
Metal Deposition. High grade silver (0.125” (diameter) × 0.125” (length)) with purity 
of 99.999% was obtained from Super Conductor Materials, Inc (USA). We used 
silicon (100, p-type) wafers from University Wafers (USA) with a thickness of 525 ± 
25 μm and one side polished. We used a thermal evaporator with a heater at the back 
of the sample holder (Shen Yang Ke Yi, China). The tungsten boats are obtained from 
Kurt J. Lesker. We started the metal deposition at a base pressure of 5  10-7 mbar, but 
the vacuum increased to ~2  10-6 mbar during the evaporation. The distance between 
the substrates and the silver source was kept at 40 cm and the rotation rate of the 
sample holder was 10 rpm. The deposition rate was controlled by SQC-310 thin film 
deposition controller with QI8010 sensor crystal. The temperature of the sample 
holder was controlled by substrate heating units (SHIMAX, MAC3A).  
 
Template-Stripping. We cleaned the glass slides (Sail, 7105 microscope slides, 1 mm 
thick) by immersion into the piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2 = 1:2) for 20 min, 
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followed by washing with H2O, and dried in a stream of N2 gas, followed by cleaning 
with a plasma of air for 1 min at a pressure of 0.6 mbar (Cute, Femto Science). We 
used an optical adhesive (OA; Norland, No. 61) to glue the glass supports to the metal 
layer which was cured in a UV light source of 100 Watt (UVP, Analytik Jena) for 1 h. 
The Young’s modulus of cured OA is ~1.5×105 psi. 
 
Characterization of the Surfaces. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were 
recorded on a Bruker Dimension FastScan AFM by using tapping mode tips with 
intermittent contact (FASTSCAN-A, resonant frequency: 1.4 MHz, force constant: 18 
N/m). We recorded the X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) using ESCA/SIMSLAB 
system. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were carried out on a Bruker D8 
ADVANCE Power X-ray diffractometer. The effective dielectric functions were 
recorded using Nanofilm-EP4 ellipsometer with internal solid-state laser (max. laser 
power: 50 mW). 
 
Determination of Pinhole Area. We used the particle analysis function of 
NanoScope Analysis (version 1.40) to determine the pinhole area defined as the area 
below an arbitrary threshold value of 10 nm below the plane of the grains. The 
pinhole fractions (χph; determined by Eq. 3.3) are reported in Table 3.1 and 
determined using four images of 5 × 5 μm2 AFM images. We noticed that some of the 
pinholes grow along the grain boundaries and they seem to be merged together in 
extreme conditions (Figure 3.8D and 3.11D). 
 
 





Area of measured surface
ph                   (3.3)                             
 
Bearing Volume Analysis. As mentioned in the manuscript, we use the Eq. 1 (BV = 
Ngr Agb rms) to calculate the BV values
3
. We divided the 5 × 5 μm2 AFM images into 
400 boxes of 10.25  10.25 nm2 and then counted the number of boxes that were 
within each grain. The counts of the grains were plotted in histograms and fitted with 
Gaussian to derive the averaged values of Agr and the standard deviations. Because the 










therefore, we analyzed the counts of different grain size with different bin sizes as 
shown in Figure 3.15-3.18.  
The average radius of the grains was then calculated by Eq 3.4: 






                     (3.4)            
The area of grain boundaries (Agb) between grains was then estimated by Eq. 3.5: 
2 2
gr( )gb gr gbA R d R                       (3.5) 
The relative number of grain boundaries (Ngr) was calculated by normalization of Agr 
values to the value of Agr of the annealed (200 
o
C, 30 min) Ag
TS
 surface. Because this 
surface is less defective compared to other Ag
A-TS 
with large Agr values. 




 on the grain size, we categorized 




 are small grains and the grains larger than 10 × 
 
 






 are large grains according their distributions in the histograms.  
 
 
Figure 3.15. The histograms of the grain boundaries (dgb) and the grain sizes (Agb) of Ag
TS
 surfaces 
fabricated with a value of r of 0.05 Å/s (A, B), 0.1 (C, D), 0.5 Å/s (E, F), 1 Å/s (G, H), 2 Å/s (I, J) and 4 
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Å/s (K, L).  
 
 
Figure 3.16. The histograms of the grain boundaries (dgb) and the grain sizes (Agb) of Ag
TS
 surfaces 
fabricated with a deposition temperature of 60 
o
C (A, B), 80 
o
C (C, D), 100 
o
C (E, F), 150 
o
C (G, H), 
and 200 
o
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Figure 3.17. The histograms of the grain boundaries (dgb) and the grain sizes (Agb) of Ag
TS
 surfaces 




C (A, B), 150 
o
C (C, D), 200 
o
C (E, F) and 250 
o
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Figure 3.18. The histograms of the grain boundaries (dgb) and the grain sizes (Agb) of Ag
TS
 surfaces 
annealed at 200 
o
C for of t
an
 = 15 min (A), 30 min (B), 45 min (C) and 60 min (D). 
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CHAPTER 4 
Controlling Leakage Currents: The Role of the Binding 
Group and Purity of the Precursors for Self-Assembled 







Abstract: This chapter describes that the performance of the molecular diodes based 
on self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) depends on the type of anchoring group and 
purity of the precursors of these SAMs. The SAMs were formed on ultrasmooth 
template-stripped silver (Ag
TS
) surfaces, which served as the bottom-electrode, and a 
eutectic alloy of gallium-indium was used as the top-electrode. When these junctions 
incorporate SAMs of the form S(CH2)11Fc (≡SC11Fc) derived from HSC11Fc, they are 
good molecular diodes and rectify currents with rectification ratio R (≡|J(-1.0 
V)|/|J(+1.0 V)|) of ~1.0×10
2
. Replacing the thiol by disulfide or thioacetate 
functionalities in the precursor resulted in molecular diodes with values of R close to 
unity. Cyclic voltammetry and angle resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
indicated that the SAMs derived from the disulfide or thioacetate precursors have 
lower surface coverage and are more defective than SAMs derived from thiols. In the 
junctions there defective SAMs caused defects and increased the leakage currents. The 
purity of the thiol-precursor is also crucial: 3 or 5 % of disulfide present in thiol 
caused a 28% or 61% decrease in R, respectively, and >15% of disulfide lowered R to 
unity, while the yield in nonshorting junctions remained unchanged. Our results show 
that the type of binding group, and the purity of the thiols, is crucial parameters in the 
experimental design of molecular electronic devices to ensure optimal device 
performance by keeping leakage currents to a minimum. 
                           
*This work has been published: Jiang, L.; Yuan, L.; Cao, L.; Nijhuis, C. A. A. J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 2014, 136, 1982. 
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4.1 Introduction 
    The ability to relate the chemical and electronic structure of the organic 
component to the function and performance of organic and (bio)molecular electronic 
devices is key to designing and optimizing device performance.
1
 In molecular 
electronics, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs),
2
 or single molecules,
3,4
 are the active 
components that can be tailored with virtually an endless number of chemical groups 
to provide electronic function, ranging from organic and organometallic moieties
5-11
 
to biological building blocks.
12-14
 These building blocks form complex 
supramolecular structures on surfaces that depend on the outcome of a fine balance 
between many competing forces including molecule−substrate and inter- and 
intramolecular interactions. The importance of molecule−molecule interactions and 
packing in organic thin-film devices has been well established
15
 but has not been 
widely investigated in SAM based devices or junctions.
16
 
    Here we describe the role of the binding group of the SAM precursor in the 
formation of SAMs, the active component in molecular diodes (see below), on gold 
and silver: the anchoring group determines the supramolecular structure of the SAMs, 
which directly affects the leakage currents and thus the performance of molecular 
diodes. We used three commonly used binding groups to form SAMs on metal 
electrodes: thiols, disulfides, and thioacetates.
11
 We fabricated molecular junctions 
with SAMs of the form S-(CH2)11Fc (Fc = ferrocene) using X- (CH2)11Fc precursors 
with X = SH (thiol), SCOCH3 (thioacetate), and S−S(CH2)11Fc (disulfide; see Figure 
1), and we found that the performance of these molecular diodes depends strongly on 
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the anchoring group. We believe that our results are important for the rational design 
of molecular electronic devices in general and show that the type of anchoring group 
is of crucial importance. 
    It is well-known from organic electronics that the device characteristics, such as 
the mobility of the charge carriers, depend on the packing of the polymers.
15
 We have 
shown recently that this also applies to SAM-based junctions.
16
 Consequently, the in 
principle “perfect” molecular architecture may result in disappointing device 
performance because the molecules in the SAMs cannot pack well. How the 
molecules pack in the monolayer, i.e., the supramolecular structure of the monolayer, 
depends largely, among other factors, on the binding group. Monolayers have been 
formed with a large number of anchoring groups tailored to immobilize the molecules 
on a variety of surfaces for applications in molecular electronics and in electronics 






 are commonly 
used to form SAMs on metals (e.g., Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, or Pd),
21
 and phosphates, amines, 
carboxylates, or siloxanes are used for semiconductors (indium tin oxide, GaAs (001), 
or Si) or insulators such as glass and SiO2.
11,22-25
 Primary amines and cyano groups 
can also be used to form SAMs on noble metals,
26-29
 and primary amines are also 
potentially useful to form SAMs on graphene.
30,31
 Although many types of SAMs are 
available, the role of the anchoring group on the leakage currents has not been 
investigated. 
    Molecular rectification has been observed in junctions based on 
single-molecules,
8,32-35
 Langmuir−Blodgett or Langmuir−Schaefer films,36,37 and 
 
 








 have extensively studied 
molecular diodes of the form donor−bridge−acceptor following a model proposed by 
Aviram and Ratner.
39
 As a group, these studies have used various anchoring groups to 
from monolayers, and in general the rectification ratios were low (R < 10) apart from 
a few exceptions.
36
 In most studies, thioacetate or disulfide derivatives have been used 
because the thiol functionality is not stable and converts to the disulfide analogue in 
ambient conditions
42
 and it may react, for instance, with an electron donor or acceptor 
group present within the molecule.
43
 A few studies indicated that the quality of the 




 are of inferior quality relative 
to those derived from thiols. Noh et al. found that disulfides
47
 and thioacetyl-protected 
molecules
48
 formed SAMs with inhomogeneous surface morphologies and no clear 
domain boundaries, while thiols
49,50
 formed homogeneous SAMs with sharp domain 
boundaries. Mihaela et al.
44
 showed by STM that thioacetates form SAMs with both 
domains of flat-lying and standing-up molecules on Au surfaces. Chiechi et al.
51
 
found that SAMs derived from thioacetates are not densely packed, but the quality can 
be improved by using a proper base to convert the thioacetate functionality to a thiol 
in situ. Thus the quality of SAMs varies significantly as a function of precursor, and 
therefore the influence of the anchoring group on the rectification ratio, and 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the junctions with SAMs derived from thiols that form 
well-organized SAMs and SAMs derived from disulfides or thioacetates that form disordered SAMs 
with domains of standing-up and lying-down phases. These junctions were formed by contacting the 
SAMs on Ag
TS
 bottom-electrodes by GaOx/EGaIn top-electrodes. 
 
    Figure 4.1 shows a schematic illustration of an “ideal” junction with a SAM of 





 and contacted them by a 
nondestructive liquid-metal top-electrode of an eutectic alloy of Ga and In (75.5% Ga 





 The mechanism of rectification of these 
junctions has been reported before, and they rectify currents with rectification ratios R 
(≡ |J(−1.0 V)|/|J(+1.0 V)|) of 1.0 × 102.6,16,59,66 Therefore this molecular diode is a 
good model system to study the effect of the anchoring group in the performance of 
these diodes. These diodes block the current in one direction of bias (here at positive 
bias) but allow the current to pass through at opposite bias.
8,16,59,67
 This feature makes 
it possible to study the effects of leakage currents directly (which would not be 
possible for junctions with simple nalkanethiolates without the Fc units, which give 
symmetrical J(V) curves) by investigating the R: the value of R decreases with 
increasing leakage currents at positive bias and is a sensitive indicator for leakage 
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currents. 
    Figure 4.1 also shows a schematic illustration of a junction with a defect that 
lowers the distance d (nm) between the two electrodes. Here we show that this type of 
defect caused by the disorder of the molecules in the SAM induced by the anchoring 
group (flat-lying phase) results in high leakage currents, which can be rationalized as 
follows. Junctions can be modeled using the simplified tunneling equation (Eq 4.1) to 
approximate the relationship between the tunneling current J (A/cm
2
) and d where J0 
(A/cm
2
) is the current density flowing through the junction for the hypothetical case 
of d = 0 and β (Å−1) is the tunneling decay constant.2,3 
                             doJ J e
                           (4.1)                                                        
These defects can be classified as “thin area” and “thick area” defects, according to 
whether the defects decrease or increase the d between the electrodes.
60,68
 Eq 4.1 also 
shows that a small change in the value of d due to a defect causes an exponential 
change in the current density. Thick area defects lower the currents and therefore only 
scales with area, but thin area defects result in an exponential increase of the current 
and already can dominate when the junction contains small fractions of these 
defects.
68
 Here we show that SAMs derived from disulfides and thioacetates result in 
diodes that do not rectify, because they contain fractions of disordered SAMs. The 
rectification ratios decreased by 28 or 61% for junctions with SAMs derived from 
thiols of HSC11Fc contaminated with 3 or 5% (SC11Fc)2, respectively, and the 
junctions did not rectify for disulfide fractions above 15%. These dramatic changes in 
the rectification ratio are caused by changes in the supramolecular structure of the 
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SAMs induced by the anchoring group, which have a large effect on the leakage 
currents, but not on the yields of nonshorting junctions. Thus the yield is a poor 
indicator of junction quality. 
 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 Characterization of the SAMs. 
In our study, we formed junctions with SAMs on Ag
TS





 surfaces have larger grain sizes than the Au
TS
 and minimize defects 
that originate from grain boundaries, and ii) the Ag−S−C bond angle is close to 180°, 
while the Au−S−C bond angle is close to 109°, which makes the molecules on Ag to 
stand-up more than on Au and minimizes defects that originate from phase domain 
boundaries. We characterized the SAMs with cyclic voltammetry (CV) and angle 
resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS), but for CV we used Au
TS
 
because gold is electrochemically inert over the voltage range we applied, while silver 
is not and therefore complicates the interpretation of the CV. 
Figure 4.2 shows the CV of SAMs on Au
TS 
derived from HS(CH2)11Fc, 
(S(CH2)11Fc)2, Fc-(CH2)11SCOCH3 and in situ-deprotected FcC11SCOCH3. We 
determined the surface coverage of the Fc units, ΓFc (mol/cm
2
), using Eq 4.2, where 
Qtot is the total charge obtained by integration of the CV, n is the number of electrons 
per mole of reaction, F is the Faraday constant (96485 C/mol), and A is the surface 





                        Fc totQ nFA                              (4.2) 
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    Table 4.1 shows that SAMs formed with HS(CH2)11Fc have the highest surface 




, which is close to the theoretical value 







 The value of ΓFc for SAMs derived from Fc(CH2)11SCOCH3 
is about 31% lower than those SAMs formed by thiols; the value of ΓFc increased 
when the SAMs were formed by in situ-deprotection of Fc(CH2)11SCOCH3 using a 
few drops of aqueous ammonia (30% in H2O by weight) but is still ∼10% lower than 
that for SAMs derived from the corresponding thiols (Table 4.1). 
Table 4.1. The electrochemical properties of the SAMs on Au
TS
 electrodes measured using a scan rate 
of 1.0 V/s, using a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and aqueous NaClO4 as electrolyte. 








FcC11SH 347± 6 279 ± 2 68 ± 6 4.66 ± 0.14 
(FcC11S)2 344 ± 5 287 ± 3 56 ± 3 4.22 ± 0.05 
FcC11SCOCH3 256 ± 10 215 ± 11 41 ± 2 3.21 ± 0.12 
Fc(CH2)11SCOCH3 +  
aqueous ammonia 
363 ± 7 313 ± 3 50 ± 9   4.15 ± 0.24 
a∆Ep = |Epa– Epc|.  
b
 The ГFc was determined using Eq. 4.2. 
 
    Upon oxidation of Fc moieties, the ClO4
−
 anions and Fc
+
 cations interact strongly 
and cause changes in the supramolecular structures of SAMs. For ordered SAMs with 
strong intermolecular van der Waals interactions, more energy is required to rearrange 
the SAMs, which cause an increase in the peak oxidation potentials.
16,71
 Peak 
broadening or the appearance of shoulders or new peaks in the cyclic voltammograms 
indicates that the SAMs are not homogeneous.
72
 Figure 4.2 shows the CV of SAMs 
derived from Fc(CH2)11SCOCH3 have two clear redox waves that suggest that these 
SAMs are not homogeneous and that Fc-units are present in two distinct environments. 
This redox peak at lower energy is only visible as a small shoulder for SAMs derived 
 
 




Figure 4.2. Cyclic voltammograms of the SAMs formed with Fc(CH2)11SH (black), (Fc(CH2)11S)2 
(red), Fc(CH2)11SCOCH3 (blue) and in situ-deprotected FcC11SCOCH3 (green) on Au
TS
 electrodes 
measured using a scan rate of 1.0 V/s, using a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and aqueous NaClO4 as 
electrolyte. 
 
    To investigate the supramolecular structure of these SAMs on Ag
TS 
as a function 
of precursor in more detail, we performed ARXPS. The S 2p spectra (Figure 4.3) are 
dominated by two components of the sulfur labeled as peak S1 and S2. For the fitting 
of the S 2p spectra, we used a splitting difference of ∼1.18 eV and branching ratio of 
2 (2p3/2):1 (2p1/2). 
73
We followed previously reported peak assignments and attribute 
peak S1 to chemisorbed S-atoms to the surface Ag atoms and peak S2 to physisorbed 
molecules.
45,74
 Peak S2 is more intense than S1 at grazing incidence of 20°, which 
indicates that the physisorbed S-atoms are not buried by SAMs. We only observed 
peak S1 in XPS spectra for SAMs derived from FcC11SH, while both S1 and S2 peaks 
are present for SAMs derived from FcC11SCOCH3 and (FcC11S)2. For SAMs derived 
from FcC11SCOCH3 and (FcC11S)2, we found a small low energy peak S0. For SAMs 
made from in situ-deprotected FcC11SCOCH3, this peak dominates the spectrum. This 
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S0 peak has been assigned to chemisorbed sulfur for disordered phases or to atomic 
sulfur (or other impurities) resulting from decomposition of the precursor.
74-76
 We 
believe that the S0 peak reflects the presence of domains of disordered flat-lying 
molecules for two reasons: (i) the CV data indicate that the surface coverage of the Fc 
for SAMs derived from in situdeprotected FcC11SCOCH3 is very similar to that for 
(FcC11S)2, and (ii) the presence of the S0 peak in the XPS data coincidences with the 
appearance of a new redox-wave at lower oxidation energy than the main peak in the 
CV data. These observations would not hold in case sulfides would have formed as a 
result of decomposition, because this would result in very low values of ΓFc. 
 
Figure 4.3. Angular dependent S 2p (from top to bottom is 90°, 40° and 20°) and C 1s (from top to 
bottom is 90°, 80°, 70°, 60°, 50°, 40°, 30° and 20°)spectra for SAMs derived from FcC11SH (A), 




    We calculated the relative standing-up to laying-down phase ratio (Table 4.2) 
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with respect to FcC11SH (assumed to be only consisting of the standing-up phase), 
and the average thickness of the SAMs, from the spectra of C 1s. Table 4.2 
summarizes the average thickness and relative phase domain ratios of the SAMs 
derived from the ARXPS spectra and summarize two important observations: (i) 
SAMs derived from FcC11SCOCH3 or (FcC11S)2 generated the smallest fractions of 
standing-up phase and yielded SAMs with the smallest average thickness, and (ii) in 
situ-deprotection of the FcC11SCOCH3 precursor improved the quality of the SAMs 
but are still inferior to SAMs derived from FcC11SH thiols. These results correspond 
very well to the surface coverage determined by CV and the XPS data discussed 
above and confirm that SAMs derived from disulfides and thioacetates are inferior to 
those derived from thiols. 
Table 4.2. The relative intensities (I) at take-off angles of 90º and 40º for S 2p, and the thickness d and 
relative standing-up phase ratio (%) from the spectra of C 1s derived from eight take-off angles in the 
range of 90º to 20º. 
SAM 










Relative standing-up phase (%) 
FcC11SH 63.4 36.6 15.3 100 
(FcC11S)2 57.0 43.0 11.3 53 
FcC11SCOCH3 53.1 46.9 8.9 42 
FcC11SCOCH3+NH4OH 60.1 39.9 12.5 92 
a
 I is the ratio of effective intensity ratio at different take-off angles (). 
b
 d is the average thickness of SAMs. 
 
4.2.2 Performance of the Molecular Diodes as a Function of Binding Group. 
    We fabricated junctions of the form Ag
TS
X(CH2)11Fc//GaOx/EGaIn with X = SH, 
SCOCH3, or X = S−S(CH2)11Fc to investigate their electronic properties as function 
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GaOx layer that forms spontaneously on the bulk alloy has been well-characterized. 
This GaOx layer (i) stabilizes the bulk metal in nonspherical shapes and prevents it 
from alloying with the bottom-electrode,
77
 (ii) contains oxygen vacancies, is highly 
conductive, and forms Ohmic-contacts with SAMs and other types of surfaces,
59,66,78
 
and (iii) adds mechanical stability because of its non-Newtonian properties.
60,66,77
 
Whitesides et al. recently showed the effective electrical contact area is lower than the 
geometrical contact area, but the contact area is highly reproducible and remains 
constant. These features of the “EGaIn-technique” make it a very useful tool conduct 
physicalorganic studies of charge transport across SAM-based junctions with 
statistically large numbers of data. 
    We measured and analyzed statistically large numbers of data (Table 4.3; one 
trace ≡ 0 V→ 1.0 V→ −1.0 V → 0 V) following previously reported procedures.16 
We determined the log average values of J for each potential at which J was measured, 
which we used to construct the log-average J(V) curves. Figure 4.4 shows the 
log-average J(V) curves. Junctions formed with SAMs derived from the thiols 
perform well and rectify currents with values of R of 98 with 92% yield in 
nonshorting devices. These characteristics are similar to previously reported 
characteristics for these junctions.
6,16,59,66
 In contrast, junctions that incorporated 
SAMs formed with thioacetates, in situ-deprotected thioacetate, or disulfide 
precursors did not perform well and rectified currents with values of R close to unity. 
There are some outliers in the histograms, which are mainly caused by one or two 
unstable junctions or drifting of the top-electrodes. 
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    Figure 4.5A shows both the surface coverage and the yield in nonshorting 
junctions as a function of the four types of SAM precursors. The yield of nonshorting 
junctions is high (close to 90%) when the surface coverage of Fc units is close the 




) and low (46%) when the surface coverage 




). The high yields in nonshorting junctions, however, do 
not correlate with the rectification ratio. Thus, the yield of nonshorting devices is a 
poor indicator of the quality of the junctions. 
    Figure 4.5B shows the values of J determined at a bias at −1.0 V, when the 
diodes are in the on-state and allow the current to pass through the junction, and at 
+1.0 V, when the diodes are in the off-state and block the current. This figure shows 
that the current densities of all junctions at −1.0 V are (nearly) the same, while the 
leakage currents at +1.0 V varies over 2 orders of magnitude. Thus the junctions 
formed with SAMs derived from disulfide or thioacetate precursor do not rectify 
because they do not block the current efficiently in the off-state. In the off-state, the 
Fc moiety is part of the tunneling barrier, while in the on-state the Fc units are a 
hopping center. When the molecules in the SAMs are loosely packed, or disordered, 
they are more prone to defects during fabrication and block the current less efficiently 
at positive bias. These results show that the lower quality of the SAMs derived from 
disulfides and thioacetates have a dramatic effect on the leakage currents across the 
junctions. This effect is so large because of the exponential dependence of the 
currents on the effective distance between two electrodes (Eq 4.1). 
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Figure 4.4. The average J(V)-curves of Ag
TS
-SC11Fc//GaOx/EGaIn junctions and histograms of the 
values of R (=|J(-1.0V)|/|J(+1.0V)|) with a Gaussian fit to these histograms. 
 























HSC11Fc 25 2 579 92 98 (0.39) 
1.5% 25 3 348 88 96 (0.24) 
3% 22 3 419 86 70(0.25) 
5% 20 2 431 90 38 (0.41) 
10% 23 2 498 91 10 (0.24) 
15% 21 2 429 90 0.64 (0.20) 
40% 21 2 415 90 0.92(1.24) 
60% 22 3 444 86 1.05(0.15) 
80% 25 5 487 80 0.88(0.24) 
FcC11SSC11Fc 23 6 534 74 0.85 (0.23) 
CH3OCSC11Fc 26 14 616 46 1.14 (0.31) 
CH3OCSC11Fc 
+aqueous ammonia 
22 3 429 87 0.58 (0.19) 
a




(the compliance value of J of our 
instrument) while recording 20 J(V) scans. 
b




The yield of nonshorting junctions is defined as the number of junctions minus the number of shorts 
divided by the number of junctions. 
d
The δlog is the log-standard deviation. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. (A) The surface coverage determined by cyclic voltammetry of SAMs formed by different 
anchoring group (black) and the yield of the corresponding nonshorting devices (red). (B) The current 
densities measured at an applied bias of +1.0 and −1.0 V as a function of SAM precursor. 
 
4.2.3 Role of Impurities. 
    The previous sections describe the importance of the supramolecular structure of 
the SAMs in the performance of molecular diodes: SAMs derived from the disulfides 
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yield molecular diodes that do not rectify currents, while SAMs derived from thiols 
yields junctions that perform well. Thiols convert to disulfides in ambient conditions 
and are the most common impurity in, for instance, commercially available thiols.
42
 
On the basis of the results described above, we hypothesize that contamination of the 
thiols with even small quantities of disulfides may impede the quality of the SAMs 
and the performance of the molecular diode. To investigate the potential role of 
disulfide impurities in the thiol precursor in the performance of the molecular diodes, 
we intentionally added known quantities of disulfide to the thiol precursor and used 
this mixture to form SAMs; these SAMs were incorporated in our tunneling junctions. 
    We used cyclic voltammetry to determine the value of ΓFc of these mixed SAMs. 
Figure 4.6 shows that with increasing fraction of (SC11Fc)2, χSS (χSS = 
[disulfide]/([disulfide] + [thiol]), the value of ΓFc decreases. This result is in 
agreement with the results described above that (SC11Fc)2 forms SAMs on Au
TS
 with 
lower values of ΓFc than those SAMs formed with HSC11Fc. Interestingly, ΓFc 
decreases sharply with increasing χSS up to 0.15 after which the surface coverage 
decreases more gradually with increasing values of χSS up to 1. Thus, it seems that the 
mixed SAMs with disulfide fractions smaller than 0.15 are dominated by the 
standing-up phase as normally obtained with thiols, while those SAMs obtained with 
disulfide fractions between 0.15 and 1 are dominated by domains of flat-lying and 
standing-up molecules as obtained for SAMs derived from pure disulfides. 
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Figure 4.6. Cyclic voltammograms (A) and Surface coverage (B) determined by cyclic voltammetry of 
SAMs derived from mixtures of disulfide and thiols (χSS = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.40, 0.60, 
0.80, or 1.0) on AuTS electrodes determined from cyclic voltammograms measured at a scan rate of 1.0 
V/s, using a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and aqueous HClO4 as electrolyte. 
 
    Figure 4.7 shows the J(V) characteristics of the SAMs, and Figure 4.8 shows the 
values of R, yield in nonshorting devices, and the values of J measured at +1.0 and 
−1.0 V as a function of χSS (see Table 3.3 for the statistics of the devices). We made 
the following three observations. (i) The performance of the molecular diodes is very 
sensitive to the purity of the thiol precursor in terms of rectification ratios. For 
instance, for χSS = 0.03 the value of R decreased by 28%, and χSS > 0.15 lowered the 
value of R to nearly unity. (ii) The performance of the molecular diodes is very 
insensitive to the purity of the thiol precursor in terms of yield in nonshorting devices. 
The yield in nonshorting devices remains roughly constant at ∼90% for values of χSS 
between 0 and 0.4 despite the fact R decreases from 98 to 1. The yield in nonshorting 
junctions gradually decreased from 90 to 75% with increasing values of χSS between 
0.6 and 1. (iii) The performance of the molecular diodes is very sensitive to the purity 
of the thiol precursor in terms of leakage currents. The values of J determined −1.0 V 
did not change as a function of χSS. In contrast, the values of J increased 2 orders of 
magnitude with increasing values of χSS from 0 to 0.15. The J(V) data for junctions 
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with SAM derived from thiols with χSS > 0.15 are symmetrical and not significantly 
different from each other. From these results we conclude that small changes in the 
surface coverage have a large influence on the leakage currents, which lower the 
rectification ratios. 
Figure 4.7. The average J(V) curves for junctions with mixed SAMs of (χSS = 0.015, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 
0.15, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, or 1.0) on the left and the corresponding histograms of the values of R (= |J(−1 
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Figure 4.8. (A) Rectification ratio (black) and yield of nonshorting junctions (red) as a function of the 
fraction of (FcC11S)2. (B) Current density determined at a bias of +1.0 and −1.0 V as a function of 
fraction of disulfide (χSS = 0, 0.015, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, or 1.0). 
 
4.3 Conclusions 
The Performance of SAM-Based Junctions Depends on the Type of the 
SAM-Precursor. We studied SAM-based tunneling junctions that rectify currents with 
ferrocene (Fc) functionalized-SAMs of the type SC11Fc immobilized on ultra-flat 
silver bottom-electrodes and contacted by GaOx/EGaIn top-electrode. The 
performance of the devices depends on the type of the SAM-precursor. Junctions with 
thiol-based SAMs yield junctions with the best electronic performance, but those 
junctions with SAMs derived from disulfides, thioacetates, and in situ-deprotected 
thioacetates, gave poor performance of the junctions. We found that the junction 
performance relates directly to the quality of the SAMs and that only the thiols form 
densely packed SAMs, while the other precursors formed loosely packed SAMs that 
contain domains of flat-lying molecules. Therefore, choosing the proper anchoring 
group of the molecules that result in high quality SAMs is extremely important to 
keep the leakage currents low when the diodes are in the off-state and to ensure good 
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electronic performance of the junctions. Many potential molecular diodes, especially 
those based on donor-bridge-acceptor moieties, are potentially reactive towards the 
free thiol functionality and therefore are restricted to use, for instance, the disulfide or 
thioacetate derivatives. Our results show junctions that incorporate SAMs derived 
from protected thiols may result in poorly performing molecular diodes that are 
dominated by leakage currents and that the interpretation of the data generated by 
such junctions is only reliable in combination with a careful characterization of the 
(supramolecular) structure of the SAMs. For similar reasons, covalent monolayers 
cannot self-organize as well as reversibly bound molecules and therefore have lower 
surface coverages. These systems are also prone to result in molecular electronic 
devices in which leakage currents dominate the electrical characteristics. 
The Performance of SAM-Based Junctions Depends on the Purity of the 
SAM-Precursor. One of the most common impurities of thiols is the corresponding 
disulfide because thiols convert to the disulfide in ambient conditions. We found that 
even small quantities of disulfide contamination present in the thiol derivatives have a 
significant effect on the device performance: 3% of disulfide impurity lowered the 
rectification ratio by a factor of 0.3. The junctions did not rectify when the disulfide 
concentration was >15%. Therefore, high purity and proper storage (inert, dark, and 
dry atmosphere at low temperature) of the thiols is required to ensure the formation of 
high quality SAMs. 
The Yield in Working Junctions is a Poor Indicator of the Quality. Most studies 
use the yield of non-shorting junctions as an important indicator for junction quality. 
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Our results show that the yield in non-shorting junctions is a very poor indicator of 
junction quality and is quite insensitive to the device performance. The leakage 
currents increased by two orders of magnitude for poorly packed SAMs while the 
yields in non-shorting junctions remained (nearly) constant. Thus, non-shorting 
devices are not equal to working devices or “high quality” junctions. Here we define a 
working junction as junction whose characteristics are dominated by the 
(supramolecular) structure of the SAMs and have low leakage currents. Despite a high 
yield in non-shorting junctions for junctions that incorporate SAMs derived from 
disulfides or thioacetates, these junctions cannot be classified as working junctions 
because they fail because of high leakage currents. Thus to classify a junction as a 
“working junction” the amount of leakage currents across the junction should be 
known. 
Leakage currents must be kept to a minimum. Many studies used fairly 
complicated molecular architectures in junctions to study their electronic properties. 
Adding complexity may result in poorly packed SAMs and consequently in devices 
with large leakage currents. For instance, molecular diodes of the form 
donor-bridge-acceptor form SAMs whose supramolecular structures are not known a 
priori and may result in loosely packed SAMs due to a mismatch in size of the 
donor-acceptor moiety and the alkyl chain for instance. Junctions incorporating such 
SAMs may therefore have disappointing electrical characteristics, e.g., low 
rectification ratios or switching ratios, because they are dominated by leakage currents. 
We have recently shown that indeed a small change in the van der Waals packing 
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energy between the molecules in the SAMs of only 0.5 kcal/mol resulted in ten-fold 
change in the rectification ratio.
16
 It is well-known that the packing of the molecules 
or polymers in thin-film devices have a dramatic effect on device performance.
15
 
Therefore we believe that our findings do not only apply to molecular diodes, but are 
generally applicable, and are important in the rational design of other molecular 
electronic devices where it is important to minimize leakage currents. 
 
4.4 Experimental Section. 
4.4.1 General Experimental Procedures. 
The 11-bromoundecanoic acid, ferrocene, anhydrous aluminium chloride, 
mercury chloride, thiourea and zinc granules were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All 





spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 MHz (AV300) spectrometer using 
d-chloroform as a solvent. Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectra were recorded 
on a Finnigan LCQ mass spectrometer. Atomic force microscopy images were 
recorded on Bruker Dimension Fast Scan AFM by using tapping mode tips with 
intermittent contact (FASTSCAN-A, resonant frequency: 1.4 MHz, force constant: 18 
N/m). 
 
4.4.2 Synthesis of Compounds. 
    The Fc(CH2)11SH and (Fc(CH2)11S)2 were prepared by previously reported 
methods.
79
 Starting from Friedel-Craft acylation of ferrocene (3.0 gram, 16 mmol) 
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with 11-bromoundecanoic acid (4.0 gram, 15 mmol), followed by Clemenson 
reduction, and conversion of the bromo functionality to SH to yielded 
11-ferrocenyl-1-undecanethiol with an overall yield of 41% (2.4 gram, 6.6 mmol) and 
the corresponding disulfide as a side product: 
1
H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 
1.28-1.64 (m, 18 H, -CH2(CH2)7CH2-), 2.31 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 2 H, -CH2Fc), 2.53 (q, J = 
7.2 Hz, 2 H, -CH2SH), 4.05 (s, 4 H, HFc), 4.10 (s, 5 H, HFc) ppm. 
13
C-NMR (300/4 = 
75 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 24.6, 28.3, 29.0, 29.4, 29.5, 31.0, 34.0, 67.0, 68.1, 68.4 ppm. 
ESI-MS m/z 372.18. 
    11-ferrocenyl-1-undecanedisulfide:
 1
H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.31-1.41 (m, 
36 H, - CH2(CH2)7CH2-), 2.36 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 4 H, -CH2Fc), 2.73 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 4 H, 
-CH2SH), 4.08 (t, J = 1.5 Hz,4 H, HFc-), 4.11 (t, J = 1.5 Hz, 4 H, HFc-), 4.14 (s, 10 H, 
HFc-) ppm.
13
C-NMR (300/4 = 75 MHz, CDCl3): δ = 24.6, 28.4, 29.0, 29.4, 29.5, 34.0, 
39.7, 69.3, 69.7, 72.1, 79.2 ppm. 
Fc(CH2)11SCOCH3: We prepared this compound from Fc(CH2)11Br following a 
similar previously reported method.
80
 Potassium carbonate (1.3 gram, 9.6 mmol) was 
suspended in 80 mL of distilled THF. Thiolacetic acid (0.7 mL, 9.6 mmol) was added 
to the K2CO3 suspension while stirring over a period of time of 15 min. Then 
Fc(CH2)11Br (2.16 gram, 5 mmol) was added to the suspension and refluxed for 24 
hours. After reaction, the mixture was concentrated by rotary evaporation and 
dissolved in 20 mL dichloromethane, which was washed by 15 mL deionized water 
for three times and dried over MgSO4. The resulting solution was concentrated and 
purified by column chromatography over silica gel with hexane as an eluent to 
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remove starting material followed by  hexane : ethylacetate = 1 : 1 to isolate the 
product Fc(CH2)11SCOCH3 (1.1 gram, 2.6 mmol, 53%). 
1
H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 
δ 1.31-1.36 (m, 18 H, - CH2(CH2)7CH2-), 2.35 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2 H, -CH2Fc), 2.36 (s, 3 
H, - COCH3),2.91 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2 H, -CH2SCO), 4.07 (t, J = 1.7 Hz,2 H, HFc-), 4.09 
(t, J = 1.8 Hz, 2 H, HFc-), 4.13 (s, 5 H, HFc-) ppm.
13
C-NMR (300/4 = 75 MHz, 
CDCl3): δ = 28.7, 29.0, 29.1, 29.4, 29.5, 26.6, 30.6, 31.1, 31.6, 66.9, 67.9, 68.4, 89.6, 
196.0 ppm. ESI-MS: m/z 414.26. 
 
4.4.3 Metal Evaporation on Silica Wafers  
We used silver and gold pellets (0.125” (diameter) × 0.125” (length)) with purity 
of 99.999% obtained from Super Conductor Materials, Inc (USA). Silicon (100, 
p-type) wafers are from University Wafers (USA), with a thickness of 525 ± 25 μm 
with one side polished. We used a thermal evaporator (ShenYang KeYi, China) to 
deposit the Ag and Au. We loaded the fresh new wafers at atmospheric pressure and 
evaporated a layer of 300 nm of Ag and gold at a base pressure of ～2  10-6 mbar. 
We deposited the first 50 nm at rate of 0.3-0.5 Å/s followed by the remaining 250 nm 
at a rate of then 1 Å/s. 
 
4.4.4 Ultra-Flat Template Surfaces. 
    We formed ultra-flat Ag and Au surfaces by a template-stripping (TS) procedure 
using a previously described procedure.
16
 We deposited a layer of Ag or Au on 
Si/SiO2 and glued glass slides on the metal surface by applying an optical adhesive 
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(OA, Norland, No. 61), these surfaces can be stored up to a month and provide clean, 
ultra-flat surfaces in normal laboratory conditions (Figure 4.9). 
 
Figure 4.9. The atomic force micrographs (1.0  1.0 μm2) of AuTS and AgTS electrodes. The rms 
roughness of the surfaces are: Au
TS
: 0.37 nm, Ag
TS
: 0.62 nm (both measured over 1.0  1.0 μm2). 
 
4.4.5 Junction Fabrication. 
The methods of junction fabrication, data collection, and statistical analysis have 
been reported before. The syringe with metal micro-needle was positioned in close 
proximity to a bare Ag
TS
. Then a drop of GaOx/EGaIn was gently suspended form the 
needle contacting to the sacrificial Ag surface. By raising the needle slowly with 
micromanipulator in the z-direction, the GaOx/EGaIn drop started to deform to form 
two head-to-head contected cones. When these two cones separated, the cone-shaped 
tip of GaOx/EGaIn suspended from the syringe was used to contact SAMs. The 
top-electrode was moved down to the SAM-modified surface gently till a contact was 
formed. The whole process was monitored by the USB camera (Figure 4.10). 
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Figure 4.10. Sequential photographs showing the formation of thip tip of GaOx/EGaIn and a tunneling 
junction. 
 
4.4.6 Formation of SAMs. 




 substrates were immersed within 5 s after template-stripping 
in 3 mM ethanolic solutions of SAM precursors under an atmosphere of N2. These 
ethanolic solutions were purged with N2 gas for 15 min before the immersion of 
substrates. To in situ deprotect the FcC11SCOCH3, we added 3 µL of 30% aqueous 
NH4OH per mg thioacetate solution to the solution of FcC11SCOCH3 before we 
immersed the substrates following a procedure reported in the literature. We formed 
the SAMs over a period of time of three hours at room temperature. Subsequently, the 
substrates were removed from the solutions and rinsed by ethanol and blown to 
dryness in a stream of N2 gently. We used the SAM modified substrates immediately 
to minimize potential contamination from the ambient environment and/or 
deterioration of the SAMs. 
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4.4.7 Mixed SAMs. 
We kept the total concentration of the precursors in ethanol at 3 mM and 
changed the ratio of the Fc(CH2)11SH and (Fc(CH2)11S)2 mixtures to obtain 0.015, 
0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80 (fractions of molar ratios). The same 








We characterized the SAMs on SC11Fc on Au
TS
 electrodes by cyclic voltammetry 
(CV). The electrochemical measurements were recorded with an AUTOLAB 
PGSTAT302NA using NOVA 1.8 software. We used a custom built electrochemical 
cell with platinum counter electrode, a Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and SAM 
modified Au
TS
 served as a working electrode. The cyclic voltammograms were 
recorded at a scan rate of 1.00 V/s in aqueous 1.0 M HClO4 or 1.0 M NaClO4 as 
electrolyte solution. 
 
4.4.9 Angle dependent photoelectron spectroscopy. 
The angle-dependent Synchrotron-based photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) 
measurements, i.e., ARXPS, were carried out at the SINS (Surface, Interface and 
Nanostructure Science) beamline of Singapore Synchrotron Light Source (SSLS), at 
room temperature in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of 
1×10
-10
 mbar. The photon current was recorded to normalize all the PES spectra.The 
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photon energy was calibrated by a sputter-cleaned gold foil in electrical contact with 
the sample at the energy of 84.0 eVfrom the Au 4f7/2 core level peak. The position of 
the analyzer and incident beam were fixed at50° with respect to each other. The 
take-off angle (θ) was defined from the substrate surface to the axis of the analyzer. 
The sample holder can be rotated to change the θ from 90° to 10°. We recorded the S 
2p spectra at values of θ of 90°, 40°, and 20°, and the C 1s spectra eight different 
angles ranging from θ = 90° to θ = 20° in steps of 10°. All the spectra were analyzed 
by the least-square peak fitting with Shirley plus linear background of Voigt 
photoemission profiles and constant Lorentzian (30%) and Gaussian (70%) line 
shapes. For S 2p spectra fitting, a splitting difference of ~1.18 eV and branching ratio 
of 2 (2p3/2):1(2p1/2) was used. 
 
4.4.10 Thickness 
    We calculate the thickness of the SAMs by measuring the ratio of the attenuation 
of the intensity of the S 2p from these atoms to vacuum as a function of θ, and plus 
the theoretical distance of the Ag-S bond. To normalize the footprint of the incident 
beam with different angles, the effect intensity (I) is given by 
θ cos(90 )I I    
Where I is the integrated intensity of the peak. The ratio of effect intensity (I) ratio at 
90º and 40º take-off angles (θ) can be expressed as follows:  
1 2
1 2
/ sin90 / sin90
θ
/ sin 40 / sin 40
θ
( ,90 ) (1 )
( ,40 ) (1 )
d d
d d
I d e e
I d e e
 
 
   





where  is the inelastic mean free path d1 is the diameter of the S atom d2 is the 
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distance from S to vacuum. The value d2 was determined by using: 
1 1sin 40 sin90
1 1
2
sin90 sin 40 {ln[ ( ,90 ) / ( ,40 )] ln[1 ] ln[1 ]}
sin(40 ) sin(90 )
d d




          

  
For the  of S 2p is around 8 Å for photoelectron at ~180 eV kinetic energy, which 
were obtained from the  of S 2p of n-alkanethiol SAMs.81 Finally, the thickness (d) is 
calculated by summing the d2 and dAg-S: 
 
2( ) S Aud d S d    
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CHAPTER 5 
Reversible Soft Top-Contacts to Yield Molecular Junctions 












Abstract: The reproducibility of the electrical characteristics of molecular junctions 
has been notoriously low. This paper describes a method to construct tunnel junctions 
based on self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) by forming reversible electrical contacts 
to SAMs using top-electrodes of a non-Newtonian liquid-metal (GaOx /EGaIn) 
stabilized in a microfluidic-based device. A single top-electrode can be used to form 
up to 15–25 junctions. This method generates SAM based junctions with highly 
reproducible electrical characteristics in terms of precision (widths of distributions) 
and replicability (closeness to a reference value). The reason is that this method, 
unlike other approaches that rely on cross-bar or nano/micropore configurations, 
does not require patterning of the bottom-electrodes and is compatible with ultra-fl at 
template-stripped (TS) surfaces. This compatibly with non-patterned electrodes is 
important for three reasons. i) No edges of the electrodes are present at which SAMs 
cannot pack well. ii) Patterning requires photoresist that may contaminate the 
electrode and complicate SAM formation. iii) TS-surfaces contain large grains, have 
low rms values, and can be obtained and used (in ordinary laboratory conditions) 
within a few seconds to minimize contamination. The junctions have very good 
electrical stability (2500 current-voltage cycles and retained currents for 27 h), and 
can be fabricated with good yields (78%). 
                                   
*This work has been published: Wan, A.; Jiang, L.; Sangeeth, C. S. S.; Nijhuis, C. A. 
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014, 24, 4442. 
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5.1 Introduction 
    Electronic devices based on molecules have already found commercial 
applications in the form of thin-films in displays,
1-2





 Despite these applications, many questions regarding the details 
of the mechanisms of charge transport across molecules and the molecule-electrode 
interfaces remain unanswered.
9-13
 Molecular electronic devices that are based on 
single molecules, or self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), are potentially good 
test-beds to study charge transport across molecules and the molecule-electrode 
interfaces at the nano-scale.
13,14
 The fabrication of such devices is challenging 
because of the difficulty to form macroscopic-scale electrical contacts to the 
molecules in non-invasive ways and with minimum numbers of defects in the 
junctions. Indeed, the electrical characteristics of molecular junctions with the same 
molecules differs many orders of magnitude across test-beds (see below). 
    For molecular electronic devices to become useful in applications, it is important 
to develop methods to fabricate devices that generate data with high reproducibility in 
terms of precision, i.e., widths of the distributions, and replicability, i.e., closeness to 
a reference value (see Background below). So far, molecular junctions have been 
incorporated in devices using two configurations: the so-called cross-bar 
configuration, in which the SAM is sandwiched between two perpendicularly aligned 
electrodes (Figure 5.1A),
16-21
 and the so-called nano- or micro-pore configuration in 
which the SAM is formed in a pore on to which the top-electrode is introduced 
(Figure 5.1B).
22-27
 These two approaches suffer from three (potential) problems that 
impede the quality of the SAMs and consequently complicate reproducibility across 
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test-beds. i) The bottom-electrode needs to be patterned which normally requires 
lithography. Patterning by e-beam- or photolithography often leaves resist residues on 
the electrode behind that are difficult to remove completely and consequently result in 
defective SAMs.
28-31
 ii) The bottom-electrodes contain exposed edges at which SAMs 
cannot form densely packed layers.
38-40
 These edges with defective SAMs are prone to 
be a source for leakage currents. iii) The bottom-electrodes are prepared by ex situ 
direct evaporation methods, contain large numbers of grain boundaries at which 
SAMs cannot pack,
32, 33
 and risk contamination from ambient. iv) The SAMs are 
exposed to harsh fabrication conductions, e.g., ultra-high vacuum conditions and high 
temperatures during metal deposition steps, or to solvents, that may damage the 




Figure 5.1. Schematic illustrations of the top- and side views of molecular junctions in a (A) cross-bar 
configuration, (B) micro- or nano pore configuration, and (B) the configuration reported here that does 
not require patterning of the bottom-electrode with OA is the optical adhesive (see Experimental 
Section). 
 
    Here we describe a method to fabricate SAM-based tunnel junctions that 
generate highly reproducible J(V) data in terms of precision(amongst the best so 
far;
16, 26, 32, 38-42
 see below) and accuracy (relative to other “EGaIn”-based techniques; 
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see below), in good yields of working junctions, with a value of the tunneling decay 
coefficient β close to the consensus value, and good electrical stability. This method 
works well because it i) does not require patterned bottom-electrodes, ii) is compatible 
with ultra-flat templates tripped bottom-electrodes that contain large grains, iii) does 
not expose the SAMs to harsh fabrication conditions, and iv) minimizes potential 
contamination of the bottom-electrode from the ambient. These improvements in the 
fabrication process resulted in SAM-based junctions of high quality and 
reproducibility that are (nearly) independent of the users or top-electrodes. 
    By far most studies have focused to develop techniques to maximize yields of 
working junctions, or to produce them on large scales, but the reproducibility of the 
systems has been rarely defined and reported.
43
 It is well-known that some electronic 
properties of SAMs have been reproduced across several test-beds, but with a large 
spread in the current densities of eight to nine orders of magnitude. The width of the 
distributions indicates the precision of the data. The closeness of the average value of 
the distribution to a reference value, or standard value, indicates the accuracy (see 
Figure 5.2 and background below).
44
 Standards for electrical characteristics across 
test-beds have not been defined because often standards have not been established 
within a single laboratory or, for a given technique, across different laboratories.
45,46
 
Here we do not wish to establish standard values for the electrical characteristics of 
junctions across test-beds, but we determine the replicability of our measurements 
against other “EGaIn”-based techniques. 
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Figure 5.2. Schematic illustration of the definition of the accuracy and precision (σlog) of the electrical 
measurements for SAM-based junctions. This diagram is derived from similar diagrams discussed in 
reference 44. 
 
    Weiss et al.
35
 reported that clean template-stripped (TS) metal surfaces are 
ultra-flat (three to four times lower root-mean-square (rms) surface roughness than the 
surfaces fabricated by direct metal deposition) and readily available in ordinary 
laboratory conditions: the metal surface can be stripped off the template and 
immediately (within a few seconds) immersed into a solution with the SAM precursor 
to minimize contamination from the ambient environment. The authors showed that 
these TS metal surfaces resulted in SAM-based junctions in higher yields and a 
smaller spread in the J(V) data than those junctions formed with bottom-electrodes 
obtained by direct metal deposition.
32
 Hence, a fabrication technique to construct 
SAM-based devices that is compatible with TS surfaces, i.e., a technique that does not 
require patterning of the bottom-electrode, is highly desirable. 
    Cone-shaped tips of EGaIn
47
 have been used to form electrical contacts to SAMs 
in various physical-organic studies of charge transport across SAMs (Chapter 1).
16, 17, 
40, 47-59
 This method (in the hands of an experienced user) produces highly 
reproducible data in good yields and is very easy to set-up in a laboratory (see 
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Background). This method has also disadvantages andit suffers from user dependent 
variations in the details of the formation of tips and the SAM//GaOx/EGaIn contacts, 
and the stability of the junctions is limited by the details of the micromanipulator on 
which the top-electrode is mounted. 
Here we describe a new type of top-electrode that allows us to form molecular 
junctions without the need for patterning of the bottom-electrode that is compatible 
with metal surfaces obtained by TS (Figure 5.1C). The GaOx/EGaIn was stabilized in 
a microfluidic device made of a transparent rubber of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
which we placed on the SAMs. After electrical examination of the junctions, we 
removed the top-electrode from the SAM and placed it in contact with a different area 
of the SAM, or with a SAM on a different substrate, to form a new junction. Our 
method produces J(V) data that are very similar to data obtained by other 
EGaIn-based techniques, and are independent of temperature, from which we 
conclude the coherent tunneling dominates the mechanism of charge transport (see 
Table 4.1and background).
16, 40, 46 
The advantages of this method is that encapsulation 
of the metal top-electrodes in PDMS eliminates instabilities associated with 
micromanipulators, e.g., drift or vibrations, and minimizes user-to-user variations in 
the details of the formation of the top-electrode and the SAM//GaOx/EGaIn 
contacts(see background) resulting in data with high precision and replicability (see 
background). These features made it possible to study the electrical characteristics of 
the junctions over a period of time of ten days, bias stressing up to 1.0  105 s, and 
over the range of temperatures of 160 – 297 K (we did not optimize the devices to 
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maximize the temperature range). Cone-shaped tips of GaOx/EGaIn can only be 
prepared one at a time per “EGaIn-set-up”, while the fabrication process reported here 
can be performed in parallel to fabricate large numbers of junctions (we did not try to 
fabricate more than roughly 100 junctions per day).In addition, we identify several 
sources of error that cause scattering of the data; these sources of error are likely also 
present in the other test-beds and should be taken into consideration in future 
experiments. 




)   





this work -1.95 -2.92 -3.63 -4.63 -5.44 1.00 ± 0.03 2.4  102 
tips
a
 -1.77 -2.47 -3.70 -4.32 -5.31 1.02 ± 0.09 3.4 102 
modified tips
b
  -1.250 -1.60 -2.30 -3.270 -4.10 0.91 ± 0.02  25  102 
cross-bar
c
 NA -2.70 -3.20 -4.50 -5.20 0.92 ± 0.24 3.4  102 
Reference values
d
 -1.7 ± 0.4 -2.4 ± 0.6 -3.2 ± 0.6 -4.2 ± 0.6 -5.0 ± 0.6 1.00 ± 0.02 0.2 – 2  103 
a
 These values were taken from ref 40. 
b
 These values were taken from ref 46.   
c
 These values were taken from ref 16. 
d
 See the text for details. 
 
Background 
Junctions with GaOx/EGaIn Top-Electrodes. The EGaIn spontaneously forms a 
self-limiting layer of GaOx in air with a thickness of 0.7 nm
47 
and because of its 
non-Newtonian properties this material can be shaped.
47, 60-62, 64
 Therefore, unlike Hg, 
GaOx/EGaIn forms stable structures in PDMS micro-channels.
64, 65
 The oxide layer 
also prevents the bulk EGaIn from alloying with the gold or silver bottom-electrode 
which adds stability to junctions. The oxide layer is defective and contains oxygen 
vacancies,
47
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    The precision of the data, i.e., the width of the distributions of the values of J (see 
Figure 5.2 for definitions), generated using junctions formed with cone-shaped tips of 
GaOx/EGaIn relies on the operator because the formation of the tips and bringing the tip 
in contact with the SAMs are usually performed with a manually operated manipulator. 
(Chiechi et al.
49, 55
 use piezo-controlled manipulators). For instance, the contact size, tip 
roughness, and the speed of the tip used to approach the SAMs, differ in details from 
user-to-user.
43, 56
 Whitesides et al.
 43, 56
 showed that these factors broaden the distributions 
of the current densities significantly. Recently, Whitesides et al.
46 
reported that flattening 
the cone-shaped tips by molding the tips against flat and clean Si/SiO2 surfaces followed 
by voltage cycling (three cycles of ± 2 V) resulted in smoother tips and higher 
reproducibility between users than using unmodified cone-shaped tips of GaOx/EGaIn. 
Stabilization of the GaOx/EGaIn in a micro-channel in a cross-bar configuration resulted 
in well-defined geometrical contact areas, but the improvement in the width of the 
distributions of the values of J was only marginal because the bottom-electrodes 
contained edges at which SAMs cannot pack well.
16, 17, 67
  
    Despite the (small) differences between the details of the formation of the 
GaOx/EGaIn top-contacts, Table 5.1 shows that the J(V) characteristics of SAM-based 
junctions with GaOx/EGaIn top-electrodes across laboratories differ slightly (less than 
one order of magnitude) compared to the eight to nine orders of magnitude difference in 
J(V) characteristics across test-beds. Thus “EGaIn”-based techniques produce data that 
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Precision and Accuracy. According to Eq. 5.1, the values of log|J| are normally 
distributed when the error in d follows a normal distribution because J depends 
exponentially on d.
43, 56
 The error in d certainly depends on many factors including 
defects in the electrode materials, e.g., step edges, vacancy islands, or grain 
boundaries, defects in the SAMs,
32, 68
 e.g., phase domains,
69
 physisorbed or 
chemisorbed materials,
24, 34
 or errors during the fabrication process, e.g., (partial) 
penetration of the SAMs by the top-electrode,
70, 71
 or damage to the SAMs inflicted by 
solvents
72, 73 
or high temperatures during fabrication.
26
 These potential defects that 
result in uncertainties in the effective values of d and all may result in batch-to-batch 
or user-to-user variations and consequently introduce error that cause the data to 
deviate from Gaussian distributions and increase the standard deviation. Thus, one 
way to compare the precision of different techniques for junction measurements is to 
compare the standard deviations (σ) of the values of J for normal distributions, or the 
analogues log-standard deviations (σlog) for log-standard distributions (Figure 5.2). 
Data that follow narrow distributions make it possible to separate informative data 
from non-informative data more accurately than those data that follow broad 
distributions. 
    As shown in Figure 5.2, the accuracy of the data is defined as the difference between 
the data obtained from the measurement and the true, or defined, value.
44
 This Figure 
shows that data may be very precise but not accurate, but all other combinations are also 
possible and, for instance, data may be accurate but not precise.
44
 Although the width of 
the histograms of the values of J may be very narrow for a given test-bed, they do so with 
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values that differs by eight to nine orders of magnitude across different test-beds.
13, 16, 46 
In this chapter, we do not aim to define the standards for the absolute values of J0 for 
junctions with SAMs of n-alkanethiolates because the factors that contribute to J0 for a 
given test-bed have, in general, not been identified. Here we wish to establish the 
replicability of our method relative to “EGaIn”-based techniques16, 40, 46 using reference 
values of the current densities (Table 5.1). This comparison helps to identify sources of 
error that are important to consider in general maximizing both precision and replicability 
(see below). 
Error Analysis. As mentioned above, normally the values of log|J| (for a given voltage) 
are plotted vs. nC followed by fitting this data to the tunneling equation. Reus et al.
43
 
compared different statistical methods to determine the values of β and J0 and 
discussed the differences and limitations of these methods thoroughly. These methods 
either used average values of log|J| (Gaussian mean, median, or arithmetic mean) to 
which a line was fitted using a least-squares fitting algorithm, or by plotting all data to 
which a line is fitted using either a least-squares algorithm or by minimizing the sum 
of the absolute error. Here we chose two methods to determine the values of β and J0: 
i) plotting the Gaussian means of the value of log|J| vs nC followed by least squares 
fitting of Eq. 5.1 (method 1) and ii) plotting all data (all values of log|J| except data 
that was obtained for junctions that shorted) followed by fitting to Eq. 5.1 by 
minimizing the sum of the absolute values of the error (method 2). The first method 
assumes the data follow random distributions, or, in other words, the data is normally 
distributed, while the second method does not make any assumptions regarding the 
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type of distribution. 
 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 Fabrication of Mold 
We followed a procedure reported by Kartalov et al.
83
 to fabricate the mold for 
PDMS microchannel connected with a through-hole. The Si wafer was exposed to 
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) vapor in a bake oven (YES 310TA) at 150 
o
C for 5 
minutes. We deposited 10 µm thick of SU8-2015 photoresist (Microchem) on the 
wafer by spin-coating the photoresistat 4500 rpm for 1 minute (Figure 5.3A). The 
substrate was baked at 65 
o
C for 1 minute and 95 
o
C for 3 minutes on a hotplate. The 
photoresist was exposed to UV light (5 mW) through a mask for 22 seconds using a 
mask aligner (Suss Microtech) (Figure 5.3B), and followed by a post-exposure bake at 
65 
o
C for 1 minute and 95 
o
C for 3 minutes. After cooling down to room temperature, 
the structures were developed in SU8 developer (Microchem) to yield a line (Figure 
5.3C). The substrate was then rinsed with copious amount of isopropyl alcohol, blown 
to dryness in a stream of N2, and baked at 150
o
C for 5 minutes. To form the structure 
of the pillar at one end of this line, we first deposited 60 µm thick AZ-50XT 
photoresist (AZ Electronic Materials) by spin-coating the photoresist at 700 rpm for 
20 seconds on the wafer with the line-feature, and then baked the substrate for 2, 5, 2, 
and 9 minutes at 65, 115, 65, and 115 
o
C, respectively (Figure 5D). The mask was 
aligned with respect to the wafer followed by exposure to UV light (5 mW) for 2 
minutes (Figure 5.3E). The substrate was developed in the mixture of 1:1 AZ 400K 
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developer: water for 5 minutes, and was rinsed with copious amount of water, and 
blown to dryness with N2 (Figure 5.3F). 
 
Figure 5.3. The fabrication steps of the fabrication of the mold for micro-channels in PDMS (A) 
SU8-2015 photoresist with thickness of 10 µm was spin-coated on a Si wafer. (B) The substrate was 
exposed to UV light through a photo mask. (C) Unexposed photoresist was removed by development. 
(D) AZ-50XT photoresist with thickness of 60 µm was spin-coated on the substrate. (E) The substrate 
was covered with another photo mask using a mask aligner and exposed to UV light. (F) The exposed 
photoresist was removed by development. 
 
5.2.2 Fabrication of the Top-Electrode 
    Figure 5.4 shows the fabrication process of the top-electrode of GaOx/EGaIn 
stabilized in a microfluidic chip made of PDMS. Figure 5.5A shows a scanning 
electron micrograph (SEM) of the mold. The image shows that the pillar had a larger 
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base-diameter (55 µm) than top-diameter (35 µm) and had a depression at top-center 
due to over-developing of the thick layer of photoresist during the lithography 
process. 
    The mold was treated with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane 
(Cl3Si(CH2)2(CF2)5CF3, FOTS) to minimize the interaction of the PDMS with the 
wafer to ensure the defect free separation of the PDMS from the mold (see below). A 
layer of 20 m of uncured PDMS (Sylgard 184) with curing agent (in a ratio of 10:1) 
was formed by spin-coating which covered the line but not the pillar (Figure 5.4B). 
After curing of the PDMS at 80 
o
C for 30 minutes, we spin coated an additional layer 
of 5 µm uncured PDMS (with curing agent) and aligned a channel (channel 1) in 
PDMS (1.0 cm × 300 µm × 120 µm), which we fabricated in a separate step, with an 
inlet and an outlet over the pillar perpendicularly with respect to the line of the mold 
(Figure 5.4C). A covalent seal was formed between the layers by curing the 5 µm 
thick PDMS layer at 80 
o
C for 30 minutes. This thin PDMS layer improved the 
mechanical stability of the devices. We added more uncured PDMS with curing agent 
to stabilize the 20 µm PDMS film (Figure 5.4D). After curing the PDMS, we 
separated the microfluidic chip which contained two perpendicular channels with a 
micro-scale through-hole at the intersection from the mold and punched a hole at the 
end of the channel 2 (Figure 5.4E). Figure 5.5B shows the optical micrograph of the 
cross section of the PDMS device (without liquid metal in the micro-channels) and 
that the 3D structures were successfully replicated by the PDMS. 
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    To inject GaOx/EGaIn into the micro-channel 1 and the through-hole, we placed 
the microfluidic chip on indium tin oxide (ITO). The transparent and conductive 
properties of ITO allowed us to follow all subsequent stages of the fabrication process 
by optical microscopy and conductivity measurements. Channel 1 was filled with 
EGaIn by applying vacuum (~500 Torr) to the outlet of the channel with a drop of 
GaOx/EGaInpresent at the inlet (Figure 5.4F), after which we applied vacuum to 
channel 2 to fill the through-hole with GaOx/EGaIn (Figure 5.4G). The diameter of 
channel 2 was chosen so that the high surface tension of GaOx/EGaIn (624 mN/m)
64,65 
prevented it to fill this channel in the range of the applied pressures. Figure 5.5C 
shows that the liquid-metal did fill the through-hole but not channel 2. We derived the 
geometrical contact area of the GaOx/EGaIn with the ITO from these images. We 
found that the diameter of the GaOx/EGaIn-ITO contact (35 µm) was smaller than the 
diameter of the through-hole (55µm) because of a gap of ~10 µm between the 
GaOx/EGaIn and the walls of the hole. The formation of the gap was likely caused by 
the high surface-tension of the GaOx/EGaIn. By simply measuring the resistance 
between the ITO and the GaOx/EGaIn present at the inlet using a multi-meter, we 
determined if the GaOx/EGaIn filled the through-hole and formed good electrical 
contact with the ITO. Finally, we separated the top-electrode from the ITO (Figure 
5.4H). During this step, no liquid-metal was left behind on the ITO surface. 
    We note that the lengths of the channels 1 and 2 were arbitrarily chosen. If 
required, the dimensions of the top-electrodes can be easily reduced by reducing the 
lengths of channels 1 and 2. 
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Figure 5.4. Fabrication of the top-electrode. (A) The mold consists of a line and a pillar on a Si/SiO2 
wafer with a layer of FOTS (FOTS is not indicated for clarity). (B) A layer of PDMS (20 µm) was 
spin-coated on the mold to fully cover the photoresist line, but not the pillar, and cured. (C) A thin layer 
of PDMS (5 µm) was spin-coated on the first layer of PDMS and channel 1 in PDMS was aligned over 
the pillar perpendicularly with respect to the line of the mold. The thin layer of PDMS was cured. (D) 
More uncured PDMS was added to stabilize the thin layer of PDMS and cured. (E) The microfluidic 
device was peeled off from the mold and a hole was punched at the end of the small channel. (F) We 
placed the microfluidic device on an ITO substrate and injected GaOx/EGaIn into the PDMS channel. 
(G) The through-hole was filled with GaOx/EGaIn by applying vacuum to channel 2. (H) Separation of 
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Figure 5.5. (A) A SEM image of the mold recorded from an angle with respect to the surface normal of 
25
o
. (B) Optical micrographs of the cross section of the PDMS micro-channel, and (C) of the PDMS 
micro-channel with GaOx/EGaIn in the through-hole. (D) Photograph of a complete device. 
 
5.2.3 Fabrication of the Junctions 
    Figure 5.6 shows schematically the reversible placement of the top-electrode on 
a SAM on Ag
TS
 electrodes (Figure 5.6A). We found that the electrodes formed good 
electrical contacts with the SAMs in most cases; in cases a good contact did not form 
(which resulted in either an open circuit or J(V) characteristics with values of J that 
were more than two orders of magnitude lower than the log-mean value), we simply 
applied vacuum to channel 2 to restore good electrical contact of the GaOx/EGaIn 
with the SAM. Figure 5.5D shows a photograph of a complete device. The PDMS is 
flexible and forms a reversible conformal contact with the substrate through van der 
 
 




 We observed that the seal between the top-electrode and the 
SAM-Ag
TS
 substrate allowed the GaOx/EGaIn to form good electrical contacts with 
the monolayers. Because the EGaIn surface is exposed to air in our experiments, we 
believe that the GaOx film that forms spontaneously in air on the bulk metal is 
continuous and very similar in composition to that in other types of EGaIn-based 
junctions (see background). After recording the J(V) curves, we separated the 
top-electrode from the substrate (Figure 5.6B), and placed itin contact with the SAM 
in an area that had not been in contact with either the PDMS (to avoid potential 
contamination of the SAMs by, for instance, low molecular weight or uncured PDMS) 
or the GaOx/EGaIn previously, or in contact with another Ag
TS
-SAM substrate (Figure 
5.6C). 
 
Figure 5.6. The procedure of forming reversible contacts to the SAMs. (A) Placement of the 
top-electrode on the SAM-Ag
TS
 substrate allows the GaOx/EGaIn in the through-hole to form contacts 
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with the SAM. (B) After completing the J(V) measurements of one junction, we separated the 
top-electrode from the SAM-Ag
TS
 substrate and (C) placed it on a different area of the SAM-Ag
TS
 
substrate, or on a different substrate, to form a new junction. 
 
    The procedure to remove the top-electrode from the surface and to form a new 
junction typically takes 5-10 s. The rate at which junctions can be formed for a single 
electrode is similar to that for cone-shaped based techniques (once a cone-shaped tip 
of GaOx/EGaIn has been formed).We used 4” wafers which allowed us to prepare six 
top-electrodes at once per wafer, but top-electrodes with shorter channels can also be 
prepared to yield for instance 18 top-electrodes per wafer. The top-electrodes lasted 
for about 15-25 junctions before they failed and did not form good electrical contacts 
with the SAMs. Optical micrographs of these failing top-electrodes revealed that the 
small channels were blocked by dust particles and therefore good contacts could not 
be restored by applying vacuum to channel 2. Occasionally (in about 1 out of 20 
top-electrodes), the thin PDMS membrane surrounding the GaOx/EGaIn ruptured 
resulting in ill-defined junction areas. Hence, the number of junctions that can be 
formed in parallel is only limited by the number of available molds and the rate of 
data acquisition is only limited by the electronic equipment. 
 
5.2.4 Proposed Reference Values of J for EGaIn-Based Techniques. 
    Table 5.1 shows the values of <log|J|> for Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions with n = 
10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 reported in the literature and reported here. The reference values of 
<log|J|> were obtained by averaging the values of <log|J|> from references 16, 40, 46, 
and this work. We determined reference values of β and J0 by least squares fitting the 
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average values of<log|J|> to the tunneling equation (see Figure 5.7 and discussion below). 
The values of J0 depend on many factors, e.g., including the effective contact area or 
contact resistance, as explained in detail by Whitesides et al. in reference 46; here we do 
not aim to compare the absolute values of J0 across test-beds but only across 
“EGaIn”-based techniques. As we show here, these proposed reference values are useful 
to compare “EGaIn”-based techniques to each other, or to identify sources of error. 
 
Figure 5.7. (A) Plots of <|J|> vs V and (B) histograms of log(|J|) at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits. The 
log-mean |J| as a function of the number of carbons measured at -0.50 V (black symbols) with a fit to 
Eq. 5.1 (black line) using method 1; (C). Plots of all data of log|J| at -0.50 V versus chain length and (D) 
the trend line fitted by using the least-absolute-errors algorithm using method 2. The red lines and 
symbols in panel c and d represent the reference values as explained in the text.  
 
5.2.5 The Electrical Characteristics of the Devices 
  In molecular electronics, it is a common practice to determine the tunneling decay 
coefficient, β (nC
-1
), by measuring the value of J at a given voltage, V (V), as a function 
of the thickness of the SAMs, d (Å or nC which is the number of carbon atoms in the back 
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bone of the molecules), when through bond tunneling is the dominant mechanism of 
charge transport.
9, 13, 14
 By fitting the data to the tunneling equation (Eq. 5.1), one can 
derive the values of β and of the hypothetical current density, J0 (A/cm
2
), for a junction 
with d = 0. This procedure has been used across several test-beds using SAMs of 
n-alkanethiolates of the form S(CH2)n-1CH3 and it is now commonly believed that the 
correct value for β is 1.0 nC
-1
. 
J = J0 e
-βd
                            (5.1) 
    We formed junctions with SAMs of S(CH2)n−1CH3 (n = 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18) on 
Ag
TS
. Prior to the self-assembly of the monolayers, we purified the n-alkanethiolates. 
Although we did not test the performance of the junctions as a function of thiol purity, 
this procedure minimizes potential variations in the batch-to-batch quality of the thiols 
as received from the suppliers which could influence replicability and/or precision of 
the electrical characteristics of the junctions. Using a single top-electrode, we 
measured a complete graph of |J| against nC determined at -0.50 V as follows. We 
recorded the values of J over the range of biases of -0.50 and 0.50 V (one trace ≡ 0 V 
 0.50 V  -0.50 V  0 V) at intervals of 25 mV. We recorded a total of 20 J(V) 
traces for each junction and measured three junctions for each type of SAM using a 
single top-electrode. Thus, we formed 15 junctions with five different SAMs and 
recorded in total 300 traces and 600 values of |J| at each applied bias using a single 
top-electrode. This procedure was repeated with five different top-electrodes to yield a 
total of five plots of vs. nC operated by one out of three different users. This procedure 
allows us to determine the replicability and precision of data across individual users 
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and top-electrodes. 
Table 5.2 summarizes the characteristics of the junctions. We excluded shorts 
and open circuits and kept the number of working junctions constant so the data for all 
junctions carry the same weight in our analysis. Figure 5.7C shows the averaged J(V) 
curves over all users for each type of junction, the histograms of log|J| at -0.50 V, and 
plots of <|J|> vs. nC. Fitting the data to the tunneling equation gave values of β of 1.00 
± 0.03 nC
-1 




 (using method 1). We note that the value of J0 is 
not precise because of the long extrapolation.
43, 46
 The value of β is very close to the 
consensus value,
16
 and the value of J0 is very close to previously reported values 
obtained for other types of junctions with GaOx/EGaIn top-electrodes (See Table 5.3 
and below).
16, 40
 These results indicate that the dominant mechanism of charge 
transport across our junctions is through-bond tunneling. 
 Table 5.2. The total number of non-shorting junctions (NJ), the yields of the working devices and σlog 
of J(V) measurements for the n-alkanethiolate-based junctions 





SC9CH3 21 600 15 71 0.12 
SC11CH3 19 600 15 79 0.25 
SC13CH3 20 600 15 75 0.22 
SC15CH3 19 600 15 79 0.16 
SC17CH3 17 600 15 88 0.15 






These numbers are average values. 
 
Table 5.3. Comparison of σlog, β, and yield of different tunneling junctions with SAMs 
type of junction technique N σlog β (nC
-1) yield (%) Nmax
k Ref 
Ag-SAM//SAM-Hg Hg-drop 1-5 ~1.0-1.5c 0.80 NA 13 32 
Hg-SAM//Hg Hg-drop 5-10 ~0.11-0.60c 1.06 ± 0.04 NA 10 38 
Hg-SAM//SAM-Hg Hg-drop 5-10 ~0.11-0.43 c 1.02 ± 0.07 NA 10 38 
Si-SAM//Hg Hg-drop >7 ~0.37-0.70c 0.76 ± 0.09 NA NA 88, 97 
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Al/Al2O3-SAM//Hg Hg-drop 12-18 0.25-0.75 1.34 ± 0.004
h 25-75 18 41 
M-SAM//Ma CP AFM 5-10 ~0.28-1.0c, d 1.1 NA 10 42 
Au-SAM//Au STM break junction 3000 0.02-10
d 
0.94-0.96 10-40 NA 94 
Ag-SAM//Ag STM break junction 7000 ~0.16-0.32
f 0.98 ± 0.05i NA NA 95 
Au-SAM//Au nanoskiving >10 ~0.05-0.28c 0.94 36-67 32 85 
Si-SAM//Au PALOb >10 ~0.05~0.26c NA NA NA 92 
Si-SAM//Au flip chip lamination  >30 ~0.06-0.1c, g NA 90 NA 89 
Au-SAM//Au crossed-wires NA ~0.22c , e NA NA NA 90 
Au-SAM//polymer/Au PEDOT:PSS 
/mico-pore 
>17 ~0.11-0.15c 0.71 ± 0.06 >95 100 93 
Au-SAM//polymer/Au PEDOT:PSS/mico-po
re 
74 ~0.23c 1.33 ± 0.05 58 74 39 
Au-SAM//Au SiO2 micro-pole 33-63 0.23-0.527 1.04-1.08 1.2-1.75 NA 26 
Au-SAM//Au Si3N4 nan-opore ~160 ~0.27-0.32
c 1.07 ± 0.02 7.1 NA 14 
Au-SAM//Au wedging transfer 200-340 0.57-1.13 0.73 ± 0.06 38-50 NA 86 
Au-SAM//graphene/Au graphene/micro-pore 258 ~0.27-0.67c 1.06 ± 0.14 90 2000 87 
graphene-SAM//graphene graphene//mico-pore >50 ~0.17-0.35c 0.54 ± 0.01 >80 NA 91 
Ag-SAM//GaOx/EGaIn cone-shaped tip 376-389
2 
0.23-1.1 1.04 ± 0.06j 82-100 NA 40 
Ag-SAM//GaOx/EGaIn Flattened 
cone-shaped tip 
360-480 0.3 – 0.7 0.92 ± 0.02 ~90% NA 46 
Ag-SAM//GaOx/EGaIn cross-bars  400-756 0.21-0.85 0.98 ± 0.2 70-85 NA 16 
Ag-SAM//GaOx/EGaIn through-hole 600 0.12-0.25 1.00 ± 0.03 78 2500 this work 
aA metal-coated (Au, Ag or Pt) AFM tip was contacted with SAM on a Au-, Ag-, or Pt-coated Si substrate. 
bPolymer-assisted lift-off method. 
cRoughly estimated from the J(V) curves in the corresponding references. 
dThe log standard deviations of the resistance instead of current density were measured. 
eThe standard deviations of the conductance instead of current density were measured.  
fThe log standard deviations of the conductance instead of current density were measured. 
gThe standard deviations of the current at 1 V instead of current density were measured.  
hThis value was reported for C8-C12 junctions. The value was reported to be 0.77 ± 0.005 for the junctions of C12-C16. 
iTheβ value was measured to be 0.93 ± 0.05 when the Au tip was used to measure the junctions of SAMs on Au substrates.  
jThis value was obtained by measuring the SAMs of n-alkanethiolate with even number of carbons in the molecules. The value of β 
was found to be 1.19 ± 0.08 for SAMs of n-alkanethiolate with odd number of carbons in the molecules.  
kThe maximum number of continuous scans without shorting or becoming open circuit for a single junction. These 
numbers are either shown or indicated in the papers. 
 
One may argue that if the distribution of log|J| deviates from normality, it is more 
accurate to estimate trend statistics by fitting all values of log|J| by a 
least-absolute-errors algorithm rather than by fitting Gaussian means of log|J| with a 
least-squares algorithm (method 1) since the former method does not assume any type 
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of distribution while the latter method does.
43
 Figure 5.7D shows the plot of all values 
of log|J| at -0.50 V vs. nC with a fit to the tunneling equation using method 2. The 
values of β and J0 were found to be 1.00 ± 0.02 nC
-1 
and 257 ± 1.6 A/cm
2
, 
respectively. Considering the small differences in the values of β and J0 obtained by 
methods 1 and 2, we believe that the assumption that our data follow a normal 
distribution introduces a negligibly small error in the analysis of our data. 
 
5.2.6 Precision of the Data 
    The striking difference of the current fabrication method with respect to other 
methods is that the values of log-standard deviation (σlog) are very small and fall in the 
range of 0.12 to 0.25 with an average of 0.18 ± 0.05; these values are one of the 
lowest in general (Table 5.3). Thus our method generates J(V) data with very high 
precision.  
    To determine reproducibility between different top-electrodes and different 
investigators we performed two experiments: three investigators measured the 
electrical characteristics of the junctions using i) five different top-electrodes each 
operated by one of the three investigators, or ii) one top-electrode operated by all 
three investigators. Figure 5.8 shows the corresponding five plots of log|J| vs.nC
-1
 
determined by three different users using five different top-electrodes. Each plot was 
measured by one user and top-electrode combinations indicated in the Figures 
5.9-5.13 show the corresponding histograms of log(|J|) determined at -0.50 V for all 
Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions for each user and top-electrode combination. The 
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values of β obtained from these plots were all in the range of 0.95 – 1.05 nC
-1
 with 
values of J0 ranging from 109 - 560 A/cm
2
 (see inset of Figure 5.8). Note that we give 
a range of values rather than standard deviations because the number of J(V)-curves is 
per user lower than the total number of data; these numbers are not precise but 
reasonably replicable because they all are in the range of previously reported values of 
0.2 ~ 2  103A/cm2 (Table 5.1). 
 
Figure 5.8. Plots of |J| versus chain length of the n-alkanethiolates at -0.50 V obtained by three 
different users using five different top-electrodes. The data are offset by 0.1 carbon number for clarity. 
The inset shows the values of β and J0 and the solid lines are fits to the tunneling equation. 
 
    To investigate if the data depend on the users, we also examined the histograms 
of the values of log|J| at -0.50 V for junctions with SAMs of SC17CH3 obtained by 
three different users using the same top-electrode. Figure 5.8 shows that the data are 
independent of the user who conducted the measurement. These results indicate that 
the values of log|J| and β are narrowly distributed and independent of the user or 
top-electrode: the data produced by our technique is precise with respect to different 
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Figure 5.9. Histograms of log|J| at -0.50 V for SC9CH3 SAMs on Ag
TS
. Gaussian fit for the histogram 
of all data is shown in (A).  
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Figure 5.10. Histograms of log|J| at -0.50 V for SC11CH3 SAMs on Ag
TS
. Gaussian fit for the histogram 
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Figure 5.11. Histograms of log|J| at -0.50 V for SC13CH3 SAMs on Ag
TS
. Gaussian fit for the histogram 
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Figure 5.12. Histograms of the values of log|J| measured at -0.50 V for junctions with SAMs of 
SC15CH3 SAM determined by three users using five different top-electrodes. (A) The histograms of 
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Figure 5.13. Histograms of log|J| at -0.50 V for SC17CH3 SAMs on Ag
TS
. Gaussian fit for the histogram 
of all data is shown in (A). 
 
5.2.7 Replicability of the Data 
    As mentioned in the Introduction, Weiss et al.
32
 reported that junctions with TS 
bottom-electrodes result in junctions with higher yields in non-shorting junctions with 
smaller log-standard deviations than those junctions with direct metal deposited 
bottom-electrodes, but the authors did not discuss whether the topography of the 
bottom-electrode is important in the replicability of the data. To determine if the 
topography of the bottom-electrode is an important source for lowering the 
replicability, we formed SAMs of SC17CH3 (using the same batch of the thiol 
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precursor) on as-deposited Ag substrates, which had a rms roughness of 3.3 nm and 




, and on TS surfaces, which had a rms roughness of 0.9 
nm and large grains of 0.05~0.9 µm
2 
in agreement with previously reported data (see 
Figure 5.14 for AFM images).
32, 35
 Subsequently, we formed junctions using one 
top-electrode operated by one investigator. Figure 5.15 shows that the values of J 
increased nearly two orders of magnitude and the σlog increased from 0.26 to 0.58 as 
we changed the bottom-electrode from Ag
TS
 to as-deposited Ag. This change in the 
topography of the bottom-electrode resulted in large decrease in the precision and 
replicability of the J(V) data. The exact rms values and grain sizes of the 
bottom-electrodes depends on many factors including deposition rate, base-pressure 
of the vacuum chamber, pre-treatment of the target surface etc. Thus, small variations 
in the topography of the bottom-electrode can be a source of data broadening and may 
cause shoulders or even new peaks in histograms of J. To maximize the precision and 
replicability of the J(V) data generated by our method, we record AFM images for 
every new batch of electrodes and only use surfaces similar to that shown in Figure 
5.14a before we start experiments. 
 
Figure 5.14. (A) AFM image of the template-stripped Ag surface. The rms roughness was determined 
to be 0.9 nm. (B)AFM image of the as-deposited Ag surface. The rms roughness was determined to be 
 
 





Figure 5.15. Histograms of |J| determined at -0.50 V for junctions with SC17CH3 SAMs supported by 
as-deposited Ag substrates and that for junctions with Ag
TS
 substrates. The red vertical line indicates 
the reference value of log|J| for these junctions. 
 
    To show that stabilization of the GaOx/EGaIn in the through-hole in PDMS 
contributes to the precision of the data, we measured the J(V) characteristics of 
junctions with SAMs of SC17CH3 with top-electrodes of GaOx/EGaIn stabilized in 
PDMS (Figure 5.16a) or with cone-shaped tips of GaOx/EGaIn operated by three 
investigators (Figure 5.16b). Figure 5.16 shows that both data sets have their 
log-mean value of J close to the reference value. The widths of both distributions are 
comparable, but shoulders on both sides of the main peak are visible which mainly 
originated from one of the three operators for junctions with cone-shaped tips of 
GaOx/EGaIn. Thus, in this experiment user-to-user correlation was significant. These 
results are similar to those reported by Reus et al.
 
who collected large values of NJ of 
up to a few thousand by multiple investigators and reported broad distributions that 
contained multiple peaks. Junctions prepared with cone-shaped tips of GaOx/EGaIn 
vary in details of the formation of the tip and the formation of the junctions that differ 
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from user-to-user. The stabilization of the top-electrode in microfluidic device 
minimizes the user-to-user variations in the formation of the top-electrodes, the 
geometric area of the junctions, and the potential error associated with vibrations and 
drift of the cone-shaped tip of GaOx/EGaIn mounted on a micro-manipulator as 
top-electrodes resulting in precise data. 
 
Figure 5.16. Histograms of the values of log|J| measured at -0.50 V for junctions with SAMs of 
SC17CH3 obtained by three different users using the same top-electrode (A-C) or using conical tips of 






5.2.8 Stability of the Devices 
    To ensure our test-bed can be used as a reliable platform for studying charge 
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transport across SAMs, it is crucial to know the electrical stability and the lifetime of 
these devices. We tested the electrical stabilities of the devices incorporating SAMs of 
SC9CH3, SC13CH3 and SC17CH3 against continuous cycling of voltage (2500 cycles of 
0 V  0.50 V  -0.50 V  0 V), bias stress (by applying a constant bias of -0.50 V 
for 10
5
 seconds), and aging (ambient conditions at room temperature) over a period of 
time of ten days. Figure 5.17A shows that these devices are electrically stable and did 
not short during voltage cycling. Figure 5.17B shows the retention characteristics of 
the devices. The junctions with SAMs of SC9CH3 and C13CH3 were more stable than 
the junction with SC17CH3which became noisy after 3.0 10
3
 seconds. One possible 
reason for the difference in the electrical stability between the devices is that SAMs 
with long alkyl chains are more crystalline and therefore contain more defects from, 
e.g., phase domains boundaries than the short liquid-like SAMs.
74, 75
 Figure 5.17C 
shows the J(V) curves of the device with SAMs of SC9CH3 determined at t = 0, 1, 2, 5, 
and 10 days. Over this period of time, the values of J decreased by approximately a 
factor of seven. A similar behavior was observed for devices with SC13CH3, and 
SC17CH3 SAMs (Figure 5.18). The reason for the change in current densities is 
unclear, but it may involve oxidation of the metal-thiolate bonds
76-79 
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Figure 5.17. Stability of the junctions with SAMs of SC9CH3, SC13CH3 and SC17CH3. (A) 2500 J(V) 
curves measured by continuously sweeping the bias between -0.50 and 0.50 V. (B) Retention 
characteristics at a constant bias of -0.50 V for 27 hours (bias was applied at t = 0 s and the current was 
measured at t = 15 s and onward at an interval of 15 s for 10
5
 s). (C) The J(V) curves of the devices 
with SAMs of SC9CH3 right after the devices were prepared and after aging up to ten days after which 
we stopped the experiment. (D) The J(V)curves at different temperatures in the range of  (160-297 
K)for a junction with a SAM of SC9CH3. 
 
 
Figure 5.18. The J(V) curves of the devices incorporated with SAMs of (A) SC13CH3, and (B) 
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Measurements of J(V) as a function of temperature T (K) are important to 
establish the mechanism of charge transport across tunneling junctions. To test the 
stability of the devices against changes in temperature, we studied the electrical 
characteristics of the devices over a range of values of T of 160 ~ 297 K. These 
measurements were performed in a probe station at a pressure of 1 × 10
-3
 mbar. In 
agreement with previous observations,
 
both the change of pressure from ambient to 
vacuum and solidification of the bulk EGaIn at T = 220 ~ 240 K did not result in 
shorts, open circuits, or changed the electrical characteristics of the devices notably in 
any other way. Figure 5.17D shows that the J(V) curves of devices with SAMs 
SC9CH3 are (almost) independent of temperature as expected when tunneling is the 
dominant mechanism of charge transport. The devices shorted at the temperature 
lower than 160 K likely due to the differences in the thermal expansion coefficients of 



























5.2.9 Comparison to Other Test-Beds 
    To judge the performance of our method against previously reported test-beds, 
we compared i) yields in working junctions, ii) log-standard deviations as an indicator 
of reproducibility or precision, iii) values of β as an indicator of the replicability or 
quality of the junctions (lower or higher values than the consensus value of 0.9 – 1.1 
nC
-1
 are likely caused by artifacts), and iv) the stability against voltage cycling 
(crudely judged from the number of scans), and v) the ability to generate statistically 
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large numbers of data. Our fabrication technique give devices with i) yield larger than 
75%, ii) values of σlog smaller than 0.3, iii) β of 1.00 ± 0.03 nC
-1
, iv) good electrical 
stability (2500 times of voltage cycling), and v) produces statistically large numbers 
of data (N > 600). In Table 5.3 we highlighted techniques that have comparable or 
better characteristics than ours in bold. Although these criteria are arbitrary chosen 
and this comparison gives a crude impression at best how different test-beds perform 
relative to ours, this effort hopefully serves as a starting point to judge methods not 
only by yields in non-shorting junctions, or the value of β, but also by more criteria 
including stability and more importantly reproducibility and replicability. 
    Table 5.3 is not comprehensive, but we included data obtained by large-area 
SAM-based junctions that contain large numbers of molecules,
 14, 16, 26, 32, 38-41, 85-93 
 
and techniques based on scanning probes
42, 94, 95 
that with small numbers of 
moleculesor even single molecules. In typical scanning tunneling microscope (STM) 
measurements, the air or vacuum gap between the tip and the molecules complicates 
evaluating the true conductance of the molecules. The so-called STM break junction 
technique forms junctions by capturing the molecules between the STM tip and the 
bottom-electrode in situ from solution. Although this technique produces large 
numbers of data, little information is available regarding the supramolecular structure 
of the junctions. Direct deposition of the top-electrodes on SAMs resulted in low 
yields of non-shorting junctions and is prone to metal filament formation, and other 
types of defects.
26, 96
 Using a conductive layer (polymer
39, 93 
or graphene based 
materials)
87, 91
 between the SAM and the top-electrode protects the SAM during metal 
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deposition and increased the yields. Other techniques have avoided metal deposition 
by using liquid-metal top-electrodes (Hg




deform and conform to, rather than penetrate, the SAM once brought into contact with 
the SAM. Others have deposited solid electrodes from solution or used bending wires 
to form junctions.
86, 89, 90, 92
  
Among the methods that generate values of β that are close to 1.0 nC
-1
, our 
method has amongst the smallest σlog values (0.12 - 0.25). Nanoskiving also generates 
comparably small σlog values (~0.05 – 0.28) with β = 0.94 nC
-1
but with low numbers of 
data.
85
 Junctions with PDOT:PSS protection layers are generated in very high yields 
with small errors and good stabilities, but with very low values of β.39, 93 Junctions 
with graphene as protection layer perform also well and produce large numbers of 
data in high yields with β close to 1.0 nC
-1
, but with a larger error than our method.
87
 
For most fabrication methods, the stability of the junctions against voltage cycling has 
not been reported, but our method compares well in stability to that of the rigorously 
tested junctions with graphene protection layers. Thus, we conclude that our 
fabrication method generates junctions with high reproducibility, replicability, good 
electrical stability, and generates statistically large numbers of data in good yields. 
 
5.3 Conclusions 
  Here we report a new technique to form electrical top-contacts to SAMs that relies 
on a top-electrode of a non-Newtonian liquid metal alloy stabilized in a micro-scale 
through-hole in PDMS. This top-electrode can be directly placed onto the SAMs, 
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removed from the SAMs once the measurements are completed, and used again to 
form a new junction. Typically 15-25 junctions can be formed with a single 
top-electrode. Thus, this method provides the opportunity to investigate the 
reproducibility of the electrical characteristics of SAM-based junctions as a function 
of the top-electrodes and users. We found that the electrical characteristics are highly 
reproducible between different users and top-electrodes: the values of β obtained by 
three investigators using five different top-electrodes ranged only from 0.95 to 1.05 
nC
-1
 with an average value of 1.00 ± 0.03 nC
-1
. 
    Unlike other methods to fabricate SAM-based devices (of the sort shown in 
Figure 5.1), our technique is compatible with template-stripped bottom-electrodes and 
does not require patterning of the bottom-electrode. This ensures that the electrodes 
supporting the SAMs are clean and never had been exposed to photoresist (which is 
often difficult to remove completely)
28-31
 and only briefly exposed to the ambient (few 
seconds),
35
 and do not contain edges at which SAMs cannot pack well.
28-30 
The 
stabilization of the top-electrode minimizes the user-to-user variation in contacting the 
SAMs, defines the geometrical area of the junctions. To improve replicability, prior to 
the SAM formation, we purified the thiols and characterized the template-stripped 
electrodes by AFM to confirm the quality of the bottom-electrodes. All these factors 
resulted in very narrow log-normally distributed values of J (σlog = 0.12 – 0.25), i.e., 
the data generated by our junctions is highly reproducible in terms of precision with 
high replicability relative to other “EGaIn”-techniques. 
    This method minimizes the potential error associated with cone-shaped tips of 
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GaOx/EGaIn suspended from a syringe such as vibrations, pressure at which the tip is 
brought in contact with the SAM, or drift of the tip with respect to the SAM.
16, 40, 46
 
Therefore it is possible to measure J(V) curves over a range of temperatures of T = 
160 ~ 297 K which confirmed that the dominant mechanism of charge transport is 
coherent tunneling. We conclude that all “EGaIn”-based techniques produce J(V) data 
that are agree with one another (because the values of J0vary only a factor of ten 
which is small relative to the eight to nine orders of magnitude difference across 
text-beds), but our data are more precise (the distributions of J have small 
log-standard deviations; Table 5.1). To date we cannot explain the absolute values of 
the values of J (or J0) in every detail. Whitesides et al.
 
reported that the GaOx layer is 
highly conductive and does not affect J significantly, but the effective electrical 
contact area is smaller than the geometrical contact area and therefore results in an 
underestimation of the value of J0. We will discuss the role of molecule-electrode 
contact resistances and defects on the values of J0 elsewhere.
98
 
    The term “reproducibility” is ill-defined and so is the “quality” of SAM-based 
junctions. Therefore it is difficult to compare one test-bed to another, but by far most 
approaches have only focused on the yields in non-shorting junctions and standard 
deviations. We found that comparing yields and (log) standard deviations only provide 
marginal information regarding the quality of the junctions. For instance, techniques 
that produce significantly lower or higher values of β than 1.0 nC
-1
with very small 
standard deviations in high yields are perhaps precise, but are not accurate and likely 
probe defective junctions. We used the following parameters to evaluate test-beds 
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against each other: i) yields in non-shoring junctions (78%), ii) log-standard deviation 
(0.12-0.25), iii) value of β (1.00 ± 0.03 nC
-1
), iv) electrical stability (voltage cycling 
for 2500 cycles), and v) ability to generate large numbers of data (≥ 600). We found 
that our devices exhibit very good overall performance relative to other test-beds and 
that our junctions are of good quality and produce data that are both precise (Table 3) 
and replicable (relative to other “EGaIn”-based techniques; Table 1). Although this list 
is not exhaustive, we believe it serves as a good starting point to evaluate test-beds 
against each other. 
    Many fabrication methods use protective layers (to protect the SAMs during the 
metal deposition process to form the top-contacts) that are deposited by solution based 
processes, or on the deposition of the electrode from solution.
39, 86, 92
 We believe that 
our method to form electrical contacts to SAMs of n-alkanethiolates can be readily 
extended to other types of SAMs, monolayers of biomolecules, or other types of 
materials that may not be compatible with direct deposition methods of metals, or 
exposure to solvents, to form high quality junctions in good yields with high 
reproducibility. 
 
5.4 Experimental Section 
5.4.1 Fabrication of the AgTS Substrates. 
The Ag substrates as the bottom-electrodes were prepared by template-stripped 
method as described in the literature. The silver (purity of 99.999%) was purchased 
from Super Conductor Materials, Inc (USA). Si (100, p-type) wafers with thickness of 
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525 ± 25 μm were purchased from University Wafers (USA). We thermally 
evaporated a layer of 300 nm of Ag on the Si wafers at the pressure of around 2  10-6 
mbar using a thermal evaporator (Shen Yang Ke Yi, China). We deposited the first 50 
nm of Ag at a rate of 0.5-0.7 Å/s followed by depositing another 250 nm of Ag at the 
rate of 1 Å/s. Glass slides cleaned with oxygen plasma were mounted on the Ag film 
by using photo-curable optical adhesive (OA, Norland, No. 61) as the adhesion layer. 
After photo-curing the optical adhesive for 1 hour, the metal film around the glass 
slide was cut using a razor blade. The Ag film supported on the glass slide was lifted 
off from the Si wafer and immersed in the SAM solution in 5 seconds. 
 
5.4.2 Formation of Alkanethiolate-SAMs on AgTS. 
     The as-received n-alkanethiols (Sigma-Aldrich) were recrystallized from 
ethanol (AR grade) prior to use. The purities of the molecules after the 
recrystallization were determined by gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS, 
7890A GC System/ 5975C Inert MSD, Agilent Technologies; see Figure 5.19 and 
Table 5.4). All purified thiols were kept under N2 atmosphere at 4 
o
C to avoid the 
reaction between atmospheric O2 and the thiols. The template-stripped silver (Ag
TS
) 
supported on glass slide was immersed in n-alkanethiol solutions (3.0 mM in absolute 
ethanol) for three hours in a glass vial filled with N2. The n-alkanethiol solution was 
degassed by N2 for 10 minutes prior to the immersion of the Ag
TS
 substrates. After the 
formation of SAMs, the substrate was cleaned with copious amounts of ethanol to 
remove physisorbed molecules and was blown to dryness in a stream of N2. 
 
 




















Figure 5.19. GC-MS spectra of SCn-1CH3 (n = 10, 12, 14, 16, 18).(A), (C), (E), (G) and (I) are the GC 
spectra of SC9CH3, SC11CH3, SC13CH3, SC15CH3, and SC17CH3, respectively. (B), (D), (F), (H) and (J) 
are the corresponding MS spectra of SC9CH3, SC11CH3, SC13CH3, SC15CH3, and SC17CH3, 
respectively. 
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R.T. : retention time. 
 
5.4.3 Imaging 
The surface roughness and the grain size of the Ag
TS
 and as-deposited Ag 
substrates were determined by using tapping-mode AFM (Dimension Fastscan). The 
AFM images with area of 1 × 1µm
2
 were acquired and were further analyzed by using 
the Nanoscope software. The optical micrographs were acquired using an optical 
microscope (LEICA DM 2500M). We placed the top-electrode on a piece of ITO 
substrate and then flipped the substrate over under the objective of the microscope to 
observe the bottom-view of the top-electrode and determined the contact area between 
GaOx/EGaIn and the substrate. The image of the mold made of photoresist on Si was 
measured using a SEM (JOEL JSM 6701F) under an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The 
sample was sputter-coated with 5 nm of Au prior to the measurement to avoid 
charging effect during the image acquisition. 
 
5.4.4 Electrical measurements 
The electrical measurements for the junctions in the devices were conducted by 
placing the top-electrode on the SAM-Ag
TS
 substrate, and forming the contact 
between the GaOx/EGaIn at the inlet of the channel of the top-electrode and a 
C10SH 1 11.95 4.3 × 10
8
 98.2 
 2 21.92 7.8 × 10
6
 1.8 
C12SH 1 14.75 1.6 × 10
8
 100.0 
C14SH 1 16.77 3.2 × 10
8
 100.0 
C16SH 1 18.24 1.5 × 10
7
 100.0 
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tungsten probe (Signatone, SE-T) mounted on a micromanipulator (Signatone, 
S-725-PLM) while another probe was positioned on the substrate. Both probes were 
connected to a Keithley 6430 source meter. In our measurements, we biased the 
GaOx/EGaIn and grounded the Ag substrates through the source meter and shielded 
cables. The J(V,T) measurements were carried out in a probe station (Lakeshore 
CRX-VF) at a pressure of ~310-5 bar. A code written in LabView 2010 was used to 
operate the source meter and recorded the J(V) curves. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Defect-Scaling with Contact area in EGaIn-based Junctions: 





Abstract: Although the tunneling rates decrease exponentially with a decay coefficient 
β close to 1.0 nC
-1
 across n-alkanethiolates (SCn) monolayer based tunneling 
junctions determined over a multitude of test-beds, the origins of the large spread of 
injection current densities – the hypothetical current density, J0 (in A/cm
2
), that flows 
across the junction when n = 0 – of up to 12 orders of magnitude are unclear. This 
chapter describes that the presence of defects in the junctions is one of the key reasons 
that cause an increase in the observed values of J0. We controlled the number of 
defects in Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions by varying the geometrical contact area 




) is independent of the junction size 
when Ageo is small (< 9.6 × 10
2







) when Ageo increased from 9.6 × 10
2
 to 1.8 × 10
4
 μm2. With 
increasing J0 values the yields in non-shorting junctions decreased (from 78 to 44%) 
and β increased (from 1.0 to 1.2 nC
-1
). We show that the quality of the junctions can be 
qualitatively determined by examining the curvature of the dJ/dV curves (defects 
change the sign of the curvature from positive – associated with tunneling – to 
negative – associated with Joule heating), and fitting the J(V)-curves to the full 
Simmons equation to (crudely) estimate the effective separation of the top- and 
bottom-electrode deff. This analysis confirmed that the electrical characteristics of 
large junctions are dominated by thin area defects, while small junctions are 
dominated by the molecular structure. 
                                  
*This work has been published: Jiang, L.; Sangeeth, C. S. S.; Wan, A.; Nijhuis, C. A. 
A. J. Phys. Chem. C. doi: 10.1021/jp511002b. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Molecular electronic junctions hold great promise because they operate at length 
scales where quantum effects are important and therefore can result in devices with 
electrical characteristics that are otherwise difficult, or perhaps impossible, to 
achieve.
1-5
 But the charge transport characteristics of seemingly “simple” junctions 
with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of S(CH2)n-1CH3 (abbreviate as SCn with n is 
typically between 8 and 18) immobilized on gold or silver bottom-electrodes 
contacted by various types of top-electrodes vary greatly (although reproducible for a 
given test-bed): the values of the so-called injection current (Eq. 6.2), J0 (in A/cm
2
), 
differ up to 12 orders of magnitude across test-beds.
6-18
 For molecular electronics to 
continue to evolve, it is important to understand the origins of this large spread in the 
electrical characteristics for molecular structures of the same chemical composition 
across test-beds. 
The charge transport characteristics are usually interpreted using a simplified 
version of the Simmons equation (Eq. 6.1; the Simmons equation is given below in 
Eq. 6.3). In practice, the tunneling decay coefficient, β (nC
-1
), and J0 are often 
determined by measuring the value of the current density J (in A/cm
2
) at a predefined 
applied bias, as a function of the length of the molecules, d (in nC), followed by fitting 
the data to Eq.2 Here, the dominator d is usually ignored and the values of J0 and β 
are determined at low, or around 0 V, applied bias. This analysis relies on many 
assumptions and its limitations have been recognized and discussed in detail, but it is 
still widely used because of its simplicity.
19-23
  
J = J0/d V e
-βd
          (6.1) 
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J = J0,V e
-βd
        (6.2)
 
As a model system, junctions of the form metal-SCn//top electrode (where “-” 
indicates a chemical bond and “//” a non-covalent interface11) have been studied with 







 and derivatives thereof,
28
 or (liquid) metals.
6,8-10,29-42
 For a 
large range of different types of junctions with SAMs with an aliphatic backbone the 
values of β are close to 1.0 nC
-1
, and therefore this is the consensus value,
6-8
 but the 
values of J0 vary twelve orders of magnitude.
6-18
   
The value of J0 depends on a combination of factors that increase or decrease its 
value, but these factors have not been identified for most test-beds. Comparison of the 
values of J0 across test-beds is further complicated by the fact that J0 values are often 
not reported. The following six factors contribute to J0. i) The resistance of the 
metal-molecule contact depends on the type of contact and is often unknown.
12,17,23,43
 




 lower resistances than van der Waals 
contacts.
7,23,44
 The type of anchoring group that is used to connect the molecule to the 
electrodes affects the contact resistance by 1-2 orders of magnitude.
45
 We showed by 
impedance spectroscopy that the contact resistance of 2.9 – 3.6  10-2 cm2 in 
Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions (where Ag
TS
 stands for template-stripped silver) is 
dominated by the non-covalent SAM//GaOx contact.
46
 ii) The (mostly unknown) 
resistance of the protective barrier (that protects the SAM during the fabrication of the 
top-electrode), if present, lowers the observed value of J0. We, and Felice et al., 
showed that the resistance of the protective layer, i.e., the 0.7 nm thick film of GaOx, 
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is 3.3 – 5.8  10-4 cm2; this protective layer has a negligible effect on the observed 




 iii) The effective electrical contact 
area, Aelec (in μm
2
), is not a priori the same as the geometrical area, Ageo (in μm
2
). This 
uncertainty in the value of Aelec introduces errors in the conversion of currents to 







 iv) The width of the tunnel barrier is usually 
assumed to be the thickness of the SAM with ideal structure, i.e., the value of d equals 
nC. In reality defects are always present and the effective d is lower than nC (see 
below).
11,37
 v) The methods to determine J0 vary. Mostly, the simple form of the 
Simmons equation is fitted to plots of J (determined at an arbitrary chosen bias) for a 
range of values of n. In Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions the value of J0 increases 
from 0.93 A/cm
2
 determined at -0.050 V to 3.1  102 A/cm2 determined at 0.50 V. 
The extrapolation to n = 0 introduces a large error that mostly is ignored. 
Alternatively, J0 at zero bias is determined in the linear regime of the J(V) 
characteristic. Values of J0 cannot directly be compared across test-beds when they 
were determined at different biases or by different methods. vi) Leakage currents – 
the current that flow across defects – increase the observed value of J0. Whether 
leakage currents are important is often not known. 
This paper describes the importance of defects and local heating in the electrical 
characteristics of molecular tunnel junctions of the form Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn and 
how they account for an increase of J0 by a factor of 10
3
 as function of Ageo within the 
same type of junction. Remarkably, β was relatively insensitive to the number of 
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defects and only increased from 1.0 to 1.2 nC
-1
 as Ageo increased. We found that large 
junctions (Ageo > 9.6  10
2
 μm2) probe more defects than small junctions; these defects 
cause large leakage currents – current that flows through thin area defects – and 
increase the value of J0. Small junctions (Ageo < 9.6  10
2
 μm2) were not dominated by 
defects and the values of J0 were independent of Ageo. Although these results do not 
account for the full range of the reported J0 values across test-beds, our results show 
the importance of demonstrating that J0 is independent of Ageo to prove that the 
junctions are not dominated by leakage currents.  
There are several types of defects present in junctions including step edges and 
grain boundaries in the electrodes, the presence of impurities, phase boundaries of the 
SAMs, or damage to the SAMs during the fabrication process.
11,37,47-49
 Defects can be 
classified as “thin-area” or “thick-area” defects, according to whether they decrease or 
increase the value of d.
11
 Thin-area defects reduce the effective electrode spacing, deff 
(in nm), and lead to high local values of J, whereas the thick-area defects increase deff 
and decrease J (Eq. 1). Thick-area defects only scale with area and do not 
significantly contribute to the measured value of J, while a small number of thin-area 
defects can dominate the measured value of J.  
Figure 6.1 shows a thin-area defect induced by a grain boundary schematically 
and that the current that flows through a defect may be much higher than a defect free 
part of the junction. Although every type of SAM-based junction contains a certain 
distribution of defects, the role of defects in the electrical characteristics of junctions 
has been rarely investigated. Akkerman et al. investigated the influence of defects in 
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alkanedithiolate SAM-based junctions with PEDOT:PSS top-electrodes.
50
 Weiss et al. 
showed the topography of the Ag bottom-electrode in Hg-drop junctions affect the 
yields and reproducibility of the junctions: junctions with template-stripped (TS) Ag 
bottom-electrodes with large grains (and small areas of exposed grain boundaries) can 
be generated with higher reproducibility and yields in working junctions than 
junctions with bottom-electrodes with small grains (and large number of grain 




 Recently we related the 
surface topography of the bottom-electrode to the value of β and J0 (see below) and 
showed that rough Ag
DE
 electrodes with a large fraction of exposed grain boundaries 
resulted in low values of β = 0.41 nC
-1
 while smooth Ag
TS
 electrodes with large grains 
(and consequently a low fraction of exposed grain boundaries) resulted in values of β 
close to 1.0 nC
-1
 in junctions with GaOx/EGaIn top-electrodes.
37
 We also showed that 
the performance of molecular diodes depends on the topography of the 
bottom-electrode and that mainly grain boundaries induced defects lower the 
performance of the diodes.
51
 From these studies we conclude that grain boundaries are 
the primary sources of defects in GaOx/EGaIn junctions with n-alkanethiolate SAMs 
(junctions with different types of SAMs and/or electrode materials may be affected by 
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Figure 6.1. Schematic illustration of a thin-area defect in a SAM-based junction. The current is large at 
the defect site because of the small d and exponential dependence on d (Eqs. 6.1-6.3). The arrows 
indicate the direction of current flow (here shown for the case the current flows from the top to the 
bottom-electrode). The red ellipses indicate the area where Joule heating in the electrodes could be 
important.  
 
Values of β in the range of 1.2 – 1.4 nC
-1
 have been attributed to defects in the 
SAMs and to chain-to-chain tunneling.
52
 Slowinski et al. showed that the gauche 
defects of SAMs cause disorder of molecules and therefore the efficiency of electron 
tunneling decreases due to the chain-to-chain tunneling.
52,53
 We showed that the 
liquid-like character of thin SAMs compensate for defects in the bottom-electrode 
better than the rigid crystalline-like character of thick SAMs in GaOx/EGaIn junctions 
(similar observations were made by Vilan et al.
54
 for phosphonate SAMs on AlOx 
electrode in contact with Hg-drop top-electrodes). Consequently, the values of J for 
junctions with SAMs of SC10 supported by eight different types of electrodes with a 
large range of surface roughness (the bearing volume ranged nearly three orders of 
magnitude) where indistinguishable while those for junctions with SAMs of SC18 
changed two orders of magnitude (in this experiment Ageo was kept constant at ~250 
μm2 and thus the density of defects in the bottom-electrode was changed). Junctions 
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with rough bottom-electrodes had values of β as low as 0.4 - 0.5 nC
 -1
 which, 
consequently, resulted in low values of J0 of 2 - 5 A/cm
2
, in contrast to junctions with 
smooth Ag
TS
 electrodes that had β of 0.99 ± 0.016 nC
 -1





The temperature of the molecules inside junction increases when the charges that 
flow across them excite molecular bonds, or because of Joule heating of the leads.
55-57
 
Rabson et al. reported that the curvature of the dJ/dV curves can reveal (at least 
qualitatively) whether local heating effects are important (see below) and a positive 
curvature indicates that charge transport via tunneling dominates, while a negative 
curvature indicates that Joule heating is important and charge transport via defects 
dominates.
58
 Rabson et al. performed their calculations while assuming pinholes – 
direct contact by a metal filament between the two metal electrodes – across which 
the local current density is high and Joule heating occurs. In our junctions we do not 
know the nature of defects, but we believe that high local current densities in the 
electrode material cause Joule heating; these high currents occur at defect sites that 
locally lower the value d which do not require metal filaments as schematically 
indicated in Figure 6.1. 
We hypothesize that the defects are randomly distributed in SAM-based 
junctions. As stated above, the primary cause of thin area defects in 
Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions are grain boundaries. We used Ag
TS
 





The value of Aelec of junctions with Ag
TS
 bottom-electrodes and GaOx/EGaIn 
top-electrodes is a factor 10
4
 times smaller than Ageo.
8
 Consequently, junctions with a 
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value of Aelec << Agr have a low probability of probing grain boundary induced defects 
and their charge transport characteristics are dominated by the properties of the 
SAMs. The opposite is true for junctions with Aelec >> Agr. We assume that the defect 
density is constant because in all of our experiments we kept the fabrication methods 
of the bottom and top-electrode the same. As indicated schematically in Figure 6.1, 
we expect the current that flows across defect sites to be larger than the current that 
flows across “ideal” parts of the junctions. Based on this hypothesis, defects may 
dominate the charge transport characteristics when Aelec is comparable or larger than 
Agr. 
Here, we fabricated Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn (n = 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18) junctions 
with the GaOx/EGaIn stabilized in microfluidic channels to determine the values of J0 
as a function of Ageo in the range of 1.8  10
2
 to 1.8  104 μm2.38 The value of J0 
increased by a factor of 10
3
 and yields of non-shorting junctions decreased from 78 to 
44% (and even 0% for n = 10 or 12) when the Ageo increased from 9.6 × 10
2
 μm2 to 
1.8 × 10
4
 μm2 (or Aelec increased from roughly 0.096 × 10
-2
 μm2 to 1.8 μm2 which is 
similar to Agr). In addition, the curvature of the dJ/dV curves flattens with increasing 
Ageo. Fits to the full Simmons equation (eq. 6.3) indicate that the deff decreases with 
increasing Ageo and is smaller than the molecular length (or thickness of the SAM). 
Thus, the charge transport characteristics are dominated by thin-area defects. In 
contrast, the value of J0 and the yield of non-shorting junctions were constant for 
junctions with Ageo < 9.6 × 10
2
 μm2, the curvature of the dJ/dV curves is positive, and 
the data fit well to the full Simmons equation for values of d that equal the molecular 
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length. Thus, the charge transport characteristics are dominated by the properties of 
the SAMs. Therefore, to judge the quality of SAM-based tunneling junctions by the 
values of β and yields of working junctions is not sufficient and the value of J0 has to 
be considered: the value of J0 should be independent of Ageo.  
 
6.2 Results and Discussion 
6.2.1 Fabrication of the Junctions.  
We used the method that mentioned in Chapter 5 to fabricate the SAM-based 
tunneling junctions of the form of Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn (n = 10, 12, 14, 16 or 18) 




 μm2.38  
Optical micrographs of several top-electrodes in contact with ITO with different 
values of Ageo are shown in Figure 6.2C-E (see Figure 6.13 in experimental section for 
optical micrographs of the other top-electrodes). These images show that because of 
the high surface tension of the liquid metal the through-hole was not completely filled 
and a gap between the GaOx/EGaIn and the wall of PDMS was always present (as 
indicated by an arrow in panels C, D and E). Before we started the experiments, we 
imaged the top-electrode to determine its geometrical area and we found the gap size 
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Figure 6.2. (A) Schematic illustration of the junctions (not drawn to scale). (B) Photograph of a 




 (D), or 
1.1×10
4
 μm2 (E) in contact with ITO (see Figure 6.13 for the optical micrographs for the other values 
of Ageo). 
 
6.2.2 The Electrical Characteristics as a Function of the Junction Area. 
We measured the J(V) curves as a function of Ageo over the bias range of ± 0.50 V. 
For each type of junction, we determined the log-average J(V) curves following 
previously reported procedures.
37
 Briefly, we recorded statistically large numbers of 
J(V) data (40 scans in steps of 25 mV per stable non-shorting junction; trace and 
retrace). The values of log10J measured at each bias were plotted in histograms to 
which Gaussians were fitted to derive the Gaussian mean of log10J (<log10J>G) and 
the log-standard deviation (σlog); these values were used to construct the average 
J(V)-curves. Figure 6.3 shows these J(V) curves (the error bars indicate σlog) and the 



















 μm2. Table 6.1 summarizes 
the electrical characteristics. For each value of Ageo, we determined the electrical 
characteristics of the junctions with SCn SAMs with n = 10, 12, 14, 16 or 18 except 




 because these junctions with n = 10 or 12 were 
too defective and shorted. 
 















1.8×102 96 78 3000 2.5±0.3 2.5±0.2 1.01±0.046 0.99±0.016 0.25 
4.9×102 99 76 3000 2.5±0.2 2.6±0.2 1.01±0.033 1.01±0.031 0.20 
9.6×102e 96e 78e 3000e 2.4±0.2e 2.4±0.2e 1.00±0.026e 1.00±0.023e 0.18e 
2.8×103 110 68 3000 3.5±0.2 3.5±0.1 1.12±0.029 1.13±0.024 0.25 
6.4×103 134 56 3000 4.0±0.3 4.1±0.2 1.15±0.046 1.14±0.035 0.20 
1.1×104 160 47 3000 4.2±0.3 4.0±0.1 1.14±0.041 1.14±0.026 0.31 
1.8×104 102 44 1800 5.6±0.8 5.8±0.2 1.22±0.113 1.27±0.031 0.30 
a
 Defined as the number of non-shorting junctions divided by the total number of junctions.  
b 
The total number of J(V) curves. 
c 




least absolute deviation fitting (see SI for details) to Eq. 6.2. 
e
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Figure 6.3. Plots of the Gaussian mean of the values of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of 
log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to these histograms, respectively, for junctions with n = 10, 12, 14, 





























(M and N) respectively. 
 
Figure 6.3 shows the values of < log10J>G determined at -0.50 V as a function of 
n for each value of Ageo. Figures 6.4 show the mean J as a function of voltage of 








 so the non-linear characteristics 
are more easily visualized. Reus et al.
62
 discussed in detail that the accuracy and 
precision of the values of β and J0 depend on the method that is used to fit Eq. 6.2 to 
the data. Therefore we used two different methods to fit the data: i) least square fitting 
of the values of < log10J>G (Figure 6.5) while assuming that the data follow normal 
distributions, and ii) all values of log10|J| by minimizing the error of the least absolute 
values of the error (least absolute deviation LAD, Figure 6.6) without making any 
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assumptions regarding the type of the distribution the data follows. The results for 
both fitting methods are summarized in Table 6.1. This Table shows that both methods 
give similar values of β and J0 and indicates that the error introduced by assuming that 




Figure 6.7 shows the values of log10J0, β, the yield of non-shorting junctions, and 
σlog, as a function of Ageo (the dashed red lines only serve as guides to the eye and do 
not represent fits to any models). This Figure shows that for small junctions with Ageo 




 the values of log10J0 (Figure 6.7A), β (Figure 6.7B), and the yield in 
non-shorting junctions (Figure 6.7C), are independent of Ageo. In contrast, for large 




 the values of log10J0 and β increase, while the 
yield in non-shorting junctions decrease, with increasing values of Ageo. The values of 
σlog seem to increase with increasing values of Ageo although this correlation is weak. 
These results indicate that small area junctions are of higher quality than large area 
junctions for three reasons. i) The constant value of log10J0 as a function of Ageo 
indicates that these junctions are not dominated by leakage currents. ii) The value of β 
of 1.0 nC
-1
 is very close to the consensus value of β. iii) High yields and small σlog 
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Figure 6.4. Linear plots of the J vs. applied bias for junctions with n = 10 (A), 12 (B), 14 (C), 16 (D), 











As mentioned in the introduction, values of β > 1.0 nC
-1
 have been associated with 
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junctions dominated by defective SAMs,
54
 and therefore we believe that the increase 
of β from 1.0 to 1.2 nC
-1
 is caused by defects. These results show that observing an 
exponential decay of the currents as a function of SAM thickness (despite moderate to 
good yields in working junctions) is not sufficient to justify conclusions regarding the 
quality of our junctions. Rabson et al. argued that pinholes may mimic the exponential 
decay of J with d in tunnel junctions based on inorganic oxides.
63
 Thus, in general 
conclusions regarding the mechanism of charge transport solely based on J(V) data as 
a function of d should be made with care.  
 
 












































Figure 6.6. Least absolute deviation fitting of Eq.6. 2 to all values of <log10|J|> (except shorts) as a 
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Figure 6.7. The values of log10|J0| (A), β (B), the yield in working devices (C), and the log-standard 
deviation σlog (D), as a function of Ageo. The red dashed lines are guides to the eye. 
 
6.2.3 Joule Heating.  
In all of our experiments, we kept the topography of the bottom-electrode 
constant which means that the number of defects increases with increasing Ageo (but 
the density of defects remains constant as explained in the Introduction). Rabson et 
al.
64
 argued that currents that flow through defects can result in a local increase of the 
temperature of the electrodes because of Joule heating. As the current increases with 
increasing bias, Joule heating becomes more important and impedes the current flow. 
Thus the rate at which the current increases decreases with increasing bias at thin area 
defects. The opposite is true when tunneling dominates the mechanism of charge 
transport because the effective tunneling barrier height decreases with increasing bias. 
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Thus the rate at which the current increases with increasing bias increases when 
tunneling dominates. Rabson et al. showed theoretically that dJ/dV curves with 
negative curvature are characteristic for junctions dominated by thin area defects 
while positive curvature is characteristic for junctions that are dominated by tunneling. 
They also calculated that the curvature gradually changes from positive to negative 
with increasing number of (or size of the) defects. We, therefore, hypothesize that 
local heating effects are important in our large junctions, but not in the small junctions 
(we rule out other mechanisms that could result in negative curvatures, such as on and 
off resonance tunneling,
65
 because SCn SAMs have large HOMO-LUMO gaps of 8-9 
eV across which tunneling is the mechanism of charge transport
7
).  
To test this hypothesis, we recorded the dJ/dV curves of Ag
TS
-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn 
junctions in the bias range of ±1.0 V. Figure 6.8A shows the J(V) plots at negative 
bias for Ag
TS
-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn junctions as a function of Ageo with fits to the Eq. 6.3 
(Figure 6.8B shows all average J(V) curves determined by averaging the data 
obtained from six junctions (120 J(V) curves) that had their J(V) characteristics 
within one σlog from the <log10|J|>G). These data are in excellent agreement with the 
data shown in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.9A shows the corresponding dJ/dV curves with the 
differential conductance normalized to the differential conductance at 0.05 V as a 
function of Ageo. The solid lines only indicate the curvature and do not represent any 





shows positive curvature; this positive curvature (in systems without quantum 
interference) indicates that the junctions are relatively free of defects and the 
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mechanism of charge transport is dominated by tunneling. The differential 




gradually changes and flattens the 
curvature with increasing Ageo; this flattening of the curvature indicates that the 
junctions are defective and the mechanism of charge transport is dominated by 
defects.  
 
Figure 6.8. (A) The J(V) characteristics of the Ag
TS
-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn junctions as a function of Ageo. 
The solid line fits to the Simmons equation (Eq. 5.3). (B) Plots of the log10|J| values for junctions of 
Ag
TS
-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn as a function of Ageo. (C) The J(V) characteristics of the 
Ag
DE
-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn junctions as a function of Ageo. The solid line fits to the Simmons equation (Eq. 
5.3). (D) Plots of the log10|J| values for junctions on rough Ag surface as a function of Ageo on as 
deposited Ag. 
 
For junctions with Ag
TS
 electrodes, we did not observe negative curvature, but we 
observed negative curvature for junctions with SAMs of SC18 immobilized on rough 
Ag surfaces (obtained by direct evaporation of Ag on Si/SiO2, Ag
DE
) in the bias range 
of ±1.0 V. Figure 6.9B shows the corresponding dJ/dV curves with the differential 
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conductance normalized to the differential conductance at 0.05 V with Ag
DE
 
electrodes (see Figure 6.8C and 6.8D for the J(V) curves); junctions with l Ageo > 6.4 
× 10
3
 μm2 only yielded shorts. This negative curvature confirms that Joule heating 
induced by defects is important for defective junctions and examination of the dJ/dV 
curves provides qualitative information regarding the quality of the junctions: 
flattening or negative curvatures indicated defective junctions while positive curvature 
indicate good quality junctions.  
 
Figure 6.9. The normalized differential conductance curves as a function of Ageo for junctions with 
Ag
TS
 (A) and Ag
DE 
electrodes (B). The solid lines are guides to the eye. 
  
6.2.4 Estimation of the Effective Thickness of the SAMs.  
As mentioned above, we believe that large junctions are defective and contain 
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defects that result in an effective tunneling distance deff which is lower than the value 
d (or the thickness of the SAM). In principle, fitting the J(V) curves to the full form of 
the Simmons equation given by Eq. 6.3 where m is the electron mass, d is the barrier 
width, ΦB is the barrier height, V is the applied bias, and α is a dimensionless fitting 
parameter, would yield deff.
3,66
 In practice this method is not straight forward for a 
number of reasons including poor understanding of , uncertainties in the effective 
electrical area or contact resistance, difficulties in obtain good fits in both the high and 
low bias range, and too many fitting parameters.
20,21,43
 Here we only use this 
procedure to crudely estimate the relative values of deff as function of Ageo and we 
stress that the fitting results listed in table 6.2 are effective values (see experimental 
section for more details) and should not be regarded as genuine properties.  


















































































Because of the positive curvature of the differential conductance data, and the fact 
that the J was independent of Ageo (as described above) for Ageo ≤ 9.6 ×10
2
 μm2, we 
believe that these junctions are dominated by tunneling through the SAMs and 
therefore the deff is assumed to be the molecular length (2.57 nm).
67
 Therefore we 
used deff = d = 2.57 to fit the J(V) data for junctions with Ageo = 9.6 × 10
2 μm2 by 
optimizing ΦB and α and used these values as the initial values to fit the other J(V) 
curves by optimizing all three parameters. Figure 6.10A shows the J(V) plots for 
Ag
TS
-SC18//GaOx/EGaIn junctions as a function of Ageo with fits to the Eq. 6.3. 
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Table 6.2 shows that value of deff decreases with increasing Ageo (Figure 6.10B). 
The value of α decreases from roughly 0.86 for small junctions to 0.74 for large 
junctions and fall in the range of previously reported values.
19,68
 The value of ΦB 
increases with increasing thin-area defects. This increase in the apparent barrier height 
reflects the change in curvature, while the reduction in deff accounts for the higher 
current density due to defects.  
 
Figure 6.10. (A) J(V) characteristics of SC18 for various top-electrode area. The solid line fits to the 
Simmons equation (Eq. 6.3). (B) Estimated effective thickness deff as a function of Ageo. 
 
Table 6.2. The fitting results for junctions with a SAM of SC17CH3. 
Ageo (µm
2


















2.16 0.87 25.7 
2.8 × 10
3
 2.22 0.86 25.2 
6.5 × 10
3
 2.41 0.83 24.5 
1.1 × 10
4
 2.71 0.81 23.3 
1.8 × 10
4
 3.12 0.74 22.3 
 
6.3 Conclusions 
The value of J0 is independent of the junction area when the number of 
defects is low. We formed SAMs on ultra-flat and clean Ag electrodes. We used 
GaOx/EGaIn top-electrodes confined in a through-hole in a transparent rubber 
(PDMS) which allowed us to control the junction size by simply changing the 
diameter of this through-hole. This procedure made it possible to investigate the 
charge transport characteristics of SAM-based junctions as a function of the 
geometrical contact area in the range of 1.8 × 10
2
 to 1.8 × 10
4
 μm2. The J(V) 
characteristics depend on the junction area when the area exceeds a certain threshold 
value (here 9.6 × 10
2
 μm2), but below this threshold value the J(V) characteristics 







 while the value of β only varied from 1.0 to 1.22 nC
-1
 with 
increasing junction size. 
The shape of the J(V) curve is sensitive to the thin-area defects. By increasing 
the junction size we increased the number of defects in the junctions while keeping 
the density of defects constant. By fitting the J(V) curves to the full form of the 
Simmons equation (we did not correct the value of J for effective electrical contact 
area or contact resistance), we found that thin area defects decrease the effective 
barrier width and attenuates the bias sensitivity of the transport which is expressed as 
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higher effective barrier height as well as flattening of the dJ/dV curves with increasing 
Ageo. The mild bias response is attributed to Joule heating which becomes important 
for junctions with Ageo > 9.6 × 10
2 μm2 but not for junctions with Ageo < 9.6 × 10
2 μm2. 
We believe that this Joule heating is caused by the high local currents that flow 
through thin area defects. Examination of the curvature of dJ/dV as a function of Ageo 
can be done for each molecular length, in contrast to β and J0 which require 
comparing a set of molecules varying in length. 
Defects Can Cause a Factor of 10
5
 Change in the value of J0. As mentioned in 
the Introduction, the apparent value of J0 depends on various factors that complicate 
comparison across test-bed. The major source of defects in Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn 
junctions is the exposed grain boundaries in bottom-electrode. We showed that rough 
surfaces, i.e., surface with a large fraction of exposed grain boundaries, cause defects 
in the SAMs and, consequently, the assumption that d = nC does not hold resulting in 
low  values of 0.4-0.5 nC
-1
 and consequently in a factor of 10
2
 decrease of the value 
J0.
37
 Here we show that when Aelec is large relative to the grain size, the value of J0 
increases by a factor of 10
3
 with a relatively modest increase in β from 1.0 to 1.27 
nC
-1
. In other words, defects can account for differences of a factor of 10
5
 (at least in 
Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions; the types of defects and how they affect the 
electrical characteristics of other types of junctions have been rarely investigated and 
are often not known) in the observed value of J0 from what one would expect from 
defect-free junctions. Thus we believe that it is important to establish the 
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independence of J0 of Ageo to rule out leakage currents – currents that flow through 
defects – while the value of β remains constant at 1.0 nC
-1
. 









around 0 V Bias, for Junctions with n-Alkanethiolate SAMs. We showed by 
impedance spectroscopy that the contact resistance of the GaOx/EGaIn electrode with 
the SAM is 2.9 – 3.6  10-2 cm2. The resistance of the GaOx layer itself is 3.3 – 5.8 
 10-4 cm2.8,46 These resistances are orders of magnitude smaller than, and in series 
with, the SAM resistance and therefore do not contribute significantly to the apparent 
J0 value in our junctions. The value of J0 is bias dependent (J0 increases by a factor of 
10
3




 see Figure 6.11 for a plot 
of J0 vs. bias) when determined from fits of the simple form of the Simmons equation 
to plots of log10|J| vs. d, and therefore only J0 values determined at identical bias can 
be compared across test-beds except when the dependency of J0 on the bias is known 
and when they were determined by the same methods. We also show here that the 
value of J0 is independent of Ageo for junctions with Ageo < 9.6  10
2
 μm2 which rules 




 (the average of 
the three values for small junctions; Table 6.1) and correcting the J0 values for the 
effective electrical contact area of 10
4
 as proposed by Felice et al. yields a value of J0 
of 2.5  106 A/cm2 at 0.5 V. This value is essentially the same (within one order of 
magnitude) as the value reported by Felice et al. and both similar to values determined 
by single molecule experiments.
23,69
 Figure 6.11 shows the bias dependency of the 
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value of J0 and that J0 around zero applied bias is 1.8 A/cm
2
, or 2  104 A/m2 after 
correcting for effective area. 
 
Figure 6.11. (A) Plots of J vs. n for applied bias of 0.025 to 0.500 V in steps of 0.025V. The solid lines 
represent fits to Eq. 6.2. (B) the values of J0 as a function of applied bias (in black); the same but 
corrected for the effective electrical contact area (in red). 
 
What is a “working” junction? The values of β, J0, σlog, and the yields in 
working devices, must all be considered to estimate the quality of SAM-based 
junctions. The values of β and J0 should be constant as a function of junction size. 
High yields and small σlog are still important, but these parameters are not a priori very 
sensitive to the quality of junctions (at least for junctions with GaOx/EGaIn 
top-electrodes). Our results show that junctions with reasonable yields and 
log-standard deviations may be dominated by thin-area defects and suffer from local 
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heating effects; these heating effects can be qualitatively identified by examining the 
shape of the J(V) curves. The results described here show that widely used indicators 
– observing an exponential decay of J as a function SAM thickness and good yields in 
non-shorting junctions – are not sufficient to draw meaningful conclusions regarding 
the quality of the junctions: a junction that is dominated by currents that flow through 
defects may show similar characteristics as what would be expected for an “ideal” 
junction. We propose that the following tests give at least qualitative information 
regarding the junction quality: i) the value of J0 should be independent of the Ageo, ii) 
the curvature of the dJ/dV should be positive, and iii) the value of β should be close to 
1.0 nC
-1
 (for junctions with aliphatic SAMs). Currently, we are investigating how AC 
methods and temperature dependent J(V) measurements can help to understand the 




6.4 Experiment Section. 
Fabrication of the Top-Electrodes. We used previously reported methods to 
fabricate the junctions.
38
 Here we give only a brief description. Via a standard 
two-step photolithography process, we fabricated photoresist molds to mold PDMS 
which consist of a line made of SU8 connected to a pillar made of AZ-50XT 
photoresist (Figure 6.13A). The line had dimensions of 10 μm × 10 μm × 1 cm, while 
the pillar was 60 μm tall and 30, 40, 60, 80, 110, 120, 160 μm in diameter. We spin 
coated PDMS thin films of 20 μm on the mold that cover the line but not the pillar. 
Over the pillar we aligned a mircochannel in PDMS (1.0 cm × 300 µm × 120 µm) 
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which was fabricated by standard methods separately (Figure 6.13B). Subsequently, 
we increased the thickness of the layer of PDMS to stabilize the thin PDMS film 
(Figure 6.13C). Figure 6.13 also indicates the channels 1 and 2. After removal of the 
PDMS from the mold we placed on ITO (Figure. 6.13D). We applied the liquid-metal 
to the inlet of channel 2 which we then filled by applying vacuum to the outlet of this 
channel (Figure 6.13E). The through-hole was filled by applying vacuum to the outlet 
of channel 1 (Figure 6.13F). The diameter of this channel was chosen such that it 
could not be filled by the liquid metal because the high surface tension. Before use, 
we examined the electrodes by imaging the electrodes through the ITO. The optical 
micrographs are given in Figure 6.14. Finally, the top-electrode was placed in contact 
with the SAM gently (Figure 6.13G). 
 
Template-Stripped Silver Surfaces. We used silver (0.125” (diameter) × 0.125” 
(length)) with purity of 99.999% obtained from Super Conductor Materials, Inc 
(USA). Silicon (100, p-type) wafers were obtained from University Wafers (USA), 
and had a thickness of 525 ± 25 μm with one side polished. We used a thermal 
evaporator (ShenYangKeYi, China). We loaded the wafers and evaporated a layer of 
300 nm of silver at a base pressure of ~2  10-6 mbar. We deposited the first 50 nm at 
rate of 0.3 - 0.5 Å/s followed by the remaining 250 nm at a rate of then 1 Å/s. 
Glass supports of 2 × 1.5 cm (7105 microscope slide, 1 mm thick) were cleaned by 
rinsing of the substrates with EtOH and H2O which were blown to dryness in a stream 
of N2 gas. These glass slides were further treated by O2 plasma for 5 min and then 
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glued to the metal-surface using an optical adhesive (Norland, No. 61). The optical 
adhesive was cured by exposure to ultraviolet light for 1 h by using a light source of 
100 Watt. Finally the surfaces were template-stripped to expose the metal that had 
been in contact with the surface of the wafer. Figure 6.14 shows a typical AFM image 
of the Ag
TS





Formation of SAMs. The SAMs were formed from 3 mM ethanolic solutions of the 
corresponding n-alkanethiols (n = 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18). The ethanol was purged with 
dry N2 gas for 15 min prior use. Once the thiols were dissolved, we added freshly 
template-stripped Ag surfaces (the Ag
TS
 substrates were immersed in to the ethanolic 
solution within 5 s to minimize contaminations) and the SAMs were formed over a 
period of time of three hours. Then the SAMs were rinsed by ethanol and blown to 
dryness in a stream of N2. 
 
Purification of n-Alkanethiolates. The n-alkanethiolates (n = 10, 12, 14, 16 or 18) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with a range of purities of 96 to 98%. All these 
compounds were purified by column chromatography over silica gel with hexane as 
an eluent and then recrystallized from ethanol before use. Their purity was confirmed 
by 
1
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The Transition Voltage as an Indicator for Defects. The extracted values of ΦB and 
α can also be used to compute the Simmons-predicted βFIT value using Eq. 6.4. There 
is a clear trend of increase in βFIT for larger Ageo, in accordance with Table 6.1, 
however the magnitude of βFIT over-estimate the directly-extracted β values. The 
origin for this discrepancy lays in the assumption that Ageo is identical to the electrical 
contact area (here we did not correct our values of J for effective electrical contact 
area
70
 or contact resistance
71
). 
FIT 1.025                            (6.4) 
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Figure 6.13. Optical micrographs of the top-electrodes of different sizes of 1.8×10
2
 μm2 (A), 9.6 × 102 





Figure 6.14. (A) The atomic force microscopy image of Ag
TS
 with a rout mean square roughness of 
0.52 nm measured over an area of 2.0 × 2.0 µm
2
. (B) The atomic force microscopy image of Ag
DE
 with 
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CHAPTER 7 
One Nanometer Thin Monolayers Remove the Deleterious 





Abstract: Defects complicate the interpretation of the electrical characteristics of 
junctions formed using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on metals. The largest 
deviation between predicted and measured values of the tunnelling current is caused 
by gaps in SAM structure at metal grain boundaries. We report the remarkable, 
seemingly counter-intuitive, finding that short-chain, less-ordered SAMs provide, 
unlike long-chain crystalline-like SAMs, higher quality tunnelling barriers on 
defective substrates. Impedance spectroscopy shows that the difference originates 
from the alkanethiolate SAM resistance, which points to self-healing and self-repair of 
liquid-like SAMs on the rough metal surfaces. This hypothesis is supported by 
molecular dynamics calculations which show that short-chain molecules can more 
easily rotate into low-density boundary regions and smoothen out defects than thick 
solid-like SAMs. Our findings substantiate the critical role of nanoscale defects in the 
performance of SAM junctions and point to an attractive means of removing their 
deleterious effects simply by using flexible molecules. 
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7.1 Introduction 
The electrical performance of (bio) molecular,
1,2
 and organic thin film 
devices
3-6
 depends on the supramolecular structure of the molecular component inside 
them. The supramolecular structure at the molecule-metal interface is difficult to 
study and to control. Electronic devices based on self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) 
have a finite size at the same length-scales as common defects in the electrode 
materials such as grain boundaries.
7
 These defects further complicate the 
understanding of the supramolecular structure of the SAM and may dominate the 
observed electronic properties of the devices completely.
8-10
 For these reasons, it is 
essential to understand how organic layers respond to defects on the metal surfaces 
and to find strategies to compensate for such defects at the sub-molecular level. SAMs 
of n-alkanethiolates (SCnH2n+1, or SCn, where n is the number of carbons, henceforth 
written as nC) form loosely packed liquid-like or densely packed more crystalline-like 
structures on surfaces depending on the value of nC.
7,11
 Liquid-like SAMs are in 
principle more dynamic and may compensate for defects more easily than 
crystalline-like SAMs.
11
 Here we show that the self-healing, or self-repair, properties 
of thin SAMs can be used in molecular electronics to compensate for defects yielding 
high quality barriers against tunneling.  
In practical devices defects are always present and hamper device 
performance.
8-10,12
 How defects affect the electronic properties of SAM-based 
junctions has been rarely investigated and strategies have not yet been identified to 
minimise, and perhaps even eliminate, the unwanted effects of such defects at the 
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molecular level. Self-assembly is a process of self-repair and the outcome depends on 
a large range of factors including inter- and intramolecular interactions, and, in the 
case of self-assembly of monolayers (SAMs), the substrate-molecule interactions also 
play an important role.
13
 To investigate how the self-repair properties of SAMs can be 
exploited in molecular electronics, we formed two-terminal SAM-based junctions of 
well-known SCn SAMs on rough (high density of defects), and ultra-smooth (low 
density of defects) bottom-electrodes. We formed Ag-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions 
with n ranging from 2 to 18, and also performed control experiments on Au 
substrates.  The electrical characteristics of the EGaIn-based junctions are very 
sensitive to the supramolecular structures of the SAMs, and the tunnelling current that 
flows across these junctions is very sensitive to defects inside them, making this 




To study how SAMs respond to, or compensate for, defects in the electrode 
material that supports them as a function of SAM thickness, we characterised the 
supramolecular structures of the SAMs formed on rough and ultra-smooth metal 
surfaces using angle resolved X-ray photoelectron emission spectroscopy (AR XPS) 
and molecular dynamics simulations (MD). Here we show that the liquid-like 
properties of flexible ultra-thin SAMs ≤1nm readily compensate for defects in 
SAM-based two-terminal junctions resulting in high quality tunnelling barriers, while 
the more crystalline-like properties of stiff SAMs >1nm make them behave in the 
same junctions as if they were “leaky” capacitors. These results show that thin 
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liquid-like SAMs are better than thick crystalline SAMs in applications where it is 
imperative to minimise defects. This unexpected result stems from the ease with 
which thin SAMs can undergo structural rearrangements that heal gaps in films at 
grain boundaries. We show that measurements of tunnelling rates across SAMs are 
very sensitive to the presence of defects, but that the self-repairing properties of 
SAMs compensate for the defects and improve the electrical properties of the 
junctions. We believe our findings are also important for future electrochemical 
investigations of charge transport, and, more generally, materials selection for organic 
electronic devices. 
 
7.2 Results and Discussion  
7.2.1 The Junctions. 
Figure 7.1A shows schematically the Ag
x
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions where Ag
x
 
denotes either rough Ag surfaces obtained by direct evaporation methods (Ag
DE
), or 
ultra-smooth Ag surfaces obtained by annealing followed by template-stripping 
(Ag
A-TS
). As mentioned in the previous chapters, the “-” indicates the silver-thiolate 
bond, while the “//” denotes the non-covalent SAM//top-electrode contact.8 The 
GaOx/EGaIn top-electrode is a non-invasive non-Newtonian liquid-metal that deforms 
(once contacted with the SAMs) and forms good electrical contacts to the SAMs.
14-16
  
Figure 7.1B shows the 7.2D AFM images of both as-deposited silver (Ag
DE
) and 
ultra-smooth annealed template-stripped Ag (Ag
A-TS
) substrates and the differences in 
the surface morphologies. The smooth Ag
A-TS
 surfaces still contain defects of which 
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grain boundaries are the most important as the grain boundary widths, and depths, are 
often larger than the molecules in the junctions. Surface roughness is usually 
expressed in terms of root mean square (rms) roughness, but this type of analysis 
underestimates the role of exposed grain boundaries. The topography of the surface 
can be expressed in terms of the so-called bearing volume (BV, in nm
3
) that accounts 
for the fraction of exposed grain boundaries: a low BV value indicates a smooth 
surface while a high BV value indicates a rough surface (pages S2).
10







 (rms is 0.67 nm over an area of 5.0   5.0 m2) 






 (rms is 2.66 nm over an area of 5.0   5.0 m2), 
which is similar to the values that we reported previously.
10
 The impedance 
spectroscopy AC method described in subsection AC measurements below allows us 
to describe these SAM-based junctions in terms of equivalent circuits (Figure 1C). 
 
Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustration of a SAM defect inside the junctions induced by a metal grain 
boundary. Sketched are the variations in barrier height for SAMs made using short (nc = 4) and long (nc 
= 16) n-alkanethiolate molecules. (B) The 2D AFM images of a smooth Ag
A-TS
 surface with large 
grains (left) and a rough Ag
DE
 surface with small grains (right). (C) The schematic of the equivalent 
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7.2.2 DC Measurements.  
The The current J (in A/cm
2
) at a given bias (in the low bias regime) can be 
modelled by the tunneling equation 7.1 where β is the tunnelling decay coefficient (in 
nC
-1
), d is the length of the molecule (in nC), and J0 (in A/cm
2
) is the theoretical value 
of J when nC = 0 which depends on the system and includes contact resistance.
17
 The 
tunnelling currents are very sensitive to defects that alter the barrier height d. A value 
of  close to 1 nC
-1
 is associated with good quality tunnelling barriers while values 
that deviate significantly from 1 indicate poor barriers.
10,18-21
 Recently, we showed 
that the value of β is sensitive to the details of the topography of the bottom-electrode, 




 dJ J e                             (7.1) 
0,V 0.4343log log  dJ J                      (7.2) 
We measured statistically large numbers of data (400-500 J(V) curves; Table 7.1) 
for each type of junction and analysed the data following previously reported 
procedures (Figure 7.2 and 7.3).
22
 Figure 7.4 shows the Gaussian means of 
log-average J(V) curves (constructed from the Gaussian means of the log10|J| values, 
or <log10|J|>G) on Ag
DE
 (Figure 7.4A) and Ag
A-TS
 (Figure 7.4B), values of <log10|J|>G  
determined at V = -0.50 V (Figure 7.4C), and the yield in non-shorting junctions 
(Figure 7.4D). The values of <log10|J|>G decay exponentially as a function of nC for 
junctions with Ag
A-TS
 bottom-electrodes in accordance with equation 7.1 (equation 
7.2 here shows the log form of equation 7.1) yielding values of logJ0 = 2.70 ± 0.16 
A/cm
2
 and β = 1.03 ± 0.03 nC
-1
 (the errors here and below represent the 95% 
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confidence levels unless mentioned) which are very similar to previously reported 
values.
18
 From this observation we conclude that we form high quality junctions that 
provide good barriers against tunnelling. By contrast, for junctions with Ag
DE
 
electrodes we observe a sharp transition at nC = 10 and the data fit well to two 
equations (Figure 7.4C). Junctions with nC = 2-10 yield values of logJ0 = 3.18 ± 0.33 
A/cm
2 
and β = 1.10 ± 0.11 nC
-1
, similar to the values obtained for junctions made with 
Ag
A-TS
 electrodes. Thus, these junctions attenuate the tunnelling currents well as a 
function of nC and form good tunnel barriers. The junctions with nC = 10-18 yielded 
significantly lower values of logJ0 and β of 0.69 ± 0.35 A/cm
2 
and 0.52 ± 0.05 nC
-1
, 
respectively. Thus, these junctions do not attenuate the currents well and form 
poor-quality tunnel barriers.  





) substrates (see Figures 7.5 and 7.6). The values of <log10|J|>G decay 
exponentially as a function of nC (nc = 2-18) for junctions with Au
TS
 
bottom-electrodes yielding logJ0 = 2.09 ± 0.10 A/cm
2
 and β = 0.90 ± 0.02 nC
-1
, while 
the junctions with Au
DE
 bottom-electrodes yielded two sets of  logJ0 and β values, 
logJ0 = 1.94 ± 0.10 A/cm
2
 and β = 0.78 ± 0.03 nC
-1
 for nC = 2-10 and logJ0 = 0.79 ± 
0.06 A/cm
2
 and β = 0.49 ± 0.01 nC
-1
 for nC = 10-18 (Figure 7.7). These control 
experiments support the biphasic behaviour measured for the SAMs on Ag and justify 
the use of the better-characterised alkanethiolate-on-Au rather than alkanethiol-on-Ag 
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Figure 7.4D shows that the yields in non-shorting junctions are remarkably 
insensitive to both the topography of the bottom-electrode and the value of nC. The 
log-standard deviations (σlog) of the distributions of <log10|J|>G at a given applied bias 
only varied from 0.24 to 0.58 across the whole series (Table 7.1). Thus, this 
commonly used indicator of junction quality was here found to be rather insensitive to 





Figure 7.2. Plots of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of <log10|J|>G at -0.50 V on rough Ag 
substrates (with Gaussian fits to the histograms) for junctions with n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18.  
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Figure 7.3. Plots of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of <log10|J|>G at -0.50 V on smooth Ag 
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Figure 7.4. The plots of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias for junctions with (A) Ag
DE
 and (B) Ag
A-TS
 
bottom-electrodes for junctions with even-numbered nC in the range of 2 to 18; the error bars represent 
log-standard deviations. (C) The plots of <log10|J|>G at -0.50 V as a function of nC for junctions 
incorporating SAMs on Ag
A-TS
 (red) and Ag
DE
 substrates (black); the error bars represent the 95% 
confidence levels. The very small probability p-values correspond to strong evidence of the biphasic 









 (nc = 2-10) and 8.3×10
-3 
(nc = 10-18). The solid lines represent fits to equation 1. (D) The yield 
of non-shorting junctions as a function of nC. 
 




















 SC1CH3 18 7 220 61 0.25 
 SC3CH3 22 3 380 87 0.58 
 SC5CH3 20 1 380 95 0.28 
 SC7CH3 19 3 320 84 0.24 
 SC9CH3 22 2 400 91 0.28 
 SC11CH3 21 1 400 95 0.42 
 SC13CH3 21 1 400 95 0.36 
 SC15CH3 21 1 400 95 0.42 
 SC17CH3 20 0 400 100 0.28 
 total 184 19 3300 89  
Ag
DE
 SC1CH3 19 9 200 53 0.36 
 SC3CH3 20 3 340 85 0.24 
 SC5CH3 22 1 420 95 0.52 
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 SC7CH3 22 4 360 82 0.39 
 SC9CH3 21 1 400 95 0.28 
 SC11CH3 22 2 400 91 0.28 
 SC13CH3 20 0 400 100 0.31 
 SC15CH3 21 1 400 95 0.25 
 SC17CH3 20 0 400 100 0.39 
 total 187 21 3320 88  
a




 (the compliance value of J of our 
instrument) while recording 20 J(V) scans. 
b
The total number of J(V) traces of the metal-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn Junctions. 
c
The yields of stable junctions are defined as number of non-shorting and stable junctions divided by 
total number of junctions. 
 
Table 7.2. Electrical properties of n-alkanethiolate junctions on both smooth and rough Ag surface in 
























n = 2 to 10 3.18 ± 0.33 1.10 ± 0.11 n = 6 to 10 -2.88±0.34 1.01±0.03 
n = 10 to 18 0.69 ± 0.35 0.52 ± 0.05 n = 10 to 18 -0.60±0.13 0.46±0.02 
aThe errors in DC measurements present the 95% confidence level. 
b
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Figure 7.5. Plots of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of <log10|J|>G at -0.50 V on rough Au 
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Figure 7.6. Plots of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of <log10|J|>G at -0.50 V on smooth Au 
substrates (with Gaussian fits to the histograms) for junctions with n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18. 
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 SC2H5 40 23 382 43 0.34 
 SC4H9 24 9 360 63 0.38 
 SC6H13 20 5 346 75 0.29 
 SC8H17 28 12 369 57 0.25 
 SC10H21 17 2 325 88 0.52 
 SC12H25 21 3 398 86 0.39 
 SC14H29 20 4 345 80 0.38 
 SC16H33 20 1 426 95 0.30 
 SC18H37 20 3 369 85 0.47 
total  210 62 3320 75 (mean)  
Ag
DE
 SC2H5 26 9 357 65 0.43 
 SC4H9 24 8 344 67 0.39 
 SC6H13 29 12 379 59 0.18 
 SC8H17 30 13 371 57 0.42 
 SC10H21 22 5 383 77 0.52 
 SC12H25 22 6 362 73 0.36 
 SC14H29 22 5 371 77 0.40 
 SC16H33 19 1 383 95 0.23 
 SC18H37 21 2 429 90 0.28 
total  215 61 3379 73 (mean)  
a




 (the compliance value of J of our 
instrument) during the measurements. 
b
The total number of J(V) traces of the metal-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn  junctions. 
c
The yields of stable junctions are defined as the number of non-shorting and stable junctions divided 
by the total number of junctions. 
 
7.2.3 AC Measurements. 
Impedance spectroscopy (an AC technique complementary to the DC 
techniques described above) makes it possible to study the components of the 
junctions that impede charge transfer independently from each other.
16
 This method 
allows us to describe SAM-based junctions in terms of equivalent circuits (Figure 
7.1C) and separately analyse the contribution of each component of the junction. We 
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use this method to determine the molecule–electrode contact resistances (RC in 
cm2), and the resistance of the SAMs (RSAM in cm
2
) and capacitance of the 
SAMs (CSAM in F/cm
2
). In a typical experiment, we measured the frequency 
response to a sinusoidal perturbation of 30 mV at zero applied bias in a broad range of 
frequencies from 1 Hz to 1 MHz, following a previously reported method.
16
 Bode and 
phase plots are shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9.  
 
Figure 7.8. The Bode (A) and phase (B) plots for junctions on Ag
A-TS 
substrates and the Bode (C) and 
phase (D) plots for junctions on Ag
DE
 substrates. The transition frequency increases while the RSAM 
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.  The 
solid lines represent fits to the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 7.1C. 
 
Figure 7.10 shows that RSAM exponentially increases, RC is constant for all nC, 
and that a linear relationship exists between CSAM and 1/nC. The element RC includes 
all resistances in the circuit, including the resistance of the wires, the probes to contact 
the junctions, contact resistances of the electrodes with the SAM, and the resistance of 
the GaOx layer. We showed previously that the value of RC is dominated by the 
resistance of the SAM//top-electrode interface and that all other potential contributors 
to RC only add ~ 2% to the value of RC.
16
 Figure 7.10B and 7.10E show that RC is 
independent of both nC and the topography of the bottom-electrode because it only 
depends on the details of the SAM//top-electrode interface which we did not change 
in our experiments.  
Equation 7.1 can be re-written as equation 7.3 to relate RSAM to nC where R0 is 
the resistance of the junctions when nC = 0. Figure 7.10A and 7.10D show that RSAM 
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increases exponentially as a function of nC and the solid lines are fits to equation 7.3. 
In agreement with the DC data, we observe a transition point at nC = 10 only for 
junctions with Ag
DE
 electrodes and the data fits well to two equations each with a 
different set of R0 and  values (Table 7.2). In contrast, this transition point was not 
observed for junctions with SAMs formed on smooth Ag
A-TS
. 
RSAM = R0 e
βd
                  (7.3) 
The values of RSAM and β determined for junctions with nC = 6-10 with rough 
Ag
DE
 bottom-electrodes are close to the values obtained for junctions with Ag
A-TS
 
bottom-electrodes. On the other hand, the value of R0 increases by two orders of 
magnitude and β decreases by a factor of two when nC = 10-18. 
The capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor with area A and plate separation d is 
given by equation 7.4 where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and εr is the dielectric 
constant of the insulating material. Here, d is the SAM thickness (in units of nC) and A 
is the geometrical area of the junctions (9.6  102 m2). Figure 3C and 3F show the 





accordance with equation 7.4.  
 0 / SAM rC A d                   (7.4) 
We determined the value of εr = 3.9 ± 0.3 for junctions with Ag
DE
 electrodes 
and εr = 3.6 ± 0.3 for junctions with Ag
A-TS
 using equation 7.4. The εr value with 
Ag
A-TS
 agrees well with the values reported for SAMs on smooth surfaces.
16,24,25
 The 
effect of the surface roughness on the dielectric constant is apparently marginal as we 
did not observe a step change in the measured values of CSAM around nc = 10 on rough 
 
 




Figure 7.10. Plots of RSAM and RC from impedance measurements as a function of the number of 
carbons, together with CSAM plotted against the inverse of the SAM height 1/d, for junctions on smooth 
Ag
A-TS 
(A, B and C) and rough Ag
DE 
(D, E and F) substrates. Note the SAM heights computed from 
MD agree well with the d-values measured by AR XPS (Table 7.4), with a coefficient of determination 
R
2
 = 0.95 (extrapolated back to zero height). 
 
7.2.4 Angle-Resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AR XPS)  
We investigated the supramolecular structures of the SAMs by AR XPS because 
this method gives the effective SAM height, the surface coverage of the 
n-alkanethiolates, and the fraction of the surface covered by disordered and ordered 
SAMs.
23
  Figure 7.11 shows the high resolution S 2p spectra which are dominated by 
a single component (peak S1) for SAMs on Ag
A-TS
, but consist of two components 
(peaks S1 and S0) for SAMs on Ag
DE
 (Figure 7.12). Both components show the usual 
2 (2p3/2) : 1 (2p1/2) peak splitting due to spin-orbit coupling. Following previous peak 
assignments,
26
 peak S1 represents chemisorbed S atoms from well-ordered SAMs and 
S0 represents chemisorbed S atoms from disordered SAMs. Note we did not observe 
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physisorbed species (binding energy of 163 eV) or oxidised surface species (binding 











We determined the standing-up to laying-down phase ratio and the average 
thickness of the SAMs from the S 2p spectra using a previously reported attenuation 
factor (8 Å for photoelectrons at ~180 eV).
28,29
 Tables 7.4 and 7.5 show the relative 
effect intensities (I) at 90º and 40º take-off angles for S 2p, the average film 
thicknesses, and the phase domain ratios as a function of nC, from which we conclude 
that a minor population of disordered thiolates exists on the rough substrate (15 ± 5 % 
averaged over populations measured for five values of nc). Figure 7.13 summarises 
the data and shows that a greater amount of disordered thiols exist at low values of nC 
(the amount increases from 9% for nc=2 to 23% for nc=18) which indicates that the 
liquid-like SAMs have a stronger response toward the defects. This may because the 
liquid-like molecules re-organised at the defect sites during the self-assembling 
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process, a hypothesis that is supported by the molecular dynamics simulations 
described below. 
 
Figure 7.12. Peak fitting of S2p spectra labelled as S1 and S0 for n-alkanethiolate SAMs and residual 
plots with n = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18 on Ag
DE




Table 7.4. The intensity fractions (I %) at 90º and 40º take-off angles for S 2p from 




 substrates.  
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TS rough TS rough TS rough TS rough 
SC2H5 79.2 78.6 20.8 21.4 0.29 0.24 1.1 0.9 
SC6H13 73.7 73.4 26.3 26.6 0.59 0.58 1.1 1.0 
SC10H21 68.3 68.2 31.7 31.8 1.05 1.02 1.1 1.0 
SC14H29 63.1 62.8 36.9 37.2 1.44 1.40 1.1 1.1 
SC18H37 57.7 56.4 42.3 43.6 1.94 1.93 1.0 0.9 
*
The intensity of peak divided by the total intensity (SUM). 
 
Table 7.5. The intensities fraction (I %) for S1 2p and S0 2p at 90º take-off angles. 
SAMs 
S1% S0% 
A-TS rough A-TS rough 
SC2H5 100 77.5 0 22.5 
SC6H13 100 82.9 0 17.1 
SC10H21 100 86.5 0 13.5 
SC14H29 100 86.7 0 13.3 
SC18H37 100 90.6 0 9.4 
 
 
Figure 7.13.  The intensity fraction of S0 peaks as a function of carbon number.  
 
7.2.5 Molecular Dynamics. 
Figure 7.14A-C shows representative models of SAM packing near defect 
regions. The simulations show that SAM molecules can rotate into low-density gap 
regions and smoothen out defects. The corresponding height profiles are shown to the 
right of the MD structures in Figure 7.14A-C. Figure 6D(i) shows the resulting 
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changes in barrier height d at the boundary region as a function of chain length nC, 
indicating a larger number of thin area defects for longer-chain molecules,
30
 which 
may explain the transition between short- and long-chain regimes in the electrical 
measurements (Figure 7.4C). The noisier height distributions for boundary molecules 
in longer-chain SAMs is due to the larger increases in root mean square fluctuations 
(RMSF) in carbon atom positions at the boundary for larger nC values, as shown in 
Figure 7.14D(ii). (Note that by contrast non-defect SAM regions show, as expected, 
smaller RMSF values at larger nC values, reducing from 0.5 to 0.3 Å on switching 
from SAMs with nC≤10 to nC>10). For all chain lengths the net energy in such healed 
regions (summed over SAM intramolecular and intermolecular interactions and 
SAM-metal interactions) is favourable (Figure 7.14E), indicating that the bottom 
electrode is always obscured by SAM molecules. This may explain the near-constant, 
low number of shorts measured on both smooth and rough substrates (Table 7.1).  
The computed penalties in the SAM energies (Figure 7.14E ii) for 
boundary-induced rearrangements are small for SAMs with nC = 4-10, ranging from 
100-320 meV per molecule. On the other hand, thicker SAMs with nC >10 have 
stronger alkyl-alkyl chain interactions that raise the penalties for boundary-induced 
rearrangements to 510 - 710 meV for nC = 11 - 18, due mainly to formation of chain 
gauche defects (Figure 7.14E iii, iv). These two distinct regimes emphasise that 
molecules in the thicker SAMs prefer to stand upright and interact with each other via 
ordered alkyl-alkyl chain interactions rather than to rotate into the low-density 
boundary region. This low-energy barrier rotation of the molecules in the thin SAMs 
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is what we define as the self-repairing mechanism because it heals gaps in the film. If 
left unhealed, these gaps would have resulted in a large number of shorts. The MD 
data show that healing is easier for short-chain molecules than for long-chain 
molecules, and so the short-chain SAMs give smaller height differentials and a lower 
number of destructive thin-area defects on the as-deposited substrates. 
Figure 7.14. Representative SAM structures at boundaries for (A) nC = 4, (B) nC = 10 and (C) nC = 18, 
calculated using molecular dynamics simulations (subpanels i) together with calculated height profiles 
(subpanels ii). Hydrogen atoms are coloured white, carbons are blue, sulphur atoms are orange and 
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gold atoms are coloured yellow. Height profiles are coloured red for boundary regions and coloured 
blue for non-defect close-packed regions. Panel D shows the resulting changes in (i) barrier height d as 
chain length nC increases, and (ii) the root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) in carbon atom positions 
at the boundary. Panel E shows boundary healing energies (i) calculated by comparing boundary and 
close-packed regions, together with (ii) the corresponding SAM penalties at the boundary (both 
intermolecular packing and intramolecular conformational energies) and (iii) dihedral angle penalties 
and corresponding gauche defects (iv) that give the sharp transition in boundary energies at nC = 10. 
 
7.3 Conclusions 
Our results lead to the remarkable conclusion that thin SAM (n < 10) give better 
quality tunnelling barriers than thick SAMs on defective substrates. The thin flexible 
SAMs were capable of compensating for defects at the sub-molecular level resulting 
in significant increase in the performance of the SAM-based tunnel junctions. The 





 electrode were essentially the same. In other words, from an electrical 
engineering point of view, the use of thin SAMs ensured high reproducibility between 
junctions made via different strategies. Indeed, in a previous study we have shown 
that the currents across junctions made with eight different quality bottom-electrodes 
made of Au and Ag (the roughness spanned three orders of magnitude in terms of the 
bearing volume BV) and SAMs with n = 10 were the same.
10
 We note that Vilan et al. 
recently observed that thin phosphonate SAMs on AlOx formed better tunnel junctions 
than thick SAMs.
20
 Thus it seems our findings are applicable to other systems and we 
believe the self-repair properties of liquid-like SAMs could benefit future studies in 
(bio)molecular electronics, electrochemistry, and sensing. 
 
7.4 Experimental Section 
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Purification of n-Alkanethiolates. The n-alkanethiolate molecules (SCn, n = 2, 4, 6, 
8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with purity ranging 
from 95% to 99% as labelled on the packages. As described elsewhere, we further 





 The n-alkanethiolates with n = 2, 4, 6, and 8 were 
purified by distillation under vacuum. The n-alkanethiolates with  n = 10, 12, 14, 16 
and 18 were purified by column chromatography over silica gel with hexane as an 
eluent and then recrystallised from ethanol under an atmosphere of N2 followed by 
quick filtration.   
 
Fabrication of the Bottom-Electrodes. A layer of 300 nm silver (0.1 sq. cm, with 
purity of 99.999% obtained from Super Conductor Materials, Inc. USA) was 
deposited on clean Si(100) wafers (University Wafers USA with a thickness of 525 ± 
25 μm; with one side polished) by thermal evaporation (Shenyang KeYi, China). We 
deposited the first 50 nm at rate of 0.3-0.5 Å/s and deposited the remaining 250 nm at 




We used 6 inch silicon wafers for template-stripped Ag. The glass supports (1 
cm × 0.5 cm) for template-stripped silver were immersed in ethanol for 15 minutes of 
sonication and dried in a stream of N2 gas. These glass supports were further treated 
by O2 plasma for 5 minutes at a pressure of 5 mbar and then glued to the metal surface 
with an optical adhesive (Norland, No. 61). We cured the optical adhesive under a 100 
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Watt UV lamp for 1 hour at a distance of roughly 60 cm from the light source. 
We used pieces of silicon wafers of roughly 1 cm × 0.5 cm for as-deposited Ag 
(Ag
DE
) so they fit in the flask that contains the corresponding ethanolic solutions. The 
procedure to fabricate the Ag
DE
 surfaces has been described in detail elsewhere.
10
 
Briefly, we evaporated 200 nm of Ag on 1 cm × 0.5 cm silicon wafers at a rate of ~ 
0.5 Å and we immersed these surfaces into the ethanolic solutions of the alkanethiols 
immediately after removal from the evaporation chamber.    
 
Formation of SAMs. The 3.0 mM ethanolic solutions of the n-alkanethiolates (SCn, n 
= 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18) were purged with dry Ar gas for 15 minutes before 
the immersion of the bottom electrodes. To minimise contamination form the ambient, 
we immersed all Ag surface into the ethanolic solutions immediately after fabrication. 
We formed the SAMs for three hours followed by rinsing with ethanol and 
blow-drying in a stream of N2. 
 
Fabrication of the Junctions. We used a non-Newtonian liquid metal alloy of a 
eutectic mixture of Ga and In (75.5 % Ga and 24.5 % In by weight, m.p. = 15.7 °C, 
with a highly conductive 0.7 nm surface layer of GaOx; written as GaOx/EGaIn)
15
 as 
soft top electrodes to contact the SAMs electrically. We fabricated 
Ag-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn (n = 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18) junctions with the GaOx/EGaIn 
confined within through-hole PDMS microfluidic devices. The device fabrication 
procedures were reported elsewhere and the size of the top electrodes is 9.6  102 
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μm2.31 Briefly, we fabricated a 3-D photoresist mould by a two-step photolithography 
method. A through-hole PDMS microfluidic device was fabricated on the mould and 
the EGaIn was injected into the through-hole channel by applying vacuum. The 
junctions were formed by placing the top electrodes onto the SAMs and removing to 
another spot once the measurement is finished. We used the methods reported by 
Whitesides et al. to fabricate flattened conical tips to form Ag-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn (n = 
2, 4, 6, or 8) junctions.
32
 Briefly, we formed cone-shaped tips as reported 
previously
3,23,33
 and contacted the tips with clean SiO2/Si wafers three times to form 
flattened conical tips. We emphasise that we used exactly the same procedures to 
make SAM junctions on the low- and high-quality substrates. 
 
Data Collection and Statistical Analysis. We measured 18-22 junctions of each 
SAM on 3-5 substrates. Each junction was scanned twenty times (one scan includes 
trace and retrace), in steps of 25 mV from -0.5 V to + 0.5 V. The details of the 
statistical analysis methods we use have been described in detail elsewhere.
34
 Briefly, 
we fit the value of <log10|J|>G with Gaussians as a function of bias and then obtained 
the log-mean of the current density and their log-standard deviations at each bias.    
 
Electrical Characterisation (Impedance Spectroscopy). To carry out impedance 
measurements, we used GaOx/EGaIn confined within a PDMS through-hole as the 
top-electrode following a previously reported method.
35
 The geometrical area of the 
electrical contact was determined (9.6 × 10
2 μm2) by estimating the area of the 
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GaOx/EGaIn in contact with the ITO substrate in the optical image.  For transport 
measurements the top-electrode was gently placed in contact with the SAM-modified 
Ag
DE
 bottom-electrode. We performed impedance measurements using only devices 
with J(V) characteristics within one log-standard deviation of the log-mean value of J. 
We measured the impedance characteristics using an impedance analyser (model 
solartron 1260A with 1296A dielectric interface) in reference mode with a standard 10 
pF capacitor as the external reference.  The impedance measurements were 
conducted by applying an AC signal of amplitude 30 mV in the frequency range of 1 
Hz to 1 MHz. Impedance data is usually presented in so-called Bode- and 
Nyquist-plots. The Nyquist plots (Figure S9) reveal only one semi-circle, which 
indicates the presence of one capacitor in parallel with a resistor. The Bode-plots 
(Figure S8) show that at low frequencies the complex impedance is dominated by a 
resistor (which is independent of the frequency), while at high frequencies the 
capacitance dominates (which is dependent on the frequency). The data is of good 
quality, i.e., the data are Kramers-Kroning (KK) transformable (Figure S13-S14), and 
we fitted the impedance data to the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 1C with the 
resistance RSAM in parallel with the capacitance CSAM, which are both in series with 
contact resistance RC. All data fitted well to this circuit with fit
2
 similar to KK
2
 
(which were in the range of 10
-4
 – 10-3 and which are attributable to noise). 
 
Angle-Resolved X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (AR-XPS).  We used 
synchrotron-based photoelectron spectroscopy to carry out the AR XPS measurements 
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at the SINS (Surface, Interface and Nanostructure Science) beamline of Singapore 
Synchrotron Light Source (SSLS). The measurements are carried out at room 
temperature under ultra-high vacuum with a base pressure of 10
-10
 mbar.  We 
recorded S 2p spectra at angles of 90° and 40°. The least-squares peak fit analysis was 
performed using XPSpeak software. The Shirley plus linear background correction 
was used to model the background and the photoemission profiles with Voigt 
functions, a convolution of a 30% Lorentz profile and a 70% Gaussian profile. For S 
2p spectra fitting, a splitting difference of ~1.18 eV and branching ratio of 2 (2p3/2): 1 
(2p1/2) were used. The S 2p spectra are shown in Figure S11 and the fitting results of 
relative intensities are summarised in Table S3 and Table S4. 
The AR XPS can be used to measure the positions of the atoms of interest with 
respect to vacuum, by monitoring the electron free mean path as a function of the 
emission angles (also called take-off angle, θ). In our system, the position of the 
analyser was fixed with the lens axis 50º away from the incident beam. The incident 
angle (γ) was defined as the angle between the incident beam and the substrate 
surface. The take-off angle () was defined as the angle between the axis of the 
analyser and the substrate surface. The sample stage can be rotated to collect S 2p 
profiles with  = 90º (grazing incidence, γ = 40º) and  = 40º (normal incidence, γ = 
90º). To normalise different detection areas by different incident angles, the effective 
intensity (I) is given by  
 θ cos(90 )I I                         (7.5)                                    
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where I is the integrated intensity of the peak. The relationship between effective 
intensity (I) at 90º and 40º take-off angles (θ), the distance from S atoms to vacuum 
(d2) and the signal layer of S atoms (d1(S)=1.5Å, determined by atom diameter and 
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               (7.6)                                 
where  is the inelastic mean free path. The thickness d2 was calculated using 
equation S6: 
1 1sin 40 sin90
1 1
2
sin90 sin 40 {ln[ ( ,90 ) / ( ,40 )] ln[1 ] ln[1 ]}
sin90 sin 40
d d









Values of  were calculated using the expression derived for alkanethiolates 
SAMs.
36
 For the S 2p measurement,  is around 8 Å for photoelectron at ~180 eV 
kinetic energy.
36
 The overall uncertainty of  2 Å takes into account the fitting errors 
and the angular misalignment due to sample mounting. The SAM thickness is 




 2( ) S Aud d S d                          (7.8)                                                         
We used the S intensity (I(S)) to calculate the surface coverage of the SAMs (Г, 
mol/cm
2
) formed on TS and DE surfaces. The I(S) consists of the information of the 
number of S atoms adsorbed on the surface and the attenuation by the thickness of the 
SAMs. Thus, the I0(S) before attenuation represents the total number of S atoms on 
the surface that proportional to the value of Г. The I0(S) could be estimated from: 
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I0(S) = I(S) / exp (-d / λ sinθ)                 (7.9) 
where I(S) is the integrated intensity of S 2p from the S spectra with the thickness of d, 
and θ is the take-off angle between the surface plane and  the normal, in this case θ = 
90º. λ as mentioned above is the inelastic mean free path. The theoretical surface 





We assume the C10 formed on the ultraflat TS surface reaching the theoretical value 
and compared the I0(S) with other molecule to estimate their surface coverage listed in 
Table 7.4. Since the I(S) is strongly depended on thickness but weakly on the surface 
coverage, taking into account the 2 Å uncertainty of the thickness, the uncertainty of 
the surface coverage is estimated about 28% (= exp (-d/λ)). 
 
Topography of the Ag Surfaces The surface morphologies could be determined by 
the surface roughness, size of grains, or number of defects, etc. In our previous reports, 
we used bearing volume (BV, nm
3
) to determine the quality of metal surfaces, by 
normalising each surface for Ngr and using equation (7.10): 
BV = Ngr Agb rms                      (7.10) 
While Ngr is the relative number of grains normalised by the largest grain size, Agb is 
the area of grain boundaries and rms is the root mean square roughness. We calculated 




. The Rgr is the radius of the grains, which 
is obtained from Rgr = √(Agr/π) and Agr is the average grain size, which is obtained by 
the method of “split and count”.10  We divided the known area of the AFM image 
into 400 boxes and then counted the number of the boxes on each grains. dgb is the 
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width of the grain boundaries. We plotted Agr and dgb in histograms and fitted with 
Gaussians to derive the average values of Agr and dgb (Figure 7.15)
.
 Therefore, the 
value of BV contains information on grain size, defect areas and the root mean square 
surface roughness. Lower BV indicated better surface morphologies, while higher BV 
indicated worse surface morphologies. The DC data in the main text shows that 
Ag
A-TS
 surfaces with low BV resulted in best performance of molecular junctions with 




 surfaces with high BV value 




Figure 7.15. The histogram of the grain sizes boundaries widths of Ag
A-TS 
(A and B) and Ag
DE
 surfaces 
(C and D). 
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CHAPTER 8 







Abstract: The odd even effects in molecular junctions have been rarely observed and 
their origin is not clear, because of a lack of precision data and careful analysis. This 
chapter describes the odd-even effects for Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions with a 
large range of molecular lengths (n = 2 to 18). The clear odd even effect in DC 
measurements is confirmed by two statistical analysis methods, Gaussian and least 
absolute deviation fitting. The non-overlapping error bars in the J(V) curves show the 
good precision of the data and that both the conical tip and PDMS confined top 
electrodes have the capability to measure sensitive molecular effects in SAM based 
junctions. The impedance spectroscopy allowed us to analyze the SAM resistance, 
SAM capacitance and contact resistance within the junctions seperately. We found 
clear odd even effect in both RSAM and CRAM, while the odd even effect in contact 
resistance is obvious but weak. Therefore, the odd even effect in 
Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions are contributed by the SAMs and interfaces 
together, but dominated by the SAMs. 
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8.1 Introduction 
Controlling and understanding charge transport at the nano-scale via chemical 









 One of the objectives of molecular 
electronics is to control the flow of charges across electrode—molecule—electrode 
structures (which consist of either a single molecule or a self-assembled monolayer; 
SAM) via modification of the chemical and supramolecular structure of the molecular 
component.
12-23
 Physical-organic studies of charge transport are still difficult to 
perform, especially in two-terminal junctions, because usually only the total current 
response is measured as a function of applied bias. Such J(V) measurements do not 
make it possible to isolate the contributions from the molecule-electrode interfaces 
and the molecular component from each other in a straightforward manner.
17,24-30
  
An attractive method to study how the electrical properties of the junctions 
depends on subtle changes in the SAM structure, while keeping all other components 
(the electrode materials and the nature of SAM—electrode contacts) of the junctions 
the same, is to study so-called odd-even effects. Here only the number of a repetitive 
unit is changed while leaving all other components of the junction unchanged. We, 
and others, studied odd-even effects in SAM-based junctions with SAMs of the form 
S(CH2)n-1CH3 (or shortly SCn),
31,32
 or with SAMs of which the terminal CH3 group 
was replaced by a ferrocenyl (Fc)
33
 or phenyl (Ph)
23
 moiety. In these examples the 
number of CH2 units (i.e., the value of n) was changed. The odd-even effects in 
junctions with SAMs with Fc (with Ag bottom-electrodes and EGaIn top-electrodes; 
see below) or Ph (with Si bottom-electrodes and Hg top-electrodes) were related to 
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the odd-even effect in the tilt-angle of the terminal group, which in turn, impacted the 
performance of a molecular diode or the tunneling barrier height, respectively. The 
origin of the odd-even effects in junctions with SCn SAMs (so far only studied in 




In this work we address the following question: is the odd-even effect a 
molecular effect, an interface effect, or a combination both (and by how much), in 
junctions of the form Ag
A-TS
-SCn/GaOx/EGaIn (see Figure 1). Previous studies only 
relied on J(V) measurements where J is the total current (in A/cm
2
) that flows across 
the junction as a function bias V. The value of J (which is impeded by all components 
of the junction) is usually interpreted using a simple tunnel equation (Eq. 8.1) where 
J0 (in A/cm
2
) is a pre-exponential factor, d (in nC) is the thickness of the SAM, and  
(in nC
-1
) is the tunneling decay coefficient. This approach, however, does not make it 
possible to separate molecular effects from interface effects unambiguously and the 
physical meaning of the values of both J0 (often associated with the contact resistance) 
and  (often related to the shape/height of the tunneling barrier) is unclear.34,35   
J = J0 e
-βd
            (8.1) 
The electrical response of a junction is affected by the properties of the SAM, the 
top and bottom-electrodes, a protective layer (if present), and the SAM-electrode 
interfaces.
12,29,33,36-42
 Figure 8.1 shows a Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junction 
schematically along with the equivalent circuit of that junction. As indicated, it is 
expected that the orientation of the terminal CH3 group with respect to the 
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top-electrode follows an odd-even effect resulting in an odd-even effect in SAM—top 
electrode interaction. Initial studies hypothesized that i) if this odd-even effect in the 
orientation of the CH3 terminal group results in an odd-even effect in the contact 
resistance, it would cause and odd-even effect in the value of J0, and ii) if this 
odd-even effect in the orientation of the CH3 terminal group results in an odd-even 
effect in the shape of the tunneling barrier, it would cause and odd-even effect in the 
value of β.31,32 
 
Figure 8.1. Schematic illustrations of odd-numbered and even-numbered n-alkanethiolate SAM based 
junction (A) and the equivalent circuit for these junctions (B). The arrows indicate the odd-even effect 
in the orientation of the terminal CH3 moiety. The SAM-top contact resistance (Rc,t) is roughly 2 orders 
of magnitude larger than the SAM-bottom contact resistance (Rc,b), so the contact resistance (Rc) is 




 reported that the tunneling rates across junctions of the form 
Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn follow odd-even effects (where Ag
TS
 is a template-stripped 
Ag electrode
43
). A detailed statistical analysis concluded that despite large errors in 
the data, both J0 and  contribute to the odd-even effect, or in other words, both the 
interfaces and the SAM contribute to the odd-even effect.
44
 Recently, Baghbanzadeh 
et al.
32
 concluded that the odd-even effect is caused by the SAM//GaOx interfaces in 
junctions with Au
TS
 electrodes based on an odd-even effect in the value of J0 and the 
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absence of an odd-even in the value of . Remarkably, in this study the odd-even 
effects of junctions with Ag
TS
 electrodes could not be reproduced which may have 
been caused by a change in the fabrication method of the EGaIn tip and formation of 
the junctions (the authors used “flattened” tips and large junction sizes;45 how these 
changes in the tip- and contact-formation affect the junctions are not clear).  
Recently we reported how impedance spectroscopy can be used to measure the 
contribution of each component that impedes charge transfer directly (i.e., separate 
interface effects from molecular effects) using the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 
1B.
29
 In these junctions the native GaOx layer does not impede charge transfer 
significantly and assuming that Rc = Rc,t (Rc,t is the contact resistance of the 
non-covalent SAM—top electrode contact) only introduces an error of ~2% in the 
analysis of the data. To address the question whether the odd-even effect is an 
interface or a molecular effect, we determined the contribution of the 
molecule—electrode contact resistance (Rc), and the resistance (RSAM) and 
capacitance (CSAM) of the SAMs, directly with impedance spectroscopy.  
Here, we used top-electrodes of GaOx/EGaIn stabilized in a fluidic device made 
of PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane)
46
 and cone-shaped GaOx/EGaIn tips to from 
contacts to SCn SAMs on Ag
A-TS
 and characterized the junctions by both DC and AC 
methods. (The Ag
A-TS 
surfaces were prepared using an annealing step before 
template-stripping to remove small grains to yield ultra-smooth Ag surfaces that only 
consist of large grains and therefore have only a small fraction of exposed grain 
boundaries.
26,47
) To minimize the error associated with the extrapolation of the DC 
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data to n = 0, we used a large range of n (n = 2-18) values. To rule out uncertainties in 
the preparation and formation of the top-contacts, we used two types of EGaIn 
electrodes. We found that
29,4829,5029,5029,5029,5029,5029,5029,5029,5029,5029,5029,5016,54
 the 
odd-even effect in the value of J obtained by DC methods originates from an 
odd-even effect in the SAM resistance (RSAM) and that the SAM—electrode contact 
resistance (Rc) only contributes marginally (too small to be measurable by DC 
methods) to the device characteristics. Thus, the odd-even effect in the value of J 
observed in J(V) measurements is a molecular effect and not an interface effect in 
Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions. Interestingly, the odd-even effect in the 
capacitance (CSAM) of the SAMs is remarkably large which suggest that SAMs are 




8.1 Results and Discussion 
8.2.1 Fabrication of the Junctions. 
We fabricated the junctions using a method described in Chapter 5.
46
 Figure 8.2 
shows schematic illustrations and a photograph of the junctions. The GaOx/EGaIn 
top-electrode is stabilized in a through-hole in PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) which is 
placed in contact with the SAMs immobilized on annealed template-stripped Ag 
(Ag
A-TS
) bottom-electrodes (the preparation of the Ag
A-TS 
surfaces has been reported 
elsewhere
47
). Unlike template-stripped surfaces that have not been annealed prior to 
template-stripping, the Ag
A-TS
 only consist of large grains because the annealing step 
effectively removes the small grains that are usually present between the large 
 
 




 The atomic force micrograph (AFM; Figure 8.2D) shows that the surface 
Ag
A-TS
 surface only consist of large grains (close to 1 μm2 on average) and has a root 
mean square (rms) roughness of 0.6 nm over 5 × 5 μm2. We note that we only used 
freshly template-stripped surfaces and purified the n-alkanethiols as previously 
described before we used them (see experimental section).  
.  
Figure 8.2. Schematic illustrations of the top (A) and side views (B) of the junctions. Channel 2 in the 
PDMS mold is filled with the EGaIn and is forced into the through-hole by applying a vacuum to 
channel 1. Channel 1 is small enough so that the EGaIn cannot fill it because of its high surface 
tension. The top-electrode can be placed in contact with the SAM and removed again once the 
measurements are completed, and re-used again for typically 20-25 times. (C) Photograph of a 
complete device. Inset shows an optical micrograph of the footprint of the GaOx/EGaIn stabilized in 
the through-hole in contact with a transparent electrode (ITO) viewed through the ITO. (D) Atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) image of the template-stripped Ag surface (Ag
A-TS
) that was annealed prior to 
template-stripping. 
 
Here we used a geometrical junction area (Ageo) of 9.6 × 10
2 μm2 because our 
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(indicating that leakage currents flowing across defects are not important)
34
 but the 
Ageo is large enough so that the capacitance of the junctions can be reliably determined 
for junctions with a broad range of values of n = 6-18. The electrical characteristics 
for junctions with n = 2-5 were measured using cone-shaped tips
25,33,54,55
 of 
GaOx/EGaIn because this method gave a higher yield (60~90%) in non-shorting 
junctions than the method with the EGaIn stabilized in micro channels in this range of 
values of n. We do not know the reason for this difference in the yield in non-shorting 
junctions between the two methods at low values of n, but it seems that the approach 
speed of the top-electrode to the SAMs, and contact formation with the SAMs, can be 
better controlled with the cone-shaped tip method than with the PDMS-stabilized 
EGaIn top-electrodes. 
 
8.2.2 J-V Measurement of n-Alkanethiolates . 
We measured J(V) curves of n-alkanethiolate (n = 2-18) based SAMs over the 
bias range of ±0.5 V. We collected 300 ~ 350 J(V) curves (one curve includes trace 
and retrace) for each type of junction (see Table 8.1). The electrical characteristics 
(number of junctions, yields, and standard deviations) of the junctions are summarized 
in Table 8.1. The yield in stable junctions (junctions that did not short during the 
measurement or changed current abruptly by more than two orders of magnitude) was 
on average 81% and for each type of junction we recorded 20 J(V) traces (300 in 
traces in total obtained from 15 junctions) on stable junctions. We plotted all values of 
J measured for each bias in histograms to which we fitted Gaussians to determine the 
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Gaussian mean of the log-average of J (<log10|J|>G) and the log-standard deviation 
(log). The details of this statistical analysis have been published before
44
 (See 
supporting information for details). 
Figure 8.3 shows the histograms of log10|J| for an applied bias of -0.50 V with the 
Gaussian fits to these histograms. This was repeated for each applied bias and from 
these Gaussian fits the <log10|J|>G and log were determined from which the 
log-average J(V) curves were constructed. Figure 8.3A and 8.3C show the 
log-average J(V) curves and that the error bars (99% confidence levels) are not 
overlapping (the log-standard deviations (σlog) were low and ranged from 0.12 to 0.57; 
Table 8.1). The statistically large numbers of J(V) data and the small errors result in 
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Figure 8.3. Plots of the Gaussian mean of the values of <log10|J|>G vs. applied bias and histograms of 
log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits for junctions of SAMs incorporating n-alkanethiolates on 
template-stripped silver. 
 
Table 8.1. Yields and log standard deviation of log10|J|measured by the working devices. 

















SC1CH3 28 15 300 60 1.79 0.25 
SC2CH3 21 15 300 71 1.06 0.23 
SC3CH3 19 15 300 79 0.90 0.57 
SC4CH3 16 15 300 94 0.22 0.38 
SC5CH3 18 15 300 83 -0.02 0.30 
SC6CH3 16 15 300 94 -0.70 0.43 
SC7CH3 18 15 300 83 -0.78 0.19 
SC8CH3 26 15 300 94 -1.93 0.25 
SC9CH3 30 15 300 75 -1.94 0.16 
SC10CH3 19 15 300 79 -2.91 0.23 
SC11CH3 23 15 300 83 -2.94 0.26 
SC12CH3 17 15 300 88 -3.90 0.38 
SC13CH3 20 15 300 75 -3.75 0.28 
SC14CH3 23 15 300 75 -4.79 0.12 
SC15CH3 17 15 300 89 -4.51 0.15 
SC16CH3 19 15 300 79 -5.71 0.28 
SC17CH3 20 15 300 75 -5.46 0.29 
Total 342 250 4800 82   
a




(the compliance value of J of our 
instrument) while recording 20 J(V) scans 
b




The yield of non-shorting junctions are defined as the number of shorts divided by the total number of 
junctions. 
d
The σlog is log-standard deviation calculated by log function on standard deviation of Gaussian 
distribution. 
 
8.2.3 The Odd-Effect 
Figure 8.4 shows the values of <log10|J|>G determined at -0.50 V as a function of 
n for even-numbered (red) and odd-numbered (black) n-alkanethiolate based SAMs. 
We used two methods to extract the values of  and J0 from the data: i) by fitting Eq. 
8.1 to a plot of <log10|J|>G determined at -0.50 V as a function of n by minimizing the 
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square of the errors and assuming that the data follow normal distributions (Figure 
8.4A; method 1), or ii) by fitting Eq. 8.1 to all data by minimizing the absolute values 
of the error (least absolute deviation fitting, LAD) without making any assumptions 
regarding the type of distribution the data follow (Figure 8.4B; method 2).
34,44,46
 The 
magnified plots of the extrapolation of n to 0 show that the 99% confidence bands 
overlap using method 1 (inset of Figure 8.4A), but not for method 2 (inset of Figure 
8.4B). The 99% confidence bands denote the region that contains the true fit of the 
data. The non-overlapping confidence bands in LAD fitting show that the LAD fitting 
is more precise than the Gaussian fitting (and see below for a brief explanation). 
Using method 1, we obtain for junctions with SAMeven log10|J0|even = 2.70 ± 0.23 
A/cm
2
 and βeven = 1.05 ± 0.04 nC
-1
, and for junctions with SAModd log10|J0|odd = 2.54 ± 
0.17 A/cm
2
 and βodd = 1.13 ± 0.03 nC
-1
. (The error bars represent 99% confidence 
levels fitted from values of <log10|J|>G, unless mentioned). Using method 2, we 
obtained log10|J0| even = 2.72 ± 0.03 A/cm
2
 and β even = 1.05 ± 0.01 nC
-1
, and log10|J0|odd 
= 2.53 ± 0.03 A/cm
2
 and βodd = 1.12 ± 0.01 nC
-1
 (here the error represent the 99% 
confidence levels) (Table 8.2). We calculated the probability (p values) by student 
Z-test to determine the statistical significance of the odd-even effects in the value of 
J0 and β (Table 8.3).
44
 The null hypothesis that log10|J0|odd = log10|J0| even and βodd = 
βeven is rejected (p < 0.01) for method 2, but not for method 1. The p values are 
consistent with the overlaping confidence band in Gaussian (Figure 8.4A, insert) and 
non-overlaping confidence band in LAD fitting (Figure 8.4B, insert). The LAD fitting 
is more precise to determine the odd-even effect as in this analysis all data are taken 
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into consideration, i.e., Eq. is fitted to all data (Neven = 2700 and Nodd = 2400), while in 
method 1 Eq. 1 is only fitted to the values of <log10|J|>G, i.e., the number of data 
points is only Neven = 9 or Nodd = 8. As argued by Reus et al.,
44
 both statistical methods 
give reasonably precise values of log10|J0| and β, but method 2 is about an order of 
magnitude more precise than method 1. See reference 46 for a more detailed 
discussion regarding the differences in precision and accuracy of both methods.  
 
Table 8.2. Electrical properties of Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn Junctions in DC and AC 
measurements. 
Surfaces 



















odd 2.54±0.17 1.13±0.03  2.53±0.03   1.12±0.01  4.04±0.20×10
-3
 1.02±0.06 
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Figure 8.4. (A) The values of <log10|J|>G (determined at -0.5 V) plotted against n with fits (solid lines) 
to Eq. 1 obtained using method 1 (as explained in the text) along with the 99% confidence levels. (B) 
All values of log10|J| at -0.5 V with a fit to Eq. 8.1 obtained by method 2 (solid lines). Insets show the 
extrapolation to n = 0 in more detail. 
 
Table 8.3. Results of p-values from Z-test show that the LAD fitting generate more 
conclusive values of log10|J0| and β. The p value from Gaussian fitting cannot reject 
the null hypothesis of log10|J0| (p <0.01 can reject the null hypothese according our 
confidence level). 
SAMs p (log10|J0| odd  = log10|J0|even) p (βodd = βeven) 






note: Probability of the null hypothesis 1: the values of log10|J0|odd and  = log10|J0|, even obtained from 
Guassian fitting are the same. Probability of the null hypothesis 2: the values of βodd and βeven obtained 
from LAD fitting are the same.  
 
8.2.4 The Origin of the Odd-Even Effect 
In the previous section we showed that the odd-even effect manifests itself in 
both the values of log10|J0| and , but, as mentioned in the introduction, DC methods 
only measure the total currents impeded by all components of the junctions. To 
determine how the different components of the junctions impede the flow of charges 
across the junctions, and how each of these components is influenced by odd-even 
effects quantitatively, we studied the junctions by impedance spectroscopy using 
junctions that had their J(V) characteristics within one log-standard deviation from the 
log-mean value of J. We measured the frequency response to a sinusoidal perturbation 
with an amplitude of 30 mV around zero bias with a frequency ranging from 1 Hz to 1 
MHz.  
Figure 8.5 shows the Bode and phase plots of Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions 
with n = 6 to 18. The Nyquist plots (Figure 8.6) show one semicircle for all junctions 
indicating the presence of only one capacitor. The modulus of complex impedance |Z| 
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is constant at low frequencies and is dominated by the RSAM (Figure 8.5A and C). The 
|Z| starts to decrease with increasing frequency for frequencies higher than the 
so-called transition frequency (fT), which is defined as the frequency when the |Z| 
drops 10%, when capacitive effects dominate.
56
 The fT decreases with the RSAM and 
was not accurately measurable for junctions with n < 6. As mentioned above, the 
junction size (the geometrical contact area Ageo was 9.6  10
2
 m2) was choosen such 
that the capacitance could be measured reliably (the instrumental limit is 1 pF) 
without affecting the quality of the junctions (too large contact areas – Ageo > 9.6  10
2
 
– result in leakage currents).34 These observations are consistent with an equivalent 
circuit shown in Figure 8.1b. The value of Rc is dominated by the SAM//GaOx 
resistance (Rc,t), and we reported before that the contact resistances of the contact 
probes with the electrodes, the low resistance of the GaOx layer (3.3 – 5.8 × 10
-4 
Ω·cm2),29,45 or the Ag-thiolate interface, only adds about 2% to the measured value 
Rc.
29,48
 Therefore we assume in the discussion below that the Rc ≈ Rc,t. 
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Figure 8.5. The Bode (A, C) and phase (B, D) plots for the Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions with n = 
6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 or 18 (A, B), and n = 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, or 17 (C, D), respectively.  
 
 
Figure 8.6. The Nyquist plots for the AgA-TS -SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions with n = 6 to 18 (A: n = 6 
and 8, B: n = 10 and 12, C = 14, 16 and 18, D = 7 and 9, E = 11 and 13, and F = 15 and 17).  The solid 
lines represent fits (eq. 2) to the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 8.1. 
 
Before we analyzed the data, we used the Kramers-Kronig (KK) to validate the 
linearity and stability of our data. Figure 8.6 shows the KK plots and the low χKK
2
 
values (6  10-4 to 2  10-3; Table 8.4) confirm the stability and linearity of our system 
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with acceptable signal-to-noise ratios. To extract the values of RSAM, CSAM, and Rc, the 
complex impedance was modeled using the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 8.1B 
for which Z is given by Eq. 8.2 where ω (= 2πf) is the varying frequency in rad/s.57 
The residual plots for nonlinear least square fitting of the equivalent circuit to the data 
are shown in Figure 8.8. The χfit
2
 values are similar in value to the χKK
2
 values (Table 
8.3) from which we conclude that the data fitted well within the experimental error.  
2
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Figure 8.7. The KK-plots of Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions with n = 6 to 18. 
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Figure 8.8. The residual plots for non-linear least square fitting of the impedance data to the equivalent 
circuit (Eq. 8.2) shown in Figure 8.1B. 
 





SC5CH3 0.0006 0.0008 
SC6CH3 0.0004 0.0007 
SC7CH3 0.0006 0.0009 
SC8CH3 0.0009 0.0011 
SC9CH3 0.0007 0.0008 
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SC10CH3 0.0008 0.0012 
SC11CH3 0.0008 0.0011 
SC12CH3 0.0012 0.0015 
SC13CH3 0.0010 0.0016 
SC14CH3 0.0013 0.0018 
SC15CH3 0.0012 0.0015 
SC16CH3 0.0014 0.0020 
SC17CH3 0.0014 0.0019 
 
Figure 8.9A shows the value of RSAM and Rc as a function of nC (the fitting results 
are listed in Table 8.5). The error bars represent the standard deviations of three 
different junctions on new substrates. The odd-even effect in the value of Rc is small 
but significant (inset of Figure 8.9A). The values of RSAM also follow an odd-even 
effect and the absolute values of RSAM are orders of magnitude larger than the values 
of Rc. Extrapolation of the data implies that Rc could, if at all, dominate over RSAM for 
junctions with n  2. These results show that the odd-even effect observed in DC 
measurements cannot be caused by the SAM-electrode interfaces because RSAM >> 
Rc,t.  
The general tunnel equation can be re-written in terms of RSAM to give  
SAM,odd SAM,odd,0 e
odd dR R
                        (8.3) 
 SAM,even SAM,even,0 e
evendR R
                       (8.4) 
We plotted RSAM as a function of nC to which we fitted Eqs. 8.3 and 8.4 (Figure 8.9A) 
and obtained βodd = 1.02 ± 0.06 nC
-1
 and RSAM,odd,0 = 4.04 ± 0.20 × 10
-3
 Ω·cm2, and 
βeven = 1.04 ± 0.03 nC
-1
 and RSAM,even,0 = 9.46 ± 0.13 × 10
-4
 Ω·cm2 (the error represents 
the 99% confidence levels) (Table 8.2). These values of β are statistically 
indistinguishable but the odd-even effect in RSAM is obvious and statistically 
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significant. From these observations we conclude the odd-even effect is property of 
the SAMs: odd SAMs impede charge transport more than even SAMs. This odd-even 
effect is also reflected RSAM,0 (RSAM,odd,0 = is a factor of 20 larger than RSAM,even,0). 
 
Figure 8.9. (A) Semi-log plots of the SAM resistance (RSAM; the solid lines are fits to Eqs. 3 and 4) and 
SAM—top contact resistance (Rc,t) against n (inset: Rc as a function of n with linear scales). (B) The 
SAM capacitance (CSAM; the solid lines are fits to Eqs. 4 and 5) as a function of n. The dashed lines are 
guides to eye. 
 














































 0.88 ± 0.10 1.32 ± 0.08 
 
 


























 0.74 ± 0.10 1.14 ± 0.06 
  
Figure 8.9B shows the odd-even effect in CSAM as a function of 1/nC. The 
capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor is proportional to the geometrical contact area 
and inversely proportional to the distance dSAM between the two parts and is given by 
Eqs. 5 and 6 with 0 is the permittivity of free space (≈ 8.854 × 10
-12
 F/m), r,SAM is the 
dielectric constant of the SAMs, and Ageo is the geometric contact area of junctions. 
 SAM,odd 0 r,odd geo SAM/C A d                       (8.5) 
SAM,even 0 r,even geo SAM/C A d                      (8.6) 
By fitting Eqs. 5 and 6 to the plots of CSAM vs. 1/dSAM, we obtained the values of 
r,SAM. We found a value of εr,even of 3.52 ± 0.20, and for junctions with nodd the value 
of εr,odd is 3.11 ± 0.12 (the error bars represent the standard deviations of three 
individual experiments). These values are comparable to previously reported data.
29,58
 
Based on the effective thickness of the SAMs, dcal, estimated using CPK models and 
the small tilt angle for SAMs of Ag of 11 (Table 8.6), only a weak odd-even effect 
was observed when we plotted the estimated CSAM using the experimentally 
determined r,SAM values and Eqs. 8 and 9 (Figure 8.10). We argue that the in principle 
small odd-even effect in the effective thickness of the SAM cannot explain the 
experimentally observed large odd-even effects in CSAM (or RSAM). Therefore we 
believe that the odd-even effect in the value of CSAM originates from the intrinsic 
properties of the SAMs. Our results also imply that the parallel plate approximation is 
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limited and is useful in qualitative discussions, but an improved theory is required to 
understand all details (see for example recent work by Ratner et al.
53
) which is outside 
the scope of the present work. 
 
Table 8.6. The effective thickness (dcal) of SAMs calculated from CPK models. 














note: The effective thickness from CPK model is obtained by Chem 3D Ultra 10.0. 
 
 
Figure 8.10. Plots of capacitance (CSAM) fitted of the effective thickness of SAMs and experimentally 
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8.3 Conclusions 
We determined the origin of the odd-even effects in the value of J observed in 
DC measurements across Ag
A-TS
-SCn-1CH3//GaOx/EGaIn junctions. We used a 
statistically robust J(V) data set (a large number of J(V) curves (Ntot = 5100) and a 
broad range of n values of 2-18) to confirm that the odd-even effects in the values of 
J0 and  (obtained by a simplified version of the Simmons equation) are statistically 
significant (p < 10
-5
). Although the values of J0 and  are often related to the 
SAM—electrode interfaces and the molecular component of the junctions, 
respectively, their physical meaning is not clear. To address the question whether the 
odd-even effect is an interface effect or not, we investigated the electrical properties 
of the junctions by impedance spectroscopy. These data allowed us to investigate the 
components of the junctions that impede charge transport directly (the SAM 
resistance, RSAM, the SAM capacitance, CsAM, and the SAM—top electrode contact 
resistance, Rc). Odd-even effects are apparent in each component, but since RSAM >> 
Rc, the odd-even effect in the values of J determined by DC methods originates from 
the SAMs and not from the SAM—electrode contact resistances. Impedance 
spectroscopy also shows that the CSAM causes an odd-even effect in the impedance at 
high frequencies. 
Although our study reveals that the odd-even are originate from the SAMs, it 
does not explain why charges are more impeded by odd SAMs than even SAMs. Dubi 
et al.
59
 proposed that odd-even effects arise from odd-even effects in the 
molecule-molecule coupling inside the SAMs. Zhang et al.
60
 showed theoretically an 
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odd-even effect in the hybridization of the molecular orbitals with the top-electrode 
resulting in an odd-even effect in the shape of the tunneling barrier. Whitesides et 
al.
32,61
 showed that odd and even SAMs pack differently and have different twist 
angles (which were taken into consideration in the calculations by Zhang et al.). 
Although our measurements cannot distinguish between these proposed models, our 
results confirm that the odd-even effect is primarily caused by the intrinsic properties 
of the SAM.  
We rule out the following factors that could potentially cause odd-even effects in 
the measured J(V) data. Considering the very weak dipole moments associated with 
the alkyl chains (in all of our junctions the surface dipole is dominated by the Ag-S 
contact) we do not believe that an odd-even effect in dipole is important unlike in 
junctions with, for instance, SAMs with phenyl head groups.
23
 Odd-even effects in the 
wetting of SCn SAMs by water have been reported before,
2,62,63
 but we rule out the 
potential difference in wetting behavior of the GaOx/EGaIn with the SAM as a cause 
of the odd-even effect observed in DC measurements (though it could be the cause of 
the small odd-even effect in the SAM—electrode contact resistance observed by AC 
measurements).  
We believe that the results described here will help to guide future experimental 
and theoretical investigations to address the question why odds impede charge transfer 
more than evens in these junctions, in more detail. In addition, Ratner et al.
53
 showed 
theoretically that SAMs are promising for applications in high-capacitance dielectrics, 
and that subtle changes in the structure of the SAMs may have a profound effect in 
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the dielectric properties of the SAMs. Our experimental results show that, indeed, the 
odd-even effects in the dielectric properties of the junctions are induced by the SAMs 
and that it is possible to tune the dielectric properties of SAM-based junctions at the 
molecular level. 
 
8.4 Experiment Section 
General We purchased silver (0.125” (diameter) × 0.125” (length)) with purity of 
99.999% from Super Conductor Material, Inc (USA) and silicon wafers (100, p-type, 
525 ± 25 μm) with one side polished from University Wafers (USA). The thermal 
evaporator is from Shen Yang Ke Yi, China. The impedance measurements are 
recorded by Solartron (SI 1260 impedance/gain-phase analyzer). The AFM images are 
recorded by Bruker Dimension FastScan AFM with tapping mode tips 
(FASTSCAN-A, resonant frequency: 1.4 MHz, force constant: 1.8 N/m). The solvents 
are AR grade. The eutectic gallium-indium (75.5 % Ga and 24.5 % In by weight) was 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.   
 
Purification of n-Alkanethiolates. The n-alkanethiolates (n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 14, 15, 16, or 18) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with a purity in a range 
of 96 to 98%. The n-alkanethiolates (n = 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18) were purified by 
column chromatography over silica gel with hexane as an eluent and then 
recrystallized from ethanol. The n-alkanethiolates (n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8) were 
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purified by vacuum distillation. The 13-alkanethiol and 17-alkanethiol were 




Device Fabrication. We fabricated the top-electrodes by the methods reported in 
Chapter 5.  Briefly, we fabricated photoresist molds via a standard two-step 
photolithography process. This mold consisted of a line made of SU-8 (MicroChem) 
(10 μm × 10 μm × 1 cm) connected to a pillar made of AZ-50XT (with a height of 60 
μm and a diameter of 40 μm). We spin coated a thin layer of PDMS (Sylgard 184, 
Dow Corining) (20 μm) onto the mold to cover only the line, while the pillar 
remained exposed. We fabricated PDMS microchannels with dimension of 1.0 cm × 
300 µm × 120 µm separately by standard lithography methods. This microchannel 
was aligned over the pillar and further stabilized by pouring a thick layer of PDMS. 
After standard curing procedure (80 
°
C and 30 min), the PDMS device with 
through-hole channel was carefully peeled off from the mold and placed on ITO. We 
injected EGaIn into the through-hole as detailed in reference 2. Finally, this 
top-electrode was removed from the ITO support and placed onto SAMs gently to 
form the junction. 
 
Annealed Template-Stripped Silver (Ag
A-TS
). We used the procedures reported in 
Chapter 3. Briefly, we evaporated 300 nm of Ag on Si/SiO2 at a rate of 0.5 Å/s (at a 
base pressure of 5  10-7 mbar) at room temperature followed by annealing (200 °C 
for 30 min under vacuum). Cleaned glass sides are glued onto the substrates using 
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optical adhesive (Norland, No 61). First the glass slide were cleaned by immersion 
into the piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2 = 1:1) for 20 min, followed by washing with 
H2O, and dried in a stream of N2 gas, followed by cleaning with a plasma of air for 1 
min at a pressure of 0.6 mbar (Cute, Femto Science). A drop of the adhesive was 
applied on the Ag surface onto which the glass slide was placed. The adhesive was 
cured under ultraviolet light (100 Watt) for 1 h (the distance between the substrate and 
the light source was 20 cm to minimizing heating of the sample). The glass-glue-Ag 
composite was stripped off the Si/SiO2 template just before immersion into the 
ethanolic solution of the thiol of interest to minimize contamination. 
 
Formation of SAMs. The SAMs were formed using the same methods as previously 
reported.
26
 After the surfaces were freshly template-stripped from the silicon wafer, 
the substrates were immersed into 3 mM ethanolic solutions of the corresponding 
n-alkanethiols (n = 2 to 18) for 3 h under a N2 atmosphere. Then the SAM modified 
substrates were rinsed by ethanol and blown to dryness in a stream of N2 gas.   
 
Data collection of DC measurements. The data collection has been reported before,
3
 
here, we give a brief description. For each molecule, we formed junctions on three to 
four different substrates and collected six to eight junctions on each substrate. For 
each junction, we first carried out 3 scans to stabilize the junction and then collected 
20 traces, which were used for data analysis. We defined short junction when the 




 (the compliance value of J of our instrument) during the 
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scanning (include the first 3 scans). The yield is defined as the number of stable 
junctions divided by the total number of junctions. 
 
Statistical analysis. The procedure of statistical analysis has been reported before,
64
 
here we give a brief description. For Gaussian fitting, we assumed the values of 
log10|J| at -0.5 V are normally distributed.  We plotted the value of log10|J| at -0.5 V 
from each J(V) trace in histograms and fitted to Gaussians to obtain the log-mean of 
the value of J and the log standard-deviations (σlog). We performed Z-test to compare 
the values of log10|J0| and β in odd and even obtained from two different methods. We 
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Here, za/2 = 2.576 for the 99% confidence level, σ is the standard deviation and Neff is 
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Here, N is the number of traces, and ρ is the average, normalized autocorrelation of all 
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Kramers-Kronig analysis. Kramer-Kronig (KK) transforms are integral equations 
that form the real and imaginary components of complex quantities for systems which 
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               (8.10b)                                                  
here ω (= 2πf) is the varying frequency in rad/s. In the above integral equations Z’ 
represents the real part of the complex impedance and Z” represents the imaginary 
part. 
 
CSAM calculated from effective thickness of the SAMs by CPK model. The 
effective thickness (dcal; Table S5) was estimated from CPK models (using Chem 3D 
Ultra 10.0 software from Chemoffice 2006) and the small tilt angle for SAMs of Ag 
of 11. Based on the dcal, we plotted the estimated CSAM using the experimentally 
values of r and Eqs. 8.11a and 8.11b.  
SAM,odd 0 r,odd geo cal/ C A d                 (8.11a)                                                      
SAM,even 0 r,even geo cal/ C A d                (8.11b)                                                    
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Charge Transport Rates Across SAM-Based Molecular 
Junctions with Different Types of Bottom Electrode 
Materials 
 
Abstract: In this chapter, we compare the electrical characteristics of self-assembled 
monolayers (SAMs) formed on a series of template-stripped metals: Au, Ag, Cu, Pt, 
Pd and Ni. We used template-stripped surfaces following procedures described in 
Chapter 3. On the surfaces we formed SAMs and contacted them with EGaIn 
top-electrodes measured the apparent injection current (J0), and tunneling decay 
constants (β) of the junction with SAMs at different type bottom-electrode materials. 
We correlate the electrical characteristics J0 and β of SAM based junctions with the 
physical properties of these metal surfaces, work function, surface morphologies and 
the tilt angle of SAMs toward the bottom-electrodes. The different J0 and β values 
showed that the simplified tunneling equation is not applied well in these tunneling 
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7.2.2 Introduction 
Molecular electronics aim to understanding nano-scale behaviors of electron 
transfer.
1,2
 The charge transfer rates through molecular junctions with different 
electrodes are interesting to investigate because the contact resistance, the 
metal-molecule interaction strength (i.e., hybridization), the tilt angle of molecules 
with respect to the surface normal, or the work function, all change, which, in turn, 
could affect the electrical properties of the junctions  
One of the key issues in molecular junctions is to separate the molecular from 
the non-molecular component injunctions. The investigation of different types of 
electrodes can be useful to determine whether the performances of devices are 
dominated by molecules, the interfaces and the electrodes. For large area molecular 
junctions, the most used electrode is Au.
3-9
 There are very few junction measurements 















.   
The understanding of role of bottom-electrodes in molecular junctions is also 
potentially useful to tune the tunneling barrier height. The simplified tunneling 
equation is used to study the value of tunneling decay factor β and the pre-exponential 
factor J0 (A/cm
2
), which determined by measuring the value of the J as a function of 
the length of the molecules, d (nm) (Eq. 9.1). 
d
oJ J e
                            (9.1) 
β is the structure dependent attenuation factor:                  
     
 
 







                         (9.2) 
where m is the electron mass, and  is the barrier height. Here, in principle, the barrier 
depends on the type of bottom-electrode material.   
Remarkably, Frisbie et al. found that the values of β are independent on the 
electrode work function in tunnel junctions formed using CP-AFM. The AFM tips 




The template stripping (TS) method provides more choice of high quality of 
bottom-electrodes. Ultra smooth of Pt, Pd, Ag and Au surfaces have been reported by 
this methods, and further improvements have been made to achieve flat Ag and Au 
surfaces with large grain size (see Chapter 3 for details). Noble metals are usually 
chosen for molecular junctions because of their stability in air. The TS method makes 
it possible to obtain clean metal surfaces such as Cu and Ni with low trace amount of 
oxidation, because the surface can be stored ambient and stripped off the template 
when needed.       
The molecular effect in EGaIn based molecular junctions can be further 
confirmed by varying different bottom-electrodes. The charge transfer rates through 
the junctions with different bottom-electrodes can be related to i) surface 
morphologies, ii) supramolecular structures of SAMs, iii) metal-molecule interfaces, 
iv) work functions, v) or tilt angles of the SAMs. 
We use the EGaIn technique, which shows good availability and compatibility 
with SAM based molecular junctions. We studied the tunneling rates across 
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 bottom-electrodes incorporate with EGaIn top-electrode. 
 
8.2.2 Results and Discussion  
9.2.1 Template-Stripped Bottom-Electrodes 
The metal deposition and the template-stripping (TS) methods are described in 
details in Chapter 3 and the experimental section. Briefly, we use fresh Si/SiO2 wafer 
as template to deposit a layer of metal with 300 nm of thickness. And then we applied 
the optical adhesive (OA) onto the metal surfaces and followed with glass substrates 
as support. After curing the OA under UV light, these substrates with metal thin films 
can be stripped off the Si/SiO2 wafer. Here, we fabricated six types of ultra-smooth 
metal surfaces with TS method. Figure 9.1 shows the template-stripped surface of Pt, 
Pd, Au, Cu, Ag and Ni. and the surface roughness determined by atomic force 
microscopy for all surfaces is listed in Table 9.1. These data show that the surfaces are 
in general smooth and vary mainly in the sizes of the grains. 
 
Figure 9.1. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of template-stripped Pt (A), Pd (B), Au (C), Cu 
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(D), Ag (E) and Ni (F) bottom-electrodes 
 
9.2.2 J-V Measurement of n-Alkanethiolates 
The current density J (in A/cm
2
) at a given bias (at the low bias regime) can be 
interpreted by the simplified tunneling equation 9.1. As mentioned in previous 
chapter, we showed that the tunneling currents and the values of β are very sensitive 
to the details of the topography of the bottom-electrode. By using the ultra-flat 
template-stripped surfaces as bottom-electrodes, we are able to minimize the 
difference from the surface morphologies. We collected with statistically large 
number of data (1500-3000 J(V) curves) for on each type of bottom electrodes. The 
data collection and the statistical analyses are described in previous chapter. The 
values of J were plotted in histograms fitted with Gaussians to derive the log-average 
J values and the log-standard deviation (σlog). Figures 9.2-9.7 (see appendix) show the 
log10 |J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to 













. The electrical properties are summarized in Table 9.1. The high yield 
of working junctions (87-98%) and small standard deviation (0.4-0.5) indicate the 
junctions formed on these difference substrates are highly reproducible. 












 (F) surfaces fitted with Eq. 9.1 to 
derive the β and J0 values. The β and J0 values are summarized in Table 9.1. For all 
the six types of junctions, the values of log10|J| decay exponentially as a function of nC 
in accordance with equation 9.1. It shows that the junctions formed with these 
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different bottom-electrodes are suitable for length dependent measurement. We found 
that the values of β obtained from PdTS AgA-TS and NiTS are quite consistent and close 
to the empirical value (1.00 nC
-1







is slight slower. We found similar trend in the values of apparent injection current, J0. 






 are 1 order of magnitude lower than 











The values of work function of different metals are from ref. 23.  
b
The values of tilt angle of alkanethiolate toward the metal surfaces are from ref. 24 and 25. 
c
The yield of non-shorting junctions are defined as the number of shorts divided by the total number of 
junctions. 
d
























PtTS 0.3   3.97 <1524 94 2 98 1840 0.43 0.87±0.06 1.60 
PdTS 0.3   3.88 1624 104 6 94 1960 0.41 0.98±0.02 2.37 
CuTS 0.3   3.89 1224 80 5 94 1500 0.42 0.90±0.06 1.57 
AgA-TS 0.8 4.23 11-1424 104 7 93 1920 0.51 1.00±0.02 2.52 
AuTS 0.4 4.24 2824 126 16 87 2784 0.49 0.85±0.02 1.78 
NiTS 0.2 4.31 ~2025 83 6 93 1631 0.44 1.01±0.03 2.34 
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 (F) bottom-electrodes.  
 
9.2.3 SAM characterization 
We investigated the supramolecular structures of the SAMs formed on these six 
different bottom-electrodes by Angle-Resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AR 
XPS) and Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) to determine the work 
function of SAM-modified surfaces and the quality of the SAMs on these surfaces. 













. Figure 9.9 shows the high resolution S 2p spectra 
which are dominated by a single component peak for the SAMs on these 
template-stripped surfaces. This peak represents chemisorbed S atoms from 
well-packed SAMs. We did not observe chemisorbed S atoms from disordered SAMs 
at low binding energy range (binding energy of 160-161 eV) or physisorbed species 
(binding energy of 163 eV) or oxidised surface species (binding energy of 165-166 eV) 
at high binding energy range in the spectra. The clear single peak from well-ordered 
SAMs indicates the good supramolecular structure of the SAMs and these 
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template-stripped surfaces are good bottom electrodes for nano-meter scale materials. 
Figure 9.10A shows the UPS spectra of the SAM modified surfaces and the work 
functions of these substrates are determined by determining the high kinetic energy. 
Figure 9.10B shows the values of β as a function of work function of SAM modified 
electrode metals. The β values are ranged from 0.85 to 1.01 nC
-1
 with a variation of < 
0.10 nC
-1 
and the average value of β measured is 0.94 nC
-1
, which is in good agreement 
with most of the literatures.
3,22,26-33
 However, the inconsistency and small variation of 
the β values is still exist in Figure 9.10B. These variations of β values may also come 
from i) the different surface morphologies of the template-stripped surfaces, which 
results in the differences in values of BV, ii) The different tilt angles of molecules 
toward the bottom-electrodes, which results in the differences in supramolecular 
structures of SAMs. iii) The different metal-S bonding will affect the transmission 
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 (F).  
 
 
Figure 9.10. (A) The values of β as a function of work function of SAM modified electrode metals. (B) 




In this work, we compare the charge transport properties of EGaIn-based 
tunneling junctions incorporated with different type of bottom-electrode materials. 
We used template-stripping methods to obtain ultra-smooth surfaces of Ag, Au, Cu, 
Pt, Pd and Ni. By minimizing the defects of these six types of bottom-electrodes, we 
are able to minimize the morphology difference as much as possible. The SAM 
characterizations confirm the good supramolecular structure of SAMs formed on 
these template-stripped surfaces.    
The tunneling rates through junctions with different bottom-electrodes all 
showed exponential decay with values of β ranged from 0.85 to 1.01 nC
-1
 and an 
average value of 0.94 nC
-1
. The tunneling decay coefficient is independent (with a 




on the work function of the bottom-electrodes. However, 
there is still clear variation of the values of β, which may due to i) the differences in 
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surface morphologies, even though the rms values of these surfaces are all smaller 
than 1 nm, there is still big difference in the grain sizes, which results in differences in 
BV values. ii) The differences in supramolecular structures of SAMs, results from the 
different tilt angle of molecules toward the metal surfaces, which may affect the 
charge transfer rate. iii) The different metal-S bonding which will affect the 
transmission coefficient through the metal-S interface.  
 
9.4 Experimental Section 
Preparation of Template Stripped Surfaces We fabricated template stripped surface 
by the method reported in Chapter 3. The Ag, Au, Cu, Pt and Pd are purchased from 
Super Conductor Material, Inc (USA) with purity of 99.999%. We used Si/SO2 wafer 
as template surfaces and applied O2 plasma (20W, 30 s) treatment before the metal 
deposition. The Ag, Au and Cu were evaporated onto the cleaned Si/SiO2 wafers by 
thermal evaporator at a rate of 0.5 Å/s for the beginning 50 nm and then followed with 
1Å/s for the remaining 250 nm. The Pd, Pt, Ni were evaporated onto the cleaned 
wafers by E-beam evaporator at a rate of 0.5 Å/s for the beginning 50 nm and then 
followed with 1Å/s for the remaining 250 nm.  
 
Preparation of Molecules The n-alkanethiolates (n = 10, 12, 14, 16 or 18) were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with a range of purities of 96 to 98%. All these 
compounds were purified by column chromatography over silica gel with hexane as 
an eluent and then recrystallized from ethanol before use. 
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Formation of SAMs The SAMs were formed from 3 mM ethanolic solutions of the 
corresponding n-alkanethiols (n = 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18). The ethanol was purged with 
dry N2 gas for 15 min prior use. Once the molecules were dissolved, we added freshly 
template-stripped metal surfaces (the substrates were immersed in to the ethanolic 
solution within 5 s to minimize contaminations) and the SAMs were formed over a 
period of time of three hours. Then the SAMs were rinsed by ethanol and blown to 
dryness in a stream of N2. 
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Chapter 10 
General Conclusions & Outlook 
 
The interpretation of data generate by molecular electronic devices is often 
troublesome and a simple question “What is the role of the molecular component” 
proves to be difficult to address. Usually, the reason is that only total currents that 
flow across metal-molecule-metal junctions are measured complicating to separate, 
for example, interface effects from molecular effects. Physical-organic studies of 
charge transport are one way to potentially address this challenge, but in any case the 
fundamental question “what is the supramolecular structure of the junction?” has to be 
addressed first. All components of the junction are equally important and the 
fabrication of each has to be optimized to ensure good control over the 
supramolecular structure of the junction. Ideally, these junctions are defect free but in 
reality defects are always present. Therefore, one can at best minimize the defects 
present in junctions, develop methods to identify defects, learn to understand how 
defects affect the observed electrical characteristics and develop methods to minimize 
them. 
This thesis addresses these issues and describes new methods to minimize 
defects in junctions by optimizing the bottom-electrode, top-electrode, and SAM 
formation, and introduces new methods to identify defects in junctions and how these 
improvements can be used in subtle physical-organic studies in charge transport. 
Throughout this thesis, we used SAM characterization methods, e.g., electrochemistry, 
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angle resolved X-ray absorption spectroscopy, to study the supramolecular structures 
of SAMs. We used impedance spectroscopy to analyze the SAM resistance, SAM 
capacitance and contact resistance, which gives detailed information regarding the 
electrical characteristics of each component within the SAM-based junctions in 
addition to DC measurements. The findings described in this thesis are also supported 
by molecular dynamics. 
We used Fc terminated and n-alkanethiolate SAMs (of the form SCnFc and SCn) 
as model systems to determine the “quality” of SAM-based tunnel junctions with the 
well-known EGaIn top-electrodes in terms of yield, stability, and replicability, and 
more broadly by the rectification ratio, J0, β, current scaling with device area, and the 
curvature of dJ/dV. We optimized the bottom electrodes, supramolecular structures of 
SAMs, the fabrication of top electrodes, which are three key components of molecular 
junctions, and summarized the effective factors that are able to determine the quality 
of junctions Chapter 3 to 6. Based on these optimized parameters, we investigated 
subtle phenomena of charge transport, such as self-healing properties of liquid-like 
SAMs and the odd-even effects in the SAM-basd tunneling junctions (Chapter 7 to 9).  
Chapter 1 gives a general introduction of this thesis and a literature review of the 
challenges in molecular electronics to defining “the Quality of Junctions” is provided 
in Chapter 2. Usually, the yield of working junctions is used as a metric for the quality 
of molecular junctions. However, the definitions of what constitutes as a “working 
junction” is often not clear, for instance, a non-shorting junction can still have poor 
performance. In Chapter 2 we review the literature and establish better definition of 
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the junction quality. The factors that affect junction quality, e.g., the surface 
morphology of the bottom electrode, the fabrication procedure of top electrodes, or 
the supramolecular structures of SAMs (which are of course deeply related to the 
electrodes) are summarized and compared across different platforms. We re-defined 
the conventional indicators (yield, stability, or reproducibility) and established new 
indicators (J0, β, capability of temperature dependent measurement and electrical 
functions) that can be used to establish the quality of SAM-based junctions. 
Chapter 3 describes the optimization of the fabrication procedures of template 
stripped Ag surfaces. We systematically optimized the deposition rate, deposition 
temperature, post annealing temperature and annealing time. Among these parameters, 
we obtain the best conditions (0.5Å /s of deposition rate, post annealing at 200°C for 
30 min under vacuum) to fabrication ultra-smooth Ag surface with near- micro meter 
grains, and fewer defects than the TS surfaces without annealing. We used a more 
comprehensive parameter, the so-called bearing volume (BV), to compare the 
topography of the surfaces, which contains information about the surface roughness, 
grain size and grain boundary widths. The characterizations by XRD, XPS and 
ellipsometry, the annealed Ag surfaces showed that the fabrication procedures 
improved the quality of the surfaces substantially. 
Chapter 4 describes how the performance of the molecular diodes based on 
SCnFc SAMs depends on the type of the anchoring groups and the purity of the 
precursors of SAMs. The ferrocene SAMs are good molecular diodes on Ag
TS
 
surfaces, with rectification ratio R of 100. By replacing the thiol anchoring group of 
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the molecules by disulfide or thioacetate in the precursor, the values of R drop to unity. 
Cyclic voltammetry and AR-XPS data showed that the SAMs derived from the 
disulfide and thioacetate precursors have lower surface coverage and are more 
defective than the SAMs derived from thiols. Consequently, junctions that contain 
these defective SAMs suffer from large leakage currents and lower performance in 
terms of rectification ratios. Furthermore, we found the purity of the thiol-precursor is 
also crucial: 3 or 5 % of disulfide (the most common impurity as thiols decompose to 
the disulfide in the ambient) present in the thiol precursor caused a 28% or 61% 
decrease in R, respectively, and >15% of disulfide lowered R to unity, while the yield 
in non-shorting junctions remained high (>70%). Our results suggested that 
comprehensive SAM characterization is necessary to determine the packing of SAMs 
and the yield of non-shorting junctions is a poor indicator to determine the quality of 
junctions.  
The integration of the EGaIn top-electrode in stable molecular devices is 
important to improve the EGaIn-based technique to form contacts to SAMs. In 
Chapter 5, we describe a method to fabricate reversible electrical contacts to SAMs 
using EGaIn top electrodes stabilized in a micro fluidic device. This method generates 
SAM-based junctions with highly reproducible electrical characteristics in terms of 
precision and accuracy. The main advantages in the fabrication procedures are: i) it is 
compatible with template-stripping surface, which has been proved the high quality 
surface for molecular electronics, ii) it does not require any patterning of 
bottom-electrodes and avoids the contaminations during the fabrication procedures, 
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and iii) it does not contain edges of the electrodes at which SAMs cannot pack well. 
These junctions have the capability of performing temperature dependent 
measurements and have good electrical stability (2500 current-voltage cycles and 
retained currents for 27 h) with good yields (78%).  
By precisely controlling the size of the Ageo of tunneling junctions, we were able 
to control the number of defects in Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions in Chapter 6. 
We found the value of J0 is independent of the junction size when the Ageo (geometric 
contact area) is small (<9.6×10











Meanwhile, the yields of non-shorting junctions decrease from 78% to 44% and the β 
increases from 1.0 to 1.2 nC
-1
. We also showed that the quality of the junctions could 
be qualitatively determined by examining the curvature of the dJ/dV curves, while the 
defects within the junctions changed the curvature from positive-associated with 
tunneling- to negative associated with Joule heating.  
These strategies to improve the quality of EGaIn-based junctions, along with the 
broad range of methods to assess junction quality, our junctions makes it possible to 
investigate charge transport across SAMs as a function of subtle differences in the 
SAM structures. In Chapter 7, we discuss the response of self-assembled monolayers 
(SAMs) toward defects of bottom-electrodes at the nano-scale. We found different 
electrical characteristics of junctions incorporating with liquid-like SAMs and 
crystalline-like SAMs on defective bottom electrodes. On smooth (less defective) 
bottom electrodes, the Ag
TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions with n =2 to 18 showed 
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consistent electrical behavior (i.e, comparable to previously reported data) with 
log10|J0| of 2.70 ± 0.16 A/cm
2 
and β of 1.03 ± 0.03 nC
-1
. However, on rough or 
defective bottom electrodes, the junctions showed low log10|J0| (0.65 ± 0.34 A/cm
2
) 
and low β (0.52 ± 0.05 nC
-1
) values for n = 10 to 18, while for junctions with n = 2 to 
10 the values of log10|J0| (3.18 ± 0.33 A/cm
2
) and β (1.10 ± 0.11 nC
-1
) values were 
normal. The liquid-like SAMs (n < 10) showed self-healing properties on the 
defective surfaces and therefore performed similar as on the less defective surfaces, 
while the crystalline-like SAMs (n > 10) formed defective packing and therefore 
increased the leakage current through the junctions on defective surfaces. This 
mechanism was supported by impedance measurements and molecular dynamics 
simulations.  
Now the “quality” of the junctions has been optimized, we showcase these 
improvements to investigate a controversy in EGaIn junctions and elucidated the 
origin of odd-even effects in Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions (n = 2 to 18) in both 
DC and AC measurements. We used annealed template-stripped Ag surfaces with 
cone-shaped tips (Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions, n = 2 to 9) and PDMS confined 
EGaIn top electrodes (n = 10 to 18), which guaranteed the precision of the data with 
non-overlapping error bars. Two statistical methods, Gaussian and least absolute 
deviation fitting were used to analyze the data and both gave similar values of J0 and 
β and confirmed the existence of odd-even effects in DC measurements. The origin of 
the odd-even effect was investigated by the impedance spectroscopy by analyzing the 
SAM resistance (RSAM), capacitance of the SAM (CSAM), and contact resistance (RC), 
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separately. We observed strong odd-even effects in RSAM and CSAM , but a weak (but 
significant) odd-even effect in RC, which indicates that the odd-even effect in 
Ag
A-TS
-SCn//GaOx/EGaIn junctions are clearly dominated by the SAMs. 
The previous chapters mainly focus on the supramolecular structure of the 
junctions, but understanding the electronic structure of the junctions in relation the 
supramolecular structures is an important next step. In Chapter 9, we compare the 
charge transport rates through n-alkanethiolate SAMs incorporated with different 
template-stripped bottom electrodes of Ag, Au, Cu, Pt, Ni and Pd, because these 
bottom-electrode have different work functions. Remarkably, the values of J0 and β 
are virtually the same despite a large difference in the work function of the electrode 
materials of 1.5 eV.  
 
Outlook 
The major conclusion based on the data presented in this thesis is that by 
optimizing the fabrication of the bottom-electrode, top-electrode, and SAM formation, 
SAM-based junctions with good quality and stability can be prepared. In addition, this 
thesis also shows the importance of the role of defects in junctions and established a 
deeper understanding of how defects affect the electrical properties of EGaIn-based 
junctions. In the second part of the thesis, these improvements are successfully 
applied in subtle physical-organic studies of charge transport.  
Challenges that need to be addressed in the future include a detailed 
understanding of the nature of molecule-electrode interface. Chapter 9 gives a 
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preliminary study and shows that the junctions do not change much despite the large 
variation in electrode materials (work functions of the clean electrodes change of 1.5 
eV). Although similar observations have been made for other systems (such as devices 
based on thin films and a few molecular electronic junctions), characterization of the 
electronic structure in SAM-based junctions is challenging. Thus this thesis focuses 
on the supramolecular structure of the junctions and now the quality of the EGaIn 
junctions has been optimized, the electronic structure can be studied, understood, and 
potentially be tailored/controlled in EGaIn junctions. 
Although in this thesis the focus was on metal-thiolate based SAMs, these SAMs 
are inherently limited in stability by the nature of the metal-thiolate bond which is 
only stable typically on the order of days for simple organothiolate SAMs. Replacing 
the bottom electrode SAM chemistry with more stable molecule-metal interactions 
could be an interesting approach to improve junction stability (provided one can 
control the supramolecular structure of the monolayers). 
Although this thesis mainly focused on simple aliphatic SAMs, it would be 
interesting to investigate other types of SAMs with perhaps conjugated back bones (to 
reduce SAM resistance) functionalized with perhaps light or magnetic responsive 
groups to induce new electronic function. The functional groups and types of 
SAM-backbone will affect SAM structure, but a detailed SAM-characterization study 
combined with the efforts to minimize defects described in this thesis should make it 









Figure 9.2 plots |J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log(|J|) at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to these 
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Figure 9.3 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to 
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Figure 9.4 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to 
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Figure 9.5 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to 
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Figure 9.6 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to 
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Figure 9.7 Plots of log10|J| vs. applied bias and histograms of log10|J| at -0.50 V with Gaussian fits to 
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